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AS BROAOCAST OVER UN RP.DIO

At this moment between the 01d year &~~ ~he llew we are looking forward to the

future but also ba.ck into the :9Cist. WiJ~ 1953 in the perspec':jive o~ hLsto.ry be

remember(~G.. only as one further station on a rv2.d. of suffering leading c'covln to n~w

cata.3tropb,}D and, perha:;.:'s, to ul'~imo.te self -des';:ruction? Or wJ.ll it appear as a

s'l;ep forward on the long uphill road. ~,;ov!o.rc_.s r:E.a:~e -- rE:al peace? \-1111 it be

c~neid.er~d the year in which the cold grip or.. cur lives of the great ?ost-war

conflicts began to ba loosened, a JTenr in -yrhich ';['3 ttorned our mi::'.ds to the peace- /

. ful URE:S of the et'.crmeus powers .that science has put in our haLd.s a:.:d in wl;ichwe

learned the lessons of that first case of collective UnitGd Natif'ns resistence to

aggreasiun, the Korean W8X?

The responEibility for what the anS\Ters fin2.11y will be -l::o these questions

rests with us; since it is for our g:~i:leratiol1 to test the pO.3si1:Jilitics which
,

rece:::lt develo:plilCaGS mc.y have opened. If we ,r3TC to blind 0ursel'les to this

respousibiliy.y end allow these possibilities to slip by un~ried because of a':1y

lack of couragz, faith ,and wisdom, the judgroe:.1t on us of the future Vi-ould jus-bly

be Gever.e.

':'h8se thou£hts 8,::"8 certa.inly 'iLl th~ millds o-f many ef us a8 the l,"ew Year be.g.i.ns:

but it is n~turRl that they;t~ke on a s1~cial-significar-ce for those of us who have

the priv].l.ege of working in a::J.d for the U::1i~ed Ne:tions.

WE: J-::c.ow that peace cannot "be imposed on the \rorld by the authority of any

internatio~al orga:lization but we also know that we can la;'i foundations fur lasting

peace by tmreler-ting efforts to imp~ove the ecenomic an~ social conditions, under

which th8 major part of h~~nity lives, e~d to strengthen the rule of law in inter

nationc..l life. We know that we can fur"Lher th8 cause of peace by cresting safe-
/

guards against aggression and for peaceful solutions of international conflicts by

negotiation. But W'e also know that ultima.tely peU.ce can be achiGved o:::lly as th>3

result of a positive d£velop~ent of the attitude cf indivi~ual men and woman toward

life &ld their neighbcurs.

Our work for peace must begin w:.thin the r;r:"va.tc 1vorlJ. of each onG of us. To

build for man a world without fear, ~~ m~st be vtthout fear. To bu:'ld a world of

jus~ice, we must be just. Ani how con 11 0 fight fer lfberty if we are not free i,1n
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our own min~s? How can we ask others to sacrifice if ~ are not ready to do so?

Some might con6id~r this to be just another expression of noble principles,

too far from the ha~sh realities of politicel life properly to be made the the~e

of this New Yca;':~ rs message. I disa.gree ~ Only in true surrender to the interest

of all can we reach that strength and independence, that unity of purposr' that

equity of .judgment which are necessary if we are to measure up to ourtduty to the

future, as men of a generation to whom the chance was given to build in time a

world cf peace.

* *** *
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TE..'\T OF ADDRESS BY S~RETARY-GEl:mRAL DAG HAMrvIARSI~JOLD AT A PUBLIC
==-=.;;.....,:=~.;;;;;- ... ---
MEEl'ING ORGANIZED BY THEUI'JIT1~D NAT I01lJ S "ASSOCIATION, AT THE EOYAL_._-------

ALBERT HA.LL, LONDOIJ. l'i'DECftillEH 1953,

Mr. Ch'3.irman" Members and friends of the United Nations Association:

I am, glad that the course of events at Unitad nations Headquarters has been

such as to meke it possible for ma to fly over from New York to be with you tonight.

The dietance which separates us is considerable. The travel time, however, is less

impressive • And we are united in our effort, our hope and our faith when facing

the problems 8J.~d difficulties which it is the purpose of the United Nations to

help us solve.

It may seeIa a 10n3 way to come here from New York, even to address ji.)

distinguished 0. gathering. But this unity of purpose and interests made me anxious

to avail myf~el.f of' the opportur.ity to speak to you about our work. The distance

that separates J.jhe HeEdq'.18.rters of the United Nations from Ene;land and from Europe

could no longer be permitted to poctpone a contact for which I have been longing

ever since t took office.

It is, in my view, 'an advantage to the United Nations that its As~embly meets

and its' Secreta.riat works in a country ~rhich represents such a dynamic force in our

world toda.y. This keeps us contantly and acutely aware of the realities of inter~

nati.onal politics. But the intense attention to current American developments

which is unavoidable for everyone who works at the Headquarters f.l.ust never lead us

to act as if we were prit:lB.rily speaking to America or -- in any way -- for America.

OUr roots a1'e in all peoples and the fact that the United Na.tions is the

~rvant of all peo~l~s should be re~lBcted in an unrelenting effort to maintain an

intimate and ~.:ontact.. \viJvh all p:op:::. Such a living contact cannot be

maintained by our efforts alone. Those'effo=ts must meet a resppnse in the.peoples

(more)
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themselves. Therefore, the work of an association like yours is essential. We are
gratef'ul to the British ;~~;p~~·~·~d."'·p~i~~iY"'to-the"-Ieaa:ers-a.n(rwem.bersof' the

United Nations Association, for the strength of their sup;port of the United Nations

and the depth of their undel'standing of its essential meaning for the future. I am

happy to ;pay honour in person for that support and for that understanding and to

establish a direct contact with you all. In the times to come, vThen we try to map

out the way ahead, you Will help us by your advice as well as by your constructive

criticism, based on a long experience and ins;pired by aspirations which you share

",1.th us.

The British tradition of creative action in the interIlational field is a

source f'rom vThich your support and your understanding flmr. I am thinking o~ the

British Commonwealth as it has evolved. I have in mind the British support for the

League of Nations in its best years. I have special reasons to remember the

British ccntrib~tions to the writing of the Charter and to these first years in the

life of tbe United Natinns. The British contributions in the hard struggle now

ur.der way to devc:top effectiye 'instit.utions for European political and economic

unity sri;! 8,180 lJresent in my mind. Fino.lly, may I, as Secretary-General of the

United Na~ions, pay a personal tribute to the memory of that great international

official, the first Secretary-General of the League of Nations, Sir Eric Drummond,

whose ;pioneer work is both an exemple 8.l.1o.. a. challenge to the latest of his

successors.

I s~0ke about the work of' the U~ited Nations in the Assembly and in the

Secretariat at the Headquarters. Let me try to explain to you what place that work,

in my view, holds in -Lhe general united Nations venture.

The United Nations is faith and works -- faith in the possibility of a world

without fear and works to bring that faith closer to realization in the life of men.

What the United Nations does, or does not do, is rather reflected in, ttan deter

mined by, what happens in New York. It i3 determined by the governments in 60

capitals and by all those who have a voice in influencing the policies of these

govGrnments. The United Nations in that sense hus its center as much in London and

Paris and New Delhi as it has in New York or Geneva. Its successes and its

failures are the end result and the mee.sure of the faith and works of all the

peoples of its Member nations.

Thus, we must. n(')t think. of' the vwrk of the l!~.lit~d Hations merely in terms of

its principal 8J:?d subsidiary organs. Hherever governments seek to carry out the)

;principles of the Charter, and whatever diplomatic instruments they are using f'or

these ends, the aims of the United NationS are being served.

(more).
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Besides the machinery of the United k,ti..,ns itself, there a:ce, as you

know, many tools already utilized or in process of cloeation, which serve the

central purpose. Progralus fot' closer political and econo.mic co-operation to meet

special regional needs can s~rengthen the llilited Nations cause, provided they are

developed with full recognition of the essGntially universal interdependence of ott

world and do not attempt to make of rogional [;roupings an extension of exclusive
, , '" -,'. • ~., ", ~ ......, .. ~, , " ' ,~.": ," ,. <'_.... . "''-':-~1i ',' -,r;lii-·'·... 1\"'0 'd...' .--, :U'Ir,)'_ ">,.··,"'<' ...·~_-,',:'i ....<I'I!'·...._....~' ...I;"/~~_ ,...~·v~, _,,- '" -.,->;." __....',.'':'\OIOIO....~o:-',_..t~,.. :JII>'t.....;.,,~,.........~,''''''.:\l:i

nationalism. If they are adjusted to that inter-dependence I am confident that
'I:-r-..em_ Oli."II'~;"~A<I'l-~·J>;;!"·JI,

ways will be found for a co-operation between the United Nations Org&lization ~~d

the regional assocj.ations and organs which ..:ill strengthen the universal approach

while giving the regional efforts elded vitality.

For my own part I am, fo!' example, locking fo Nard ~.Q.__.s:()n§.~E!:J:.21.:b.Y...Sl.~C,O

operation in the problems confronting iurope tot,ween the United Nations and the

~6~1 or Eurone;~tE';"OE1fir·a;ld'<Th~'·~E~;~;~~~~~~C;~;l''''an·d ',Steef"C~~lIn~it~. <p;~;'~~;ly
, ,,..4\!,,,jo1l;t<"'•.•Ji . _ -if OJ'}' 'k -...""'dLt--.stl

understood and conducted., these organs shouJ.d, of course, not be in arw sense

riyals of the UnHed Nations in ,c~~ope, eithGr in the political or in the economic

life of the continent. They are .parts of the larger whole and the building of the

parts 511('1.1ld contribute to the building of the \fhole. If fact, some of the most

imaginative and creative leadership in interClational affairs over the past eight

years has been m.anifested in t:lisEuropean mO\"einent.

Other examples of constructive political development·s outside the technical

framework of the United Nations but for' purposes in line ..lith the aims of our

Orgc>.nization are offered by various hiGh level conferences between the leading
-.... --_..- f nc':;: . • , •.•

stateswen of Hember nations. There ag8ln we meet a problem B.:..'1.d/f poss::LbJ_(.J.ty.

1I~-hen inspi::'ed by the aims v-rhich have found expression in the Charter of the

United Nations, nnd animated by a sense of resronsibility to the world community,

such conferences take a proper place in the general United Ne.tions effort and may

serve to 'st.rengtLen the Orea..'1ization itself.

Ha7ing said 0.11 this, I must, however, ad.d a word of warning. vie k'1.ow that

worlli inter-dependence is inescapable. f-,nd vJOrld inter-dependence requires world

organization. Ue know that the fact that vIe tave been catapulted, as it were,

into a ,rorld of £lose. neighbourhood without the necessary historicC:l.l preparation

to be good neighbours tlakes effective world organizaUon a problem of sup:rem.e

difficulty. The United Nations is a young institution~ '1'0 fail to use the

\ United Netions machinery on those occacions when the Charter plainly means that

\it shall be used, to improvise other arrangements ."lthout o:"erriding practical and

Folitical reaoons -- this n~y tend to weaken the position of the Qrganization ~ld

{reduce its influence and effectivenEfss, even when the ultt:nate purpQse is a United
p;-

#Nations purpose. So there is a bala~ce here that must be struck with care.
I,

(more)
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No institution C9.n become effeotive lL'11ess it is forced to wrestle with the

problems, the conflicts and the tribulations of real life. Of course we must 1,;,se

discretion, we must avoid overloading a y0'L'11g institution, we should" in fact,

use greater restraint in asking ths United Hations to undertake tasks that may be

desirable in themselves but are secondar;y- to the great issues. But on those

great issues we should not use other upproaches silnply because these may seem in

the short view more expedient or convenient. H'3 must not let the United Nations

become a mere hostage to the ccnsc.ience of the r1lember S+ utes, a shrine at which

obeisnnce is paid at the a.ppropriate seasons while the real action goes on

else-,.iL1ere. The works are as llli:t:artant as thp. faith and the faith, 6.I'!I.bodied in

the United NaJc,j.ons, will not fiul the ex:press:':Jr, that the .world needs so desPBrate

ly without a living and developing il'lstlti.~.-:'ion that cOllmands resp€ct and loyalty

from the peoples and the governments of the 'W·o:c2.d in steadily growi.....lg measure.

viha+, I have said has already brought me :~ar into the question of ilThe Way

Ahead. " Let me now turn to the concrete problems and immediate real::'des, turn

from ql.·,~st,lons of direction a...'ld organization to the question of the landscape we

have to pass, Our pojnt of departure should be the experiences at the Eighth'

Assembly, which adjourned last vleek.

'l'hG Assembly convened in an atmosphere of ca.:'ltious h~'p'e~~'§!l' After all,

this was to be the first regular session following what was interpreted as a turn

for the better in thG international cl::..mate., Vlould there be a willingness to test

and use the opportunities provided by the Un:'ted Nations to explore the possibi

lities for ~£9ch§:~gh for thawing the ~~~~_~.J:S~ which divide the World?

Or ,,':ould t~e d:Lscussions only lead to a renevml of old recd..rrinations, leaving us

in a world of fixed positio:'1s as frozen in their seeming ir:.... econcilab:Llity as .

befo:;.'e?

Judgwe:1ts may differ, but I think that on the ''ihole most of use would agree

that the ~~Bl!l.~?12.2.~U!"!.til its very end, J1,:ithel~.f~~!~~1~.g.~ih~,_h9.P.~Sthat many

nouris~1ed in the beginning, nor marked any retrogression. It. was a session
~. ,.....-t'l'ilIlOOfItJ,' .,.....

characterized by ca.ution - a cAution ""that p~evented far-reaching steps in any·

direction but also diluted the effects of harsh debate on several bitterly

contested issu.es-a

One reason for this was that the centers of gra'nty of international action

on the main political iS6u8s of the cold war wore at PanmLIDjo~ a~d, toward tte end

of the Assembly, at Bermuc.ao There was a prevailing desire not to introducs

complications into a situation that was delicat~ and te.~SCJl pending a clearer

indication of the outCOIlB cf the negotiation::; for a Korean Political Conference

and a Four PO\'1er Meeting of the Foreien IlJiinisters o

(mure)
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Also on other political issues, not directly related to the &st-West

conflicts but of far-reaching significance for the future relationship of the

West with Asia and Africa, the key 'note was one of restraint. There were no

significant decisions and there was no fundamental change in positions.

On the economic side, the under-<leveloped countries as well as many

supporters of the United Nations everywhere, were disappointed at the lack of

progress in the practical mobilization of governmental and private resources for

the investment of capital in economic development. ~lhat was achieved after long

debate lvas only to endorse the principle and keep alive the blueprints for a more

propitious time.

As concerns the delicate question of the status of the international

Secretariat and the problems concerning its independence, which have arisen

mainly because of the American loyalty investigations, decisions were reached

which should give us a new start. Although these decisions closed the previous,

controversial chapt~, and although I feel that we can look to the future with,

greater confidence, the way in which - and the circumstances under which - these

decisions can, now be implemented, will finally decide whether they represent the

step forward we are hoping for.

While the Assembly was in session the Security Council had to investigate

two questions relating to the complicated situation in Palestine. The decision

of the Council on the shocking and deElora!2J e Qnjbera ip!eidmt reaffirmed the
..... . - .

concern of the Council'for the general situation in the Near East and its interest

in a peaceful development, but it did not, and could not at this time, contribute

to a solution of the basic problems. ~he outcome of the initiative taken by

Israel in this context, that is to calIon the Secretary-General to convene a

conference on the Armistice Agreement between Israel and Jordan, will undoubtedly

be of significance for comLig developments.

In all these respects the United Nations during the past 12 weeks essential~'

only marked time. And it is natural to ask the questions: where are the bold

decisions, where are the signs of marked progress, how has the United Nations

asserted itself as the forum for all peoples in the development of a policy of

peace and economic and social advancement?

The questions are natural, but they do not provide a good basis for an

appraisal of the United Nations and of its significance in the world situation

of today -- or tomorrow. Impatience is a. uscful goad, but a very poor guide.
~,,~ ....... _~ .•'_.. ,.,,~."..,.c.• '_,..-', ..,__""'......_...."""",........,.__.~..... . __ ..__-.-,<,<,,"v .r

There are times ,men it i;--polIt:Icarwis'd~'m, in the best sense, to ~TU1e.

(more)
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The security policy of the United Nations is primarily a policy aiming at a

solution of international conflicts by negotiations, guided by the principles of

the Charter and under the moral pressure of world opinion as represented in the

General Assembly and the Security Council. It is, further, a policy of collective

resistance to aggression.

This general security policy is at present under a special test in different

ways in t~o cases, to which I have already referred -- the case of Korea and the

case of Palestine. This autumn there was no basis for "bold" action by the

United Nations in either of these cases. Jhe United Nations had to show the cour

age - and did show the courage -- of restraint. ,. The time for action will come.
Its irlflu:en·c-e~fs"~a.t-work'"ii1~'c~~~~ri~~'"'~th-th~'-;oreanpeace conference, and it

will have to show its spirit and its resourcefulness in the reconstruction of

Korea. Its influence may have to be exerted at the Israel-Jordan conference, and

it will have to show true statesmanship in the solution of the long-term

problems of the Near East, guiding developments towards a peace safeguarding the

just interests of all the peoples concerned. As challenging problems, Korea and

Palestine will certainly engage the United Nations in a most serious way for a

long time ahead.

On the overriding political issue of our day -- the Cold War -- the

possibilities of the United Nations were not put to a test until the very end of

the Assembly - and that test is for the future. The "East-''iest'' issue was

deeply sensed as the background of several of the questions debated earlier, such

as the question of new rnembers and the representation of China, the question of

preparations for a revision of the Charter, and the problem of disarmwnent.

I have already referred to the restraint shown in these and other cases. This may

be interpreted -- and I would like thus to interpret it -- 83 an indication that

I ~l parties had in their minds arrl wanted to safeguard the potentialities of the

/IUnited Nations as an invaluable, indeed unique instrument, if and when there is a

I ! chance for a truly international, constructive approach to the underlying conflict,

I i And the'se potentialities might easily have been harmed by um/ise or premature

actions or reactions.

This positive interpretation of the situation received support at the very

end of the Assembly session. President Eisenhower in his speech last week struck

a note which may be said to have been the first reSjJonse to the challenge facing

the United Nations at this Assembly, fully on a level \lith the hopes voiced in

many quarters at the beginning of the se5sion.

(more)
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Pr'esident Eisenhower's proposal did not pretend the impossible - to resolve

at one stroke, and in the face of all the unresolved East-lfest conflicts, the

p!'oblem of the control and elimi.'1ation of atomic ,·/eapons. 'This was a proposal to

begin on a modest scale, under the auspices of the U:1.ited Nations, the universal

sharing of fissionable materials for peE!cGtice uses __a proposa.l for a neT;[

beglnnin~ tovrard the ultimate resolut:Lcn of the central problem of our time as

he put it, lito find the way by v-rhich the lId.raculous inventiveness of man shall

not be dedicated to his death, bu~ consecrc~ted to his l':'fe. 1I But beyond that,

the FrGsident affirl'1ed in most ccncr&te terr:ls ~:1:i_s belief in the possibility of a

world l·;here peoples can li78 together in peJ.'Je and mutual tolerance~ The fact

that he chose the United Nat·i.ons Ge..'1eral Assembly as his platform for these

statements seems to me to bo of great signiEic:mce.

ThA speech of President B;isenrlO;-Ter re:lected bae:5-c pu.:lposes of the United

Nations in international J.if0~ Tho Gha~ter is at once a supreme standard against

which the vforth of the policies of governments must alway's be measured ane an

evocative force constantly sUllUnoning these policies in more positive and

constructive directions. The Organization is a tool -- or rather a set of tools

by which the governr,lents, in th0ir efforts for peace and in their prograrns of

practicc.l co--operation, may enlist, as time COtS on stronger and stronger battalion:

for the use of the creative [,(roVer of p.wnkincl for human betterment, against the

Urroa-!:- of celf-·destruction that. faces our civilization. Hay the govern.1!lents,

in the great question Vlhich the President a7Jproa.ched in a new and constructive.

way, find methods to surmount the serious cumplications '!'lith \-Thich his proposals

so obviously are fraught.

'The United Nations has ahfays rcc:)~ized that its effc rts in tho political

sp'i:lere to bui.ld a world without fee.r v;ill succeed only if based on a solid four..da

tion of economic and social j~stice within the nations ffi1d wnong nations. To a

great extent the work of the Orgardzation itself ar.d of other members of the

United Nations family has been devoted to the improvement of economic and social

conditions. I need not remind you of the ir.lportc.nt contributions in this sphere

made by such bodies an the World Health Organization and the Intern3.tional

Labour Office.

One of the g!'eat pilot Yentures on vlhich the United Natlons itself has

embarl,ed, in co-o?eration ,lith the SpeciE,lized Agencies.!) if:· the Exp::mded Technical

Asnistance Program. A few months ago the Technical Assistance program -- so modes

in financial terms, so fraUGht with potentialities for good as a living deL10nstra

tion of the constructive .:'orce of the int ernational conrrnt:"'1:i.ty -- \oms· threatened
with serious curtailment because of the preoccu:tntion of mar..y governments l'lith

(more)
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what seemed to be more pressir.g problei~ls of power, position and survival.

But once the danger of this curtailJrlellt became evident; Nhat happened? The total

pJ-edgec for 1951+, an stated at the recent pledging conference} exc.eeded last

year's. The r.ID1~er of contributing countries increased. AL~ost a score of

co~~tries increased their contributions. The Soviet Union and other Comm~~ist

cou..'1.tries con·::'ributed for the first time. This is a development vlithin a l:Luted

area, that is ,true, but yet a striking ccnfirI1l3.tion of gen~rD.l faith ·in the

contribution that cen be made by tl:e Unit ed l'ations to the bu~lding of a world of

justice and peaceful progress, to lifting the lives of, all men to a level 1'iorthy

ofma.n~

The last days of the year are often days of new intentions and new hopes,

If, in concluding, I should try to formulc.te my hopes for the immediate future,

I might say this:

I hope for a growing recognition of tho basic ams and aspirations of the

United Nations, Thus I hope for a grohine t1r.darstanding of the fact that

the pei.J.ce to be achieved cannot be imposed on the world by the a.uthority of any

international blJdy but is the result of a posi:'i,re development of our attitude

to life and to bur neighbours and of the economic and social conditions u."'1der

which the major part of h~.anity lives.

I hope for a grovfing recognition of th~ potentialities of the United Nations

family of institutions as a unique -- and ~~. effec.tive -- set of tools in the

ha.nds of pe-:>ples and governments in their effort to build up the attitudes and to

create the cond.it:'ons necessary if He ,are to eet peace.

I hope for a growing recognition of the snecial adlllinistrative, technical a.."1L

diplomatic problE',ms facing those wilo work in w.'1d for the U:1ited Nations in their

effort to increase and to utilize t.hos e potentialities.

vJe Imo~i that vie must in the months ahead seek in every way, inside end

outsi.de the United Nations, to reduce the tensions in l!;urope and the Far East and

to move closer to the basis for a..'1 acceptable Go-existence. In the meantime we

must carryon and, seek to develop further a:l those programs of constructivo

international co-operation for peaceful progress that may nOH or later be open to

us, whether they be in United Nations technical asoistance, in the peacetime

possib:'::'ities of atomic energy, in grmdng regioneJ. political C1.nd econol"Iic co

operation, or in such hUIilEnitaria.n endea'!ors as the United Nations programs for

children and refugees,

If we will proceed pa.tiently and resolutel;r along these lines, "ie shall find

that :tb.e momentum of our moveIr.ent vrill year by year brine: stronger confirmation of

our faith in the capacity of mankind to build in time a world without fear.

# # II
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SECRETARY -GENERl'.L' S MESSAGE FOR UN STAFF DAY AT GENEVA

(The following message from Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold for Staff Day
at the Geneva Office of the United Nations was read to the Geneva Staff today by ,
Adrian Pelt, Director of the E'uropean Office of the United Nations, Geneva.) .

To my sincere regret it is not possible for me to join you personally in the

celebration of this Staff Day at the Geneva Office of the United Nations. However,

Mr. Pelt's kind offer to transmit a message to you gives me an opportunity of

sending a greeting and all gObd wishes for the success of your arrangements.

On the Staff Day at Headquarters I said that the better we make the safe

guards for the individual etaff ~ember in relation to the secretary-General, the

greater will'be the demands that can properly and rightly be made upon the staff

members to live up to the very high standards that must be expected of an inter

national civil servant under the Charter.

The safeguards to which I referred were, as you will remember, various..........-----' ,

arrangements providing for a mo~e complete presentation of individual viewpoints
_ __~ "'- ...~_ .." ~""..... _._ .... "_,._.• '_'•.•..,~._." "'-~~~ ~ __ '- r"'."'''''''''''~_''~_'_~''''4'''''' ·co' ....

and a more satisfactory process of law. Such added safeguards will mean greater

securi~f'm~mbe;s-~;-~veup to the high- standards specified

in the Charter. Nor can s.ch staff members be affected adversely by the spelling

out in the Staff Regulations of demands upon them that have always been in the

Charter and to wqich they have been living up.

The proposals made in the Personnel Report follow this line of thinking.

They turn away from the idea that the security ~f tenure of the nverwhelming

majority of the staff cannot be achieved with~ut regulations and rules so re

strictive that they are open to abuse by the occasional unworthy staff member.

They are based on the conviction that it is in the best interest of the staff

itself that the highest standards be applied and that the basic security and

independent position of all the. very many deserving and devoted servants of the

United Nations'will be thereby strengthened. The line to be fcllowed in order

t" implement this appre-ach, is one of stricter criteria for the conduct of the

staff member combined with increased checks and controls on the way in Which the

secretarY-Qeneral exerts his powers. The standards laid down in the Personnel

Repo~t are strictly within the limits 9f the Charter and therefo~e cannot be in

conflict With any acquired rights. But they give to the Secretary-General a

better possibility to live up to his own responsibilities under the Charter in
(more)
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a way which will' enable him fullytn" defend' the SedrE!ta.r1at against suoh attacks

from the outside as might, const:ltu:t~, ~" ~~~1~US', thre~t t~ the whole concept of

an independent and ,truly internatinna.lclvi-J. ser'lice,4.,

YoUr Staff Committee bas been worried by the ne'W Proposals and they bave
• ,r I

sent me theirnbservationsJ which have been ci~~,lated ~~ the members ~f the
I'· ,

Fift:!o\ Committee. your comments were va1uabie and welco~., 'hut I f~el that your

Committee has not, tully appreciated what . lAy :behind' lIlyproposa~s." '

Perhaps what I baveJust, said will .helpi~ tIP-ii respec.t. It ~s,myresponsi

b1l1ty to defend the truly international and in'dependent poSition 'of the: Secre

tariat against attacks from any quarter. - I cannot do that successfully unless"

every staff member fully lives up to-the standard of ,strict impart~ality ~aid

down in ·Article 100, paragraph 1 of: theCbarter and to. "the highest standards C'lf

efficiency; competence and integrity" 'of,Art1cl~ 101, paragraph, 3.
~t is,my deep conviction, a conviction based cn experience; that if a man

has to defend the indepen~nce and the freedom of a gr~up for·which·he has a
\ . .'

responsibility, y~u: strengthehhis hand and increase his p~ssibility.of sucOeSS

if you give him su~h rights as make him fully respc;>osible for the quality of the

group and enable him to' say to the critics: "Hallds nff. W& ean tELke, care of
~ y

ourselves."

To understand ,the prop~sa1s properly yo~ must keep in mind their ultimate
. , .

,purpose: the bUilding up of a Secretariat proud of its own standards, safe from

~utside criticism, capable of developing its own laws and its oWn inner discipline l

truly independent, not because of paper ~ules, but by the sheer strength of its
•• • I

'quality and maturity. What in the short run may seem harsh 1s in the long run
, I

in the best interest of,all.

Why are the standards and the independence of the Secretariat so important.,

The more I see of the work in the United Nations" the mqre oonvinced Lfeel of

this importance. Countries are .arming in order to be able to negotiate from a

position of strength. The Secretariat too has to negotiate, not only 1n.itsowu

interest, but for,the cause of peace and a peaceful development of our world.

The weight we carry is not determ~ned by physical force of the number of people

who form the constituency. It is based solely, on trust in ou~ impartiallty, our

experience and knOWledge, our maturity of, judgment. Thf':\se quaJ.ities'are fur

weapons,. in no way secret weapons, but as difficult to forge as grains and bo~bs.

The Secretariat has an essential part to play' ,~n the world affairs ~t t0d.ay. We
Will play'it if we accept the price for building up ~ur positi~n'of' ~tren~h. We
musf reject a role of insignificance subject to constant criticism and shirking
the risks of a full part in our world •.' We.must choose a role of respons'.;1.'bllity
and independence, sacrificing part of the. illusory safetY' you lIlay der.ive.from' a .
locked door. . '.. ,

Finally, there is the question of trust running through it all: ' trust ot the
peoples and governments in the Secreta~iat; trust of the Secr~tari~t intheSe~r~
tarY-General~- and trust of the Secretary-General in the Secretariat a trust which
makes it possible for him unreserv'edly to make its fate his own. . ' .

* *** *
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SECRETARY-GENERAL rS MESSAGE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS DAY

Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold has issued the following message for

Human Rights Day, 10 December, anniversary of the adoption by the General

Assembly on 10 Deceffiber 1948 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights:

"There are many standards by which we can measure social progress. One

is the degree to which human rights are respected--by governments, p~oples,

and individuals. Civilization is n~t a prodUct of technical advance, unless

this advance carries with it and inspires a development of the social con

science of mankind.

"The adopti0n of the Universal Declarati0n of Human Rights by the

General Assembly of the United Nati~ns proclaimed an internaticnal standard

of rights and freedoms. On the anniversary of that proclamation it is fitting

to take stock of what has been done to gain acceptance for its principles,

not only in laws and treaties, but also in the behavior of peoples to each

nther.

"To promote the widest acceptance and practice of these principles is

one Jf the continuing tasks of all men of good will. It is a task to which

the United Nations is dedicated as part of its work."

* * *
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I am greatly hcn~ured to be your guest at dinner this evening. Your organi

zati~n has made notable contributions to eonstructive thinking in a nL'W area of

c~>llectlve aoUvity: internaticnal action to promote respect fc:'t' human rights.

Symp~siums such as you have he oday are an important element in the process by

which governments and peoples are seeking the mest effective means to advance

this cause.

It would not be apfropriate for me to attempt to pick up tr.e threads ~f the,
discussien t~ which you have devote~ sn many hours under expert guidance and of

which I have heard some echoes this evening. Indeed, I have a suspicion that the

human right ~u w~uld mest wish me to respect at this m~ment is the right to digest

a coed dinner as well as a rich repast of good talk. But you have invited me to.. '--=-------say a few wr.rds and I have a few things I should like to sa~r.

I shall not venture to expl~re the intricacies of international law and social

acti~n which are suggested both cy the title ~f your symp~sium and by the scholarly

stature of those y~u have ehosen to lead your d1scussicns. I wish rather'to speak

~r1efly and simply 8?Out snme ways in which the international pr~mction of respect
. .

for human rights is tied in with the central purp~se of the United Nations: the '

establishment cf a secure peace.

It Will, of course, occur, to you that I am clazing no new trail ~ut am, in

fact, directing your fcotsteps ~ver famil~ar ground. The relationship between the

promoti~n of human rights and world peace is expressed or implied at many points
, _. ' I

1n the United Nations Charter, and most explicitly in Arti~les 55 and 56 which

state that "'ne of the c'.)ndithms for that stabil:1ty Sud well-teing which are nec

essary for peaceful and fl'iendly relations among nations is the prcmotioD "f

human rights by joint and separate action of the Member nations. What justifies

me in speaking .on this subject 1s the need.;frequently to recall and re-examine
~

the significance of th1s relationship 1n our efforts to move nearer to the central,
(more)
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I know that the line of thinking which finds expreasien in Article 55 holds

certain dangers. These have ~een pointed out very clearly hy one of your distin-..
g'.1ished leaders, Professor Corbett, in his valuable little pamphlet: "The Indi-

vidual and World Snciety. n He stresses the danger ~f su'bordinatinga program of

human rights to what might be c~nsidered the higher or more urgent necessity cf

seeking peace. I mQst say that I do not entirely share Professor Corbett's

interpretation of Article 55 l">ut I would ~ the whole way with him whon he states

in his concluding paragraph: "T~e welfare of the individual in society shOuld

be rec~gnized as an end in it3~ and th purpcses ~f all organizations, n~ti~nal
~. JP'F ..... " . J\l$&f _ "'""'

and internatil)nal. But the ~.!E~~~~!'fJ"£r.t".:t.n,.~j&".-1t.ma~l~tJl..t2..~,~

speediest road to general and end.uring peace. n I conceive that to be a fair

~~nt ~f ~he p;ii~;~;hy ;nd'-plaD of'a.~ti:n in the United N'atio"ls human rights

prcgram set forth in the Charter and finding manif~ld expressi~n in the activities

of many United Nati~ns bodies.

I have always felt that the 1uilding of a world society whic~ will sustain

w~rld law is a piece-~y-piece, ~rick-by-trick, kind of business. Law must rest

on society. That is a simple, commonplace thesis. The r~le of law presupposes

an estatlished social o~der whose stability depends not primarily cn the activi

ties of the courts ~r the Vigilance cf the police but up~n inherent social rela

tionships which incarnate certain basic rights. A healthy democratic eryciety

pursues the goalS ef dem~cracy for their rywn sake. But the pursuit ef these

goals leads to a gre~ter social sta~ility and develops the strength to endure in

times of testing. In such a society law constitutes both the amalgam that

strengthens s~cial relationships and the sdlid floor on which to stand when con-.

templating further advances.

There is a danger of over~simplifying the intaraction of the development cf

social organization and the establishment of law, and metaphors are dangerous if

carried teo far. But I feel that it is of great importance til face the basic

p~blem that no sound and end~ing nrder whether national or internati0nalj can be

built sate on a stable and just society. It does not debase the high aims of an

international progr~m to promote h~~an rights to say that this program is in fact.

part of. the process ef building a stable inter~aticnal society, a very necessary

part. A moralist may appr'lach the question by saying that it is. 1ntf'\lera~le to I
permit half the inhabitants of the world to live out their lives 1n misery, fear,

and ignor~nce Whi}) the rest are comparatively free, wel1~fed and secure. Dut he

should have no quarrel with the wl~rld statesman who tinds that these discrepancies

are'fundamental obstacles to social integration and the denial 'ef a mutual a~d

(mere)
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:nterdependentsystem necessary to support internati~nal law.

The various activities which, under the direction of interpational crgans and

agencies are carried out in fulfilment ~f the human rights provisicns of the
/

Charter are part of ~he collective actiun of the Mem~er States of t~eUnited

Natiens. Some are quasi-legislative. Seme are forms of practical aid. Gome are

educational. T~gether they reveal a mutuality that transcends the ordinary be

havi~ur ~f sovereign states. They i~ply a recogniti0n ~f responsi!le relation

Ahips am~ng peoples. They express an effort to eradicate the mnst glaring dis

parities between pe~pleB in standards of living, of health, of nourishment, of

rreed~m and ~pportunity. It is tc~ early to suggest that they add up to a

determined collective eff~rt to create a worl1. s~ciety. F~r they are still ton
..... ,~ -... " .••• <:-:., .._"••,.~,... .. - •••,-~;.~~'-~

uncertain, scattered and sl'cradic, and, unfortunately, alongside of tr::>m must be

~~nsidered othe:..· trends that run counter to the~. But they are a beginning and,

if projected, point towards the goal of a world society which eventually will sup

IGrt the rule of law.

It is too much tn suppnse that because certain purposes and goals are set

forth in t~e Charter a certain prngram ~f action is inevitably got under way.

Many purp0ses and goals have 'teen set ff'rth in the Charter which, alas, have n,~t

yet been implemented in p~grams of action. The series of efforts ~c enlarge

human rights and eradicate inequities have in t~o large a measure t~en carried out

in response to tte insistent demand of the peoples cf the under-d~veloped lands

,fho have found support for their' aspiraticns in the Charter. The-d~namic quality

of this demand has too frequently ~t been matched ty a similar spirit in the~re

developed countries. Toe demand for the recognition 1)f eq~al rights to a decent

life may 8~metimee seem harsh, ur~ntJ nadly-timed, incpnvenient, dangerous--as

viewed by the leaders cf:more advanced societies. But it carries with it an

en~rmous potential for c~eative achievement if matched ~y the go~d will of the

organized international community and the res~~ces which it might command. The

forces which are making for a world society are str~nger than those imagined ~y

many a "political realist" for whcm the defenses of a '1ational state still seems

to be the rock on which 8ecur~ty and peace must be built.

On the ~ther side, there is a tende~cy on the part of sOme whcse main interest

in the U~ited Nations is its activ~ty in the field of human rights to leave aside

.the dange~~us political issues that threaten international conflict. Afte~ all,

they argue, we are concerned in the long-range program of peace aim~d at eradicat-.
ing the basic causes ~f war. Others must concern themselves with the present

, ;.1 ""NO~ ""'. ,

cri13is •. There is danger in this line of thinking. It is true that the provisicr:s

:0 the Charter aimp.d at the creation ot' B univeiB~U system of collective seem"ity

(more)
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have ~o far ~een largely frustrated by the great conflicts in our world and by t~e

faar and suspicions which surround them. But this very fact leaves vulnerable

all eff~rts ai~ed at 'the interbational promaticn and protection cf human rights.

The ri g~t wit h, ..whlc~~~he""~rd~c~~~::.~m~~.~~:,:",~~~~~.,,,~~~l~~,l!tQJa~..Q£,D~<U:!l~.J;!!~"c_,

the right to peace .... F~r him that _sulqS _.'!~~,,~ .._IE"':.'::~_~~!::.~._::1-J~~,:--the right ta- life,
_ 42t"* . 4 44iS ' -

t~e right to freedr,~, the right to security. All these are swept away by modern

war i11 its up-tt"'-date m~nife~tatirm. The Universal Declaration in Article 28 pj,'o

claims: Everyone is en';i tled to a social and, intern~ti(\nal order in which the

rights and freedo~s s~t forth in this DeclRration can ~)e fully realized. I take

t'b.is to mean: 't.u.11an lights canr:.ut 1:.e real:l,zed i:.J.!~~. T'.:le realization cf

human rights requireCl 8 SGcial a'1~. :internatione.l orner. The more that order is

gc. verr:ed by tr.; rule of law, the gre'ate..~ the::pportuni ty f-:-r the full realizati"n

of hu~an rights. Fut destroy t~at ~rder, even the rudime~tary internati~nal

cr~~r we tave today, and you dest~oy the ninimal basis of human rights.

In conseq~v:?r-.;e those who have the greatest c ....'ncern fq· the proI:lotion and.

pr(ltec;;i.-,n ("If '.11' Lan rights oust also ~e concerned that Me:nber nat1.ons through

scrup'J.l;:lU5 adherence t:) their C.ha..'ter (l:)llgations protect the internaticnal

crder fr~~ the chreat ~f war. W~ have Aeen how in the face of aggression Member

states have ra~lied and have imprc·vised collective methods which preved success

fu: in repell~ng the aggressor. We have seen h~w through t~e go~d cffices of t~e
"'""",_ a.,.~., ......·..~""""~_..-",",",,,~-""'P_~·~·----.'"•.~....-~.-.-'

Ulited Nati~,.s several disputes have been successfully aroitrated. More than ever
'-•. n ,. __ ·..·~_ ... .,_h_'·,O__ .~_~ ''''''C'' ,,;>., ..,._ '" _,,,-<.,"','('" -'-" ._--.,,", ........ ~-"'-~... <1.'...-•• ,y .... ,."'-";.•,,""' . .,..,••-c•• ,., ~~i"··'·"·"~·".1""~·-'~-~.~--~'!'J"-·_~"

nati~ns must ~e l~yal t~ t'b.eir pledges to refrain from using force as a means of

settling ~~~putes and must seek tel strengthen the mediatorial authori~y cf the

Orga~~zfi~10n. Fer the preservatiryn cf peace, even the !ear-haunted peace ~f

tcday, is the necessary ccnditi~n for cuilding that m~re stable international

r.rder t:: which so many eff·;>rts are directed. It' peace collapses, all these CQn

structive eff0rts must collapse.

He r.re th3refore confronted not S:J m~ch by a dilemma as by a dual imperatiore.

The i!lte'l;"Ilational pr0L:otion of human rights. shoul~ be as much the cf1ncern of the

statesman as ?f the m~ralist as a~ end in itself and as part of the means fer

creating a s~ciety that will sustai~ peace. Equally, tte immediate ~usiness of

preservL:g pea~e thr·,)ug~ rigid al'l,he:oer.ce to pledges L'.nder t3e Charter and through

the utilization of the machinery cf c.ediation and arllitratlon must lie as much

the concern of the ITHlalist as the statesman, both as an end in itself and as a

n~ce9se~y condition fer ~anls realizati~n of his rights try fulfil b~self as 8

'!:lIJI:1an ~eing.

* * *
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ADDRESS HI SECRE'I'.ARY-GENERAL DAG Ht\MMARSKJOLD------------------
AT FREEDOM HOUe,S DINN.i!:R, SUNDAY, 22 NOVEMBER

/Note: Following is the text of an address by Sec~etary-GeneralD~g

Hammarskjold at the Twelfth Anniversary Dinner of Freedom House, at the Hotel
Commodore, Sunday, November 22, 1953, when the annual Freedom Award wilJ_ be
presented to the United Natio:.ls Soldiers in Korea. The program will also include
a message from President Eisenhower, an address by former President Truman and
present8.tion of the Award by Paul G. Hoffman, former ECA Administrator and a
previ0us recipient of the Award. ~hese addresses will be br~adcast by the American
Broadcasting Company between 10:35 and 11:00 p.m. (EST). (Release time for this
and other speeches: 10:00 p.m. (EST), Sunday, November 22, 1953). Dra~atic
and musical introduction to presentation ceremony will feature Rosalind Russell,
Robert Merrill and Burgess Meredith, With T3x McCrary as ~aster of ceremonies.
Also included in the program will be an invocation by Father George B. Ford of
Corpus Christi Roman Catholic Church, a vice-president of Freedom House, and
addresses by Dr. Harry D. Gideonse, president of Bro~klyn College and chairman
of the Board of Freedom House, and Ernest A. Gross, former U.S. Ambassadcr to
the United Nations, and president of Freedom House. Herbert Bayard Swope will
preside. The guests of honor will include the representatives at the United
Nations of the 17 nations whose tro~ps fought in Korea under the United Nations
flag and a group of veterans of the Korean action~7

In the wall of one of the churches in my home trwn is an ~ld trmbstone without

any name. It carries this single inscription: "What can it matter to you wh~ we

were. we were men. We were Christians." -- in swedish: "Vilka vi voro gC"r Dig

visst lika. Vi vor~ manniskor. Vi vorokristne."

Over many of those wh~m you honnr today these words should be written: "we

were men. We had a faith and we died for it" -- We, the living, kn~w that t~

many wives and children, parents, br0thers, sisters and friends, it does matter

who they were.

And of those who got back fr0m the long war in Korea it should be said: "They

were men. They had a faitJh and they lived for it."

As spokesman for the United Nations I have tC"day the honor, the unique honor,

to accept this Freed0m Award conferred upon the United Nations soldiers in Korea.

But as spokesman for the United Nations it is my o,vn duty to honor them, and to

(more)
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give expression to the deep gratitude cf the United Nations to those who served

so gallantly under its flag when this Organization, under the terms cf its Charter,

called f~r action in order tn repel aggression.

It is said that the tears of one mother are the tears of all and the gl(~ry

~f cne man is the glory of all men. The United Nations can never forget this

truth, speaking, as it should, for all humanity, not for anyone nation ~r group

of nations; expressing, as it should, faith in the capacity of mankind, nf all

~en and W0men ever~Nhere, to build in time a world with~ut fear. E~t the United

Nations can -- and it should -- give its first tho~ght, rec~gnize its debt, tn

those who lived and sacrificed and died for that very truth and fnr that faith.

Nothing that happens in the future C3n blemish the service and the sacrifice

that has teen rendered by the United Nations snldiers in Kcrea. But each and all

of the governments and peoples now share a heavy respnnsibility. When the soldiers

have dnne their part and the guns are silenced, the task ~f creating a solid basis

for peace begins.

The men who fought in Korea have given us the possibility cf a new beginning

on this task in that part of the wnrld. Shnuld we, by any failure in wisdom, in
,

firmness of faith nr in clarity cf purpose) fumble this ~pportunity, then the

verdict of hist0ry upon us w0uld justly becontemptucus. As often before the

soldiers would then have been betrayed by those who failed to create the peace

their sacrifice made possi~le.

The road which stretches between us and peace -- real peace ~- is difficult
and d:;;e~ .i;; generaf"*terms 'thi;'-;:;";::"":'~analtruth. It i;'~;"'·;;itt~7<~""'~~.--,
-~-~-truth in the case of Korea. We must be prepared for a testiug time. This might

~'~~~"'''_''1lIi !:t......,", ><.'-~.~,,,,,,,,•.,,

last for years or it might be of shorter duration. In either cp.se, we should be
~~"'" ~\'>-.I"""N"''''--''f~--·'b''~,.r

clear and remain clear about our primary purpose in Korea and persevering in all

we do toward effectuating that purpose.

Our purpose is peace, noth~E_~.~~.J?-~~9~? And this means to prevent a renewal
............---_",.. ,.I''''-_..- ...~__,.,.•" ...~•.-.-.,'-~v.,....- ...,".,----''''

of the fighting and to seek a settlement that will give the Kore~~eQpJe A better
> ."." .."" ,..,.. -;- ....'7-'_.'_-r~"',.· ..jo........"..,"I-;i\.•,..,.1"'F'"t-"""'·<_·:r..~··~:--~-~· . ,,~. - . . .

chance to live in freedom and .ses~!.i~y. Our first duty, therefore, is to use all
~~c....... , ...."~*,..,,.,.>. ,~,__.. ~_._,,".

means at cur disposal to make the armistice more secure, forestalling developments

which might lead to a repetit~cn cf aggression; against the principles the United

Nations soldiers defended.

In the political negotiations for a settlement of the Korean question} as in

all such neg~tiati0ns; our approach should be based squarely and exclu~ively on

what thus is our central purpose. In negotiating for peace we must not permit

~ny hope of other fruits of our efforts to vitiate our position or to distort our

(more)
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tactics. vIe should make allowance fer the possibility that other motives than
......"'--, . '''''''''-'-''''-~-'''''''''-''~''''"~~''''-=-'---''''~--'~--''''''-...->,.....,....-...,..--.-_-~.......--_.~-----

ours may influence the other parties, but we should not mistake inflexibility for
'-<.•."",.,~"",-~._-,""",.", -,-,:;.,,, - -,- ""~"--' . ,. . ~ ... ~- - - ,. '_" ~"_''''''~'~i',_".,,,~_,~~,_..~_,,,,,,.'...~,,~,.-,,,.''·_P-,,,,''''~:E>,''"",,-",~-._,., -.' ,. '. ,. .

firmness or blindness to the problems of others for superior insight. Fear of

being misled should never be permitted to mislead us into false positi~ns. With

calm and steady faith in the possibility ~f reaching a final understanding, in

spite of all setbacks and difficulties, we shall have the strength and firmness

that accepts the setbacks but refuses ever to admit defeat.

But peace d'1es not mean j'1st a settlement reached rnund a cnnference table.--- ------.
We are in duty bmmd tl"\ acticn also_~~_con~~l;:E.~.~*-:'.o..:.~...L.confirming in

performance the sincerity ~f our purpose to create peace. There is place for such

action nnw -- it is our duty to take action now -- to bring internatior.al aid on

the widest attainable basis tn help in the restcration of Korea and to bring new

hope and opportunities for a happier life to all the people we can reach. New

schools, new factories, salvaged rice fields, rebuilt homes these will interpret

our intentions and tell about cur aims more convincingly than any words cculd ever

do. Whether nur work for peace is pursued at the conference table or by such

efforts in the practical sphere, we must look beyond tomorrow. Our patient

persev'erance must match our sincerity of purpose.

What has happened in Korea and what will happen there is much more than an

episode in the Inng struggle for peace. It is our highest duty in the days ahead

to do all we can to make of the war that is now stilled in Korea a step on the

road toward real peace in the world. The plaque in honor 0f those who fought in

Korea should be a cnnstant reminder to all who serve this cause. May it be possible

for future historians to say of all wh~ worked in and f0r the United Nations in

these years of challenge what we have said here about thrse whrm we honor tonight:

"They.were men. They bad a faith and they lived for it."

* * * *
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STATEf.fl~N'J:' BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG H.Alv'WlARSKJOLD TO TIm FOURTH
\

TECHNICAL .ASSISTANCE CONFERENCE

On behalf of the United Nic,tions, I wish to vTelcome the delegates to the Fourth

Technical Assistance Conference. I extend a special welcome to the delegates from

non-member Governments ,rho have come to join us in this important aspect of the

work of th2 United Nations.

I do not propose to make a speech about the present financial position of the

PL~~gr~mme; that ilas been explained manyt1mes in detail during recent months,

espec~al~y oy ':1:8 Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board in his ad

dress to t:.J''; S-:,:c:o:1d Committee of the General Assembly in September.

Ins':~s8"c, I -,''l.nt to say a few words about the character of this Programme. It

1:?/' '1)(-~E:','J. ~' oper:~-~ion for nearly three-and-a-half years and now we can begin to view

j l~;~' t~ ·e:':.,~8 ~ ,~~d possibilities.

;;>,1..'-: it was gratifying to note, during the debate on this question in the

S8\:G~'lCL CO:'lL ctee of the General Assembly, that the Programme is held in such high

rega~d by so many Governnlents. Criticism was not absent and criticism is needed to

check errors of judgment and faults in organization when they appear. But above

al~_ J~e sensed a shared recognition of the growing significance of the program for

t:le w1rld - the devoted vlor},: of some 3,000 experts in almost a hundred countries

and territories since the Prograrmae began, and the inter-change of peoples and of

their ideas in the movement of 4,000 fellows given training during the same period.

I will not attempt to assess the value of projects. I prefer to discuss in

general terms the role of the Programme in relation to the efforts of many countries

to promote their economic development. The record so far indicates that the Expande

Programme contributes in many important ways to the efforts made by the under

developed countries the~elves:

(a) It is helping them to s\.U'vey and appraise their natural resourceSj to

find, in the light of modern knowledc;e, the hidden possibilities in their lands~

their minerals, their forests and their wealth in the waters of the seas and the

lakes.

(b) It is helping them to use and to develop their resources in ways most

suited to their own techniques and to the particular stage of their own developmentj

by its international recruitment the Programme is able to oring in experts with the

experience and knowledge to tackle a range of problems that is wor Id-wide •

(more)
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(c) It is helping them to make the best use of their scarcest resource

capital -- and opening up nev opportunities for capital investment.

(d) It is helpi.ng them improve their public administration and to plan

and to coordinate their economic development.

(e) It is helping them develop the supporting ~ork in health, education

and social welfare which are at the heart of higher living standards.

In each of these fields the Expanded Programme ,can play, only a small part

against the immense problem. But often it is the work of the pioneer.. posEli

bilities have been opened up whj_ch were not suspected before and a new stimulus

has been given to the work for. development. These are ways in which a technical

assistance programme may generate greater results from small beginnings. It is

a spark and a catalyst.

But one of the most important aspects of this Programme is the fact that

it records achievement by the United Nations and its Specialized Agencies in

dealing with one of the most pressing international problems, that of economic

development. As you well know, the question of economic development h!1s figured

prominently in the work of the :Jnited Nations ever since the beginning. And now

we have a technical assistance programlle which is achieving practical results

to which many Governments have testified. It is small, it meets only part of

the problem, but it is actually at work.

The Expanded Programme has been able to evoke international cooperation on

a very full scale. Not only do 70 Governments contribute to the Special Account,

but even more countries and terri-:ories pr.ovide experts to the Programme or act

as hpsts to fellows. Most of the experts, 'naturally enough, come f~om the more

developed countries but in a,ddi tion the knowledge and experience of some under

developed countries are being used to benefit others. This is truly international

cooperation and, of course, such an interchange has solid practical value. The

United Nations and its Specialized Agencies constitute a complex pattern of

international organizations ar.d the danger of lack of coordination in their activi

ties has existed right from the start. The Expanded programme of Technical

Assistance, however, is an, ou~standing example of coordination between the United

Nations and the seven Specia:'1ized Agencies whlchtakean active part in the Pro

gramme. Coordination has bpeen introduced in the operational fields of the Ag~ncie~

in administrative procedures and in the strict review of projects. Coordination

between bodies with a sU~s~antial degree of autonomy in their respective fields

is never easy and I fef;?l that the results achieved under the Expanded Programme

are impressive when the difficulties and unique character of the problem are

taken into accountt. (more)
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Co-ordination is not confined to Headquarters but extends to the field also

",here, finally of course, the real impact of the Programme is felt. Here, the

Resident Representative plays a key role. Good technical assist~nce programmes

can obviously only be good country progr~mmes - programmes related to the needs of

specific countries - and Agency or "'orld programmes can only be good irisofar as

they are the sum of good country prosrammes. The principal role of the Resident

Representative is to assist the Government to which he is assigned to formulate and

present a well inteGrated country proe;rar~~; he enables the Government to deal with

one programme instead of six, and he is familiar with the needs of the country in

all fields of activity.

I spoke of this as the work of a pioneer. It is true that for centuries,

peoples and countries have shared their ideas and techniques in other ways. But

now, the international character of this Prograr~~ sUGgests that we dare to hope

that knowledge and skills can be shared in the interests of mankind itself. I say

we dare to hope because we stand only on the fringe of such a future. An advance

against the expanding horizons i'11ll be for us, as for all pioneers, not simply a

matter of toil and the force of sinew, but an act of faith. There is a challenge

here to match our faith, and cur vision, for in this Expanded Programme we have

the promise of what is truly the world's work, done by and for the peoples of the

world.

* *** *
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ADDRESS BY SECRETf,RY-GEl\TERAL DAG HAWJ.A.PSKJOLD TO THE SPECIAL CONFKF.ENCE

OF NON-GOVERUMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS ON UNITJi'~ KATIONS INFORMATION
i

(Read to the Conference by Benja~ Cohen, Assistant Secretary-General for
the UN Department of Public InfOl mat1cn. )

Exactly thirty-five years ago, at this very hour on 11 I;ovember 1918, hostili

ties came to an end in the First "lorld Har. Despite, all efforts to Gecure peace the

world, after a few years of optimism, csgan to move rapidly towards the Second Worltl

War, and once aGain countlsss brave men shed their blood on countless battlefields.

Today, once more, Governments are workLl1g to establish and secure a iLa.sting peace.

But whatever measure of goodwill they bring to that work, tile cause callilot be final

ly won unless the peoples of the world understand that the work is their rdsponsi

bility too.

It seems to me app'ropriat~ to remind Y0U of this anniversary and this lesson

of the past at the opening of this conference of your~, which is to examine in all

its aspects what I cQl1sider one of'today's vital problems: the evolution of public

opinion towards the development of those sentiments of international solidarity to .

which the United Nations eives lif8 and substa.l1ce. 'Hhat we must me.ke clear, and

what you must make clear with us, is that everything that is done here is a work of

solidarity not only in the endeavour ~o achieve security, but also in the struggle

against. the germs of war: p07ert,;y, s iclmess and ienorance.

Your co-operation in this task of education is necessary, ind~ed indispensable.

You know that wo are doing our utmost to further and to d~velop that co-operation,

in keeping with the letter arid the spirit of the Charter j thi.s/conference is yet

another of tfia many proofs of this. But the purpose of these meet~gs goes far be

yond our personal contacts. While it is always a pleasure for us to see younere,

demonatrating by your presence and your constant relations with the Department of

Public Information your considered and loyal support of our principles and our com

mon taSk, you will no doubt aglee with mo that in the last analysis the important

thing is the use that is made of these contacts -- the use that you make of them

and the use that is made of them by those you represent in your respective organi

zations.

(MORE)

i~
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I kRow that this is no easy task. Day after day we f~el how difficult it' is .
I'

I know it seems to some that the gulf between realities and idea.ls is growing ~ver

greater. The United Nations has to reckon not only with the small minority of its.

avowed enemies; we must also bear' in mind the vast mass of the scept ical, the apa

thetic, and of those who give way to the idea of ' the ineVitability of wa~.

We must raise men t s spirits e.bove these passing disappointments; we must sh"w

that peace is a continuous task arid that ita foundation can rest only on the regular...
functio~ing of the United' Nations •

Finally, let us not· forget that it is not only material problems that we are

called upon to solve; that there is a moral problem, too, which demands some recoh-.

ciliation of men's minds. That is what has been called freedom 'from fear, which is

to be sought in the endeavour toward a 'World of peace and progress. How can we fail

to malts people understand, for instarlce, how unthinkable it would be that the world

should devote all its strength, the most magnificent powers with ,.,hich the genius of

man has endowed it, to -the preparation of its own deetruction?

I know that I do not have to convince you, but let me repeat that your co-opera

tion is invaluable to us in so far as you yourselves help to form the minds of the

people. Enlighten pUblic opmion, for no one c.an defend what he does not under

stand. At the same time, bring home to the public t,he importance of their support;

make them realize that only through their efforts can the promises made to all the

victims of aU the wars be fulfilled.. Let us remember J. on this anniversary, that it

is on their sacrifices that this edifice has been raised.

It is my hope that your "Tork, actuated. both by thsse ideals a!ld by these prac

tical considerations, will me8t with all the success that we may expect of it.

* * *
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SPEECH BY SECRETARY-GE1\JERAL Df-\.G HA~1ARSK ..'OID TO THE FOREIGN POLICY ASSOCIATION- ..
AT A DINlffiR GIVEN IN HIS EONOR AT THE HAIDORF-P.B'I'ORIA HerrEL. NUT YORK

H€dnesday, October 21. 1953. 7:~0 P.M.

One of the many contradictions of life is the fre~uency with which we refer

to ourselves as liVing in a period of change and rapid developrr:3nt, while, on

the other hand, we are so often reluctant to acknowledge the ne~d for adjustment
_.~;;",~-".

in our_"1ays to the changes ,thich actually take place.

_., ..- J: ~···;;t~lk···t~~lght~b~~t- "New Diplo1Jl~ti~ 'T'~-~hr~iques in a New World." Is
...~.......,-~_.._~~ .. _ ,_. ~~. ~ "",~... ~_"."~_..,." .•, .... ~..'l<;'_e,;.,.~.'t...,.,•.~...... --'- ... _.,o:._....._."...,.,-,o_-'_'~,. ,'-......,.,. ..1

there Ii new world? Is'there any need for adjustment of diplome:G.J.c techniques-

to that world?

Diplomacy as a professional activity is certainly one of the most ancient

and conservative. There has always been a need for negotiation between nations

and the technique and p9yc~ology of such negotiations havs, at least until

recently, undergone no great changes through all the centuries. I guess that

the emissaries of Egypt or Greece or Rome haa to approach their problem in very

much the same way as tho emissaries of Napoleon's France, Bismarck's Germany

and Queen V1ctoria1 e Great Britain.

However, I do not think that it is an exaggerat ion to say that the world

with which ~odern diplomacy has to deal, differs from the world of th~ 19th

Century in those respects which interest us here more than the world of the

19th Century differed from its predecessors.

May I give you a little example which seems to me to throw considerable

light on what has happened to us in this fiGId.In 1783, Benjamin Franklin

signed on behalf of the United states of America a treaty of friendship and

commerce with the King of Sweden. The first part of the 22nd Articlo of that

treaty reads in translation as follows:

"In order to favor even further trade between the two sides, it is

agreed that in case of War between the two nations, whichwo pray to God

to avert, a period of nine months after the declaration of War shall be
(more)
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given to all tradesmen and all citizens on ooth sides so as to give tr.em

time to withc1!"a'w with ever;yt:1ine thoy own, or to solI the sane property

wherever they like to do so, ~t being forbidden in any way to hamper

such activities and, even moTO so, to detain the said persons during

this period of nine months. On tho contrary, they shall be given,pass

ports for the time which they cons~der necessary for their return home.

But in case within the said period anything is takon from them or they

are subjected to c~y harm by one of the two sidGs, their people or

citizens, full fu"1d satisfactory compensation ehall be paid to them."

War in the period of the enlightenmont was, indeed, vary differetit from

what it has since become. At the timo to whicr. my q:lOt.ation belongs one could

still speak of vTar as merely the ultimate resource end ext6ns~on of diplomacy.

Al~houGh the~e were wars even then that occasionally got out 0: hand aid became

great y;ars, war generall:r was a lj.mited mllitw:'y action, fOUg:lt for limited

objectives without weapons of mass dostructivopower by small pr~fessional armies

whan other means of diplomatic action had failed to arrive at c s~ttlem6nt.

Under such conditions, normal civilian life ~as only moderately Q~sturbed.

For many reasons arising from the development of the modGTn state, whether

it be a democracy of the masses ora dictatorship of the masses, and of our

industrial ciVilization, general war in the Twentieth Century means total war,

fought not only by mass ;;mies but the enti;'~'~'i;iliF.l.n p;p;Iatron:~---"'-'---<>'~"-

From the first world war, tbrough the second, and into th0 age of the hy

drogen bomb, the technicl1.le of war has been revolutionized in e. 'Way which now

brings with it destruction of vast areas, death to millions upon millions of the

civilized population, end economic &~d financial ruin with effects lasting over

long periods after\~he fighting stops. All this does not mean that our ancestors

in Benjamin Fra."1klin r s time were necessarily more civiliz6d than "10, but that the

technique of war today prosents a ~6W problem to civilized man. To tre diplomat
~ ~

\

...~! :}2..~~~~!.-.~ __?.!"~h.~_.1:~S'.~~ ~Slth,qe!1tury, war is something that must ba averted at

almost any cost.- But tecbnological developmont has altered the basis for diplomatic action

also in anothcr respect which should be just as obvious to everybody but seems

sometimes to be forgotten. Just as the diplomat of today must rule out war as an
instrument of policy, so he must recognize that in the new state of inter-de
pendence between nations yar anywhere becomes the. concern of a1l.L," The intricate
web of relationships whic~'e3Enit'-have··as'''·:par~·o-f"tlieIrbB,";is the new means
of communication ,.hich have overn:ight made our world so much snaller than it was
in previous generations. lis are all very conscious of the fact that it is now
but a question of hours for military forces to reach distant parts of the globe
and that the old considerations of strategy based on geographic separation no
longer count for mUCh. ()more
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News also reaches us from all corners of the globe aL~ost as quickly as if

we had been eye-witnesses. Weare parties to an action practically at the very

moment it is undertaken. The nerve signals from a wound are felt at once all
through the body of mankinir;"-'-""~_v«~",,- , , ,.-.-.'
.........."" ' ..-. ,." " ,.,. ....., ..-.' "., ..' .. . .,.

But in this rough mapP~lg out of the diplomat!s world of today we must go

further and deeper. His relation~hipto his own people has also changed. This

has come as a fruit of broader education, of a development of the democratic

system and of the revolutionary growth of the mass media of cOMnunication. The

diplomat may still confer behind closed doors, but he 'will be met by reporters and

photographers when he comes out. His words will reach everJbody by press and

film and radio and television. His personality will be knotin to vast numbers for

whom in 0 ther ti..,es he would have been only a name, or less than a name.

These rast considerations lead me on to the final, least tangible, but

perhaps most important new factor in diplomacy: mass public opinion as a living
-....:.......: . . ...----_.

. force.i,n .international affairs, Of course, this public,C'pinion has .. ~s ~~.~ back:- .
....., , ._~..••_""__."_..-'".•,,,;.<,,:~.,,. ,..".,w.,,_''''''''' '•. ,,_-~-'.'-' -...

ground the new mass media of COw~illlication, but as a psychological phenomenon and

a political factor it is not sufficiently explained by this background. It is

the expression of a democratic mass civilization that is still in its infancy,

giving to the man in the street and to group reactions a new significance in foreign

policy.

Is it possible to envisage the making of foreign policy' and the tasks and

techniques of diplomacy in the same way for a situation such as the one just des

cribed as for previous stages in history? The reply ,nust be, No. The diplomat i

who works bilaterally on a national basis without the widest perspective, without Ii
recognition--and a proper handling--of the publicity aspect of his work, or

without giving to public opinion its proper place in the picture, has little place

in our world of today.

A first and major change in diplomatic techniques that is called for by

developments, is the introduction of what might be described as the multilateral

element. I do not mean to suggest that bilateral diplomatic contacts and. ...--
negotiations have lost their old importance, only that they prove insufficient.

In a world of interdependence means must be devised for a broadening of the
"= ; t

..approac~"so that the interests of a g... oup of nations or of the community of

nations are given their necessary weight.

(Nore)
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Negotiations and conferences with several nat~ons represented are, of course, as

old as history, but what must be considered as new, in such a conference of today, is

when the diplomatic representative speaks not only for his own country, but also

shares responsibility for the interests of the other nations represented around the

conference table. I have ~yself, before coming to the United Nations, seen such a

development of community viewpoints at various conferences in Europe. On occasions

which traditionally would ha7e consisted simply of interlocking bilateral contacts

and reactions, this development has added something essential to the picture, meeting

a need of today and making the results transcend what would have come out of the con

ference, had everybody approached it in the tr~ditional way.

A further element in the development of the multilateral approach ~ny be found

in the international Secretariat. The concept of an international civil service

dire0tly responsible to the whole community of nations was first developed in the

League of Nations. It has been carried further in the ~~~ Na.t,~2?f!l...L_"!~~!.:~.J:-~§c

retariat has wider responsibil~ty, negotiating rights, and powers of initiative, than
.......... ,., ." ..... ...-...,.,_... M'. _ J '" "":-."~-'-- -'.~ ""-CI'-"~~''V"'''''''''''''''''~ . _,._,_,.__~.. ,..,.,..."..._ ,,~.,_. ,~_ ....~" ....... ",,"..... '-"', ,,...... """,,'.•........-- "'- •. '- " '",,\....~

~n the Leagu~ or in any previous international organiz~tion.
I.

The much-debated independence of the international civil service being created

in the United Nations Secretariat and in the secretariats of the specialized agencies

and various reGional organizations, has a vital significanoe here. If this independ

ence should be jeopardized and national influences come to dominate the Secrotoriats,

this evolutionary development of the multilateral approach would receive a serious

set-back and international organization would be gra~ely weakened in its capacity to

meet the derrands of interdependence upon the policies of all governments. I feel that

the best defence for the independence of the administrations of the international

organizations lies in a fuller understanding of the very special and new needs for

such administrations in the kind of a world we live in today.

1fhen I speak here, in the first instance, of the secretariats as representative
~..,._---...._-_._._-,-~,---------*_. '_."-'~"

of the multilateral element in international negotiations, I have done so because
, _,- ~ ..•""......._,...• ,"'... "', ..._......,.,~__..,.,."',•.• ""'.YM....................~~·_............--·~:

tney aemonstra'eE\ 1ft the most 'Cibvious way what is new ir. the picture. However, it

goes without saying that their status and their duties only reflect the tasks of

international organization as such. Everybody working inside or with the United Na-

tions also carries the respom·Jibj.lit;y for rnrtk:Lrv) ita f,lLlJ.-L:i.lntorsl cciI'lorrntic in-

8 i-,yument 'i~ransceDclinG nationnl:p;l1 f.\:1c1 bilateralism) in the apr;roach to political
""""-'~'-~~-"',""'I'._',,,••.,, ""'- , ..... _'~''''''';' "". """,. _;."....., .. '_~". - ..., .~_._. ~ - •

problems
......_-_._._...-.,..,,,....

(more)
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This is well illustrated by the way in which the Security Council is en-

titled to go into ~uest10ns concerning every single part of the world Where a

threat to peace and security is considered imminent or developing. Similarly,

the General Assembly may discuss any question within the scope of the Charter

and both the Council and Assembly appoint representatives of states far removed

from an area of conflict to commissions charged with seeking peaceful settlements.

Undoubtedly, there are some who still dislike the idea of a group of political

representatives from countries fer from the storm center passing judgment on

the actors in the drama and makirg recollimendations for a solution of conflicts.

But is that not a true expression of a very real interdependence, where ag

gres8ion in Korea may forebo~e dangers to a country at the other end of the

globe'l

A characteristlc of the new diplomacy, developing on the multilateral basis

or with multilateral aims, is that it has to~:~te i.n_~~,~~~~ to an extent

unknown in the diplomacy of a traditional type. The importance of pUblicity

for good and for bad in international diplomacy may be studied with the greatest

profit in the international orge~izations. It has been said that one should

never forget that the United Nations operates in a glass house. I would add
~_""_'~'''''M',.....~._. ~",. ~,p~,.7 .......~ ..,._. _'. , ....',. ""_ .....-'~ •. ',", ........ ,_ ,~...i' ""'1'},"I."~."i.~~,-.... ...., "~.;'/\".'''''''''''''''' -<""/ ,~~",~",~,•• ,..

that in our world of todsy itcQuld not operate properly under any other con-

ditions; in fact, in my view, it Should operate in a glass house in order to

serve its purposes. Multilateral diplomacy is by its very nature such that the

old secrecy has lost its place and justification.
~~~"'~;'-""""'~~"'-~""".-.... , -'-'''-'''-~''-'-''''- '" _, r~. -."., ,,-,,"".,,'-'~

But there should be nomts-taICes. ,,~~~1?,l~~, is right and necessary in
~~~""~.~-,..,~,.~,,,_ ..~,q."-f/W;~"M~k)i1

multilateral diplomacy. However, it also represents a danger. Open diplomacy
"">("~ - •.. -:"'>IF-":,-""':'~"~_'l$t~.-;;'ll\':'--1'~._"",*,,~;,,-:P"'_1"'~-:""~":~~~£;...~~,

may, as a prominent delegate to the United Nations recently pointed out, easily

become frozen diplomacy. ,This comes about when open diplomacy is turned into

diplomacy by pUblic stakJIllents made merely to satisfy segments of domestic pUblic

opinion or to gain some propaganda advantage elsewhere.

Considerations of national prestige also enter into the picture. Legis

lators and members of parliaments in our democracies have long been used to the

give and take of debate on state and national issues, to tbe compromises that

are fashioned eve~y day in the legislative process, to accepting defeat as well

as victory in voting as part of the normal course of politics. Neither the

diplomate who practice multilatoral diplomacy on the public stage nor the

Governments they represent are yet fully acclimated to this new aspect of·

inter~ational relations. Nor, it must be said, is pUblic opinion itself. Too

often, any modification of ~ational positions once taken pUblicly, or acceptance

of sensible compromise, is shunned out of fear that it will be labelled appease-

ment or defeat. (more)
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At this point the diplomat of today has to face pUblic opinion in its contempor

ary significance for international affairs. It rmy seem to him that this opinion

being m,or~ or less the master of his masters, is the most important single factor in

his planning of the implementation of international policy. And; of course, it is

a tactor of singular importance. No diplomat can depart too far from what is ac

cepted or acceptable to pUblic opinion in those ~uarters which give weight to his

arguments. But it does not f8l10w from this that he should simply let himself be

guided by anticifated reactions of the public. A diplomacy that gives full weight
' ......" ~ -.

to recognized or anticipated public opinion may in a decisive way also give direction.--...=",......... . . .
to this opinion.

'0 ....,~._ ~__.~ -

In the modern world of nass media and publicity no £~lJ.~_S~.t. trying to respond

to the demnds of the situation can be only a servant. He must to some extent and
... ," ,- ....

in some respects also be a leader by looking beyond the immediate future and going
lip";'" "'.,,- -. '-'" .--, -,........--..... ,,~,'.'":'.

underneath the superficial reactions, be they expressed by ever so powerful news

organs cater~ng for what are believed to be the wishes of the broad rrBsses -- wishes

which uay in reality be as loosely attached to the man in the street as the suits

which he decides to wear this year. It is part of the diplomat's responsibility not

only to lead pUblic opinion toward acceptance of the lasting conse~uences of the

interdependence of our world. He must also help pUblic opinion to become as accus

tomed to the necessity for give and take and for compromise in international politics

as it has long been on questions of state and local concer~.

I had promised to speak about diplorratic techniques. In fact, I have talked

~lmost as much about the substance of modern diplomacy. The two things cannot be

separated. The technique must be adjusted to the substance and to some extent it is

the very substance of diplomacy. No diplorret is likoly to play the multilateral

game well tmless he believes in the need for and value of a multilateral approach.

No diplomat will adjust himself to the new type of publicity-- which is unavoidable

in all official activities but is of special im~ortance in multilateral diplomacy.
unless he has the courage of his own actions. No diplomat is likely to meet the

demands of public opinion on him as a representative in international policy unless

he understands this opinion and unless he respects it deeply enough to give it lead

ership when he feels that the opinion does not trUly represent the deeper and finally

decisive aspirations in the minds and hearts of the people.

1
The ~~:t.~_,~~~:~_?f..el:l:..E!!:.::::a~ adequate to our world is its capacity to evoke

. this kind of response from the peo91e and thus to rally public opinion behind what

is wise and necessary for the peace and progress of the world.

###
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"mat I have to say this afternoon forms one part of the answer to a question;

so we may as well have that question right away.

Whose job is peace?

Perhaps it can rightly be said that no pair of shoulders in all the world is

entirely free from at least some part of the burden." However, there are some in~

dividuals and groups whose work has a special character, whose contributions may

call for a particular de~'ee of effort and attention.

They cannot all be enumerated; nor can a scale of priority or relative im

portance be set for them. Suffice it to say ~hat the Coop€l'ation of each of these

elements is necessary if we are to have a pe~ceful world.

However, I should like to single cut, on this occasion, two particular groups

of individuals, "Hhose contributions have a special character; and because of this

singling out, it cannot be claimed that my thoughts today will offer a complete

answer to the opening question. These two ~roups are not mutually related more

closely than others within the structure of peace; but it lies in the power of the

one field to help the other immensely.

High on the list are those men and women whose work is to communicate ideas.

In the mass media of our present age, so Great are the numbers which can be r~ached,

so potent the forces which can be used, that the men and women of the world of

communications are now an essential element in the pattern of peace.

I do not mean to suggest that the business of ma~ing peace is something that

can be assisted by slogans like the charming one I heard the other day -- "Peace

is milder and it lasts longer".

Seriously, however, allow De to say that your power for good is of a high

order. Your ability to help create an 1r.formed public is so great that the United

Nations cause needs the support of so powerful an instrument. The success of our

cow~on efforts is therefore bound up strongly with the degree of cooperation which

can be achieved.

For today's leaders are not only the Presidents, the Prime Ministers and the

legislators; in a very true sense ~fley are those whohelp make pUblic opinion by

(more)
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. reporting ideas, words, pictures and sounds~

So it is -.lith particular pleasure t:lat I greet you today and express the hope

that the 'peace business', of which the United Nations is a central part, will al

ways remain as important to you as you are to it.

Whose job is peace?

First of all, there are the Govern~ents. It is saying nothing particularly

new to point out that so great a measure of pover is today concentrated in ths

hands of the governffients of sovereign States, that any practical approach to world

peace through a world organisation must find the governments at the very centre of

Gravity. So it is, at the United Nations.

The conduct of international relations has, however, undergone radical altera

tion in the last few decades. 1fuch of the work of the diplomat now takes place in

the open conferen~e room rather than the private bureau. Not only must he know his

people and their aspirations, but he must work in the assurance that they know him.

His horizons have broadened in~ensely. To the previously required skills in

language, political philosophy and eccnor.ics, he must now ac.dvocations undreamt of

in an earlier age. The peacemaker of t:Jc.ay is a fore stry expert, an author i ty on

fisheries, a doctor, a skilled mine manage~, a laboratory worker, the possessor of

knowledge in anyone of a hundred specialized jranetes of knowledge.

This is the second group of individ~als, of which I spoke at the start. The

men and women who wo~k within the United Nations Technical Assistence programs; who

are t:2is very afternoon carr'ying on their efforts in three-score countries, and by

so doing, a:re h-;lping to lay the bro·md~lOr::' for a new and mere peaceful age.

:et r'lS turn for a L:OlLent fro:;l t~lese individuals to look at the situation which

has me;de t·(L~ir efforts necessat"y.

ThIs i.s a ::'ield Duch und.er-rcrr2senteJ. in the ne"ispapers of the world, on the

radios am: television screer~s. Hhy is this worl<:, and the ne<3d for it, r..ot talked

of as of'cEn as t:tose topics \7hich £2cm at:..tor,;at:::'.ca::"ly to tal~e ove:' t:le prominent

headline::;? Perhe:...)s it is an underEtanda1:::1e hULan failing to turn mray from situa

tions which are unattrective; and the poverty of much of our world is an unattractive

situation.

I spea~\: of tho,se two-thi.cds of the people of our planet ",ho are underfed, under-

1 d ·' , l' ... t d·t.... . t r T'"h .~ , 9-.,. ... '"' . temp oye , l ... ~ ",era e an w~ L.OU .lope. ~.l v e y:~ar _ 'XJ, vl"~S mass presen s a

challenge to our conscience; a challenge ~i.ich, if it 1s not met, may constitute a

fut~e danger to vorla peace.

In many periods of history there have been forces which have been largely

responsible for the major changes of civilization. I am not now speaking of the

great ideological conflict within whose shadow we all live, but another, and

(more)
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perhaps in the long run, a more important force. .It. goes. under many names. \·le may

call it a growing awareness on the part of p~oples and governIT£nts of under-develope~

countries that they have human and material capacities of great importance. Coupled

with a determination to raise themselves out of the poverty of centuries,these

resources are capable of making a tremendous change in the life of the world.

Some of the countries who are now approaching this awareness are newly indepen

dent and have strong national and social consciousness.

1,-le, in the United Nations, believe that to help these countries remove the

obstacles in the way of their economic development is a work o£ the first importance.

~he Technical Assistance Programs con~titute this kind of effort.

Under these frograms, the United Nations and its specialized agencies, such

~s the Food and Agriculture Organisation, the International Labour Organisation,

and the World Health Organisation, have sent 2,500 experts to provide aid to govern

J'!;ent~; have trained 3,000 fellows from under-developed countries. Last year our

e)~erts were recruited not from one or two highly developed countries, but from

Sixty-five different nations. Training facilities for fellows were provided in as

many as 74 different lands. India for e::ample -- herself a beneficiary -- has

provided 84 experts and has been host for 91 fellows.

The technical assistance programs are trUly international.

In no sense is this a lIone-way traffic."

The countries receiving one kind of assistance are often the self-same countrief

providing other fqrms of help for other lands. ,If we 1001\ beneath the statistics

for a moment, we find that a Haitian coffee specialist is doing excellent work in

Ethiopia; a Bolivian doctor is helping to control parasitic diseases in the Philip

rines; a Rhodesian agricultural statistician is at work in Libya; Iceland is sending

a marine enGin~er to help Ceylon and a Finnish expert is assisting the government of

£1 Salvador to reconstruct its airp~rt.

This illustrates how we call u~on the techniques of the whole world; and how

those whose need is great in .some fields are nevertheless able and willing to

share the skills they have.

It is still too early to make a full assessme~t of the value of this work, but

let us look at "That is being done in one or two countries. In Afghanistan, sugar

beet pulp was formerly regarded as waste; it was thrown away. As the result of the

work of a United Nations sugar-beet expert, this material is now being used to feed

livestock; a net profit all around and a significant gain in Afghanistan's food

supply. In Yugoslavia, half of every log entering a sawmill emerges as waste; a

Canadian wood chemist is now advising on how this waste can be used for the making

of such prolllcts as pulp and building boards.
(more)
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In Israel, t~ee experts--an American, an Italian and an Australian-- have

introduced modern improvements in one of the most ancient methods of building-

stabilized earth construction. The result is that designs have been dra~~ up for

Lrge-scale, low-cost housing deveJ.op:nents. It may yet turn out that such

structures are suitable for all under-developed countries with dry climates.

I hope that these specific cases of men and women doing specific jobs will

show better than statistics w~at it is that we are trying to do, in our modest way

to help the under-developed countries.

But programs of economic development have to be financed, and this is a pro

blem of some magnitude; for in rr~ny under-developed countries the low levels of

incorr~ do not make enough do~estic saVings for investment purposes.

The United Nations is concerned with finding new ways of financing this

develop~ent. TIle General Asse~bly is now discussing the report of a Committee of

Experts on a special United Nations fund for investment in economic development.

Another problem to '<Thich .Fe are giVing attention, is the instability in inter

national price relationships. Many under-developed countries derive the greater

lJart of their foreign earnings from the sale of one or two primary products. As

you know, the prices of primary products are notoriously unstable. They fluctuate

widely in the world market.

At this very moment, a Committee of Experts is meeting to recommend practical

'neas~s designed to make for stable and fair price relationships between primary

commodities and manufactt~ed goods.

Other people are concentrating their attention on land reform. In many areas

of the world outdated and often c~pYessive systems of land tenure stand in the way

0::: the rr.ore fruitful use of land. The United Ndtions and the Food and Agriculture

Grganisation are paying close attention to this work.

And so, you see, that the men and women engaged here are approaching this

problem of economic development from many angles. Some ar~ at work directly in

the fields, farms, mills and mines of many lands. Others are concentrating upon

.mat might be described as the long-range aspects; but this, it should be remembered,

is a field where today1s theory may swiftly become tomorrow's established practice.

All these activities are designed to meet the needs of under-developed countries

to help them:n .dra,dng up and carrying out their own programs of economic develop-.
l~ent; to give them an opportunity to move nearer to conditions of well-being.

(rr.bre)
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The penple who work on these constructive phases of United Nati0ns efforts

are in the front rank of those whose job is ~eace. Their programs, their blue

prints can be helped tremendously b;y pUblic awareness and understanding. And EH')

it is that we turn again to the com~unicator, to the man or woman Wh0 can focus

t~1e mirror of his or her effort upon all "L1l0se United Nations tasks.

For, if we are to succeed, the true reflection must reach those upon whcse

judgment the United Nations rests. We need patient determination rather than

excited attempts to produce cut-and-dried solutions. We need the spirit of the

frontier, the generosity and humility of peoples facing great tasks. Most of all,

we need careful and critical understending of the tasks facing us and the willing

ness to accept the challenge contained in them.

These must come from the citizens of the nations of the world, by whose man

dates we work and plan.

In the last analysis, it is they whose job is peace.

* * *
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ST l:hT.:;gViE·Wr E!l ..:.SEC=t£;_TAh'Y-~ENERAL J;lAG HAbhARSKJOLD

TO THE SECURITY COONer,I.'.. TUESDAY J1FTERlJOON. 27 OCTOBER 1953

As the menmers of the Security Council will recall, it was decided on

19 October 1953, at the Council:s 626th meeting, that General Vagn Bennike, Chief

of Staff of the United Nations Truce Supervision Organization, should be invited

to report in person on the item now be~lg considered by the Cou~cil.

Before presenting General Bennike, may I take this opportunity to express

my special concern, as Secretary-General, regarding the outbreaks of violence and

the recent incidents which have taken place in Palestine,' creating new tensions in

the Middle East. These incidents constitute seriol1s violations of the General

Armistice Agreements concluded by the parties in 1949.

I consider it my duty to r'3call to the parties concerned that, as it has been

stated in different Security Council resolutions, the General Armistice Agreements

signed, pending the final peace settlement, pursuant to Article 40 of the Charter,

include firm pledges against any acts of hostility between the parties. They also

provide for e;upervision of the l->.rmistice by the parties themselves and by the IViixed. .
Armistice COITmissions under the chairmanahip of the Chief of Staff of the Truce

SuperVision Organization.

I wish also to express a firm hope that the parties ~~ll give full considera

tion to their obligations under the tern~ of the Armistice A~reements, and that

they will refrain from any action, contrary to those Agreements n which would pr~

judice the attainment of permanent peace in Pales'~,ine, \Vhich is the ultimate aim

of the United Nations in the lfiddle $st.

In conclusion, may I make a stj,'ong appeal to the parties concerned to refrain

from spreading rumors and. from provo(..ative ads 'V,hich would contribute to a Hi.dening

of tensions in the area, and especially to avoid any premature actions which could

jeopardize the Council's present endeavours.

And now, Hr. President .. I take pleasure in introducing to you and to the other

members of the Security Council, Bajor General Vagn Be!mike, Chief of Staff of the

United Nations Truce Supervision Organization.
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TiWb »1 THE SFiCJU!t£@Y=9E!@Wt AT THE

CITY J!ALL ON FiuDAY t 23 OCT<r3m
Mr. Mayor, Mr. Whalen, l-tambere of the Board rlt Educa'b:i.on, Teachers alld

Students of the Public Schoole --

The initiat1ve that 1s expressed 1n your meet1ug hel'e tilis morn1ng demon

s+..rates your support for __~e a1ms and work of the UnH;ed Na.tiOils • In th~a lllant

fdstation you are Joining hands with peop~s everywhere around the '\i.?....ld who, or.

or nes·r United Nat10ns Day, are express1ng through countless gatherings the deep

yearning of mankind for peace.

Peace is not a gift' that comes to us withou~ effort. Peace is an e.chil3\fo

ment attainable only for those who are 'ul111ng to ifork fo...· 1t and to make the

aacrlfices that It may oal.l for.

Peace ia not just the pe,ssive state of affairs in a world. without 'War. It

1s a state of llviD8 devoted to action in order to build a world Of prosJ;lerity and

eCJ..u~1·:'y where occae10ns for con.flicts either disappee.r or are ~~ickly cha.llenged if

t:ley arise.

In our own ~ifetime we ha.ve see~ two worlD. wars fought to their bitter con

elusions. Each has brought i~ its wake new tensions, ne-tt ha~edD, new fears as

wl~ e.s worldwide dist...-ess. The United Nations is a reply to the challenge pre

sentod by ·~:tose exper1ences. It 1s an attempt to give to the governments and the

peoples an instrument by which they may in cooperation win and preserve peace.

The United Nations has no magic formula. with which tv cl.lre the tensions in

our world, bu"!; it offers new ways to peaceful settlement of disputes. It also

gives us new means in our efforts to create a world where the reasons for disp~te

are reduced or elimina~e~. The Organization offers justice in the place of fo~ce,

respect for the human person instead of oppression. It dp..res to believe tbat J'Tl8.i1

~eed not live in misery and calls upon the expert knowle<lge of ·;·hc Ylh0le 't·:):i.~1J. to

help the neighbour in di19~ss. Finally it opens p08sih illt,>.ds t'j ~ollective se

curity and collective efforts for repe1.l1ng aggressio,l, p-:l.J,,:'.bili-i;ies wh::ch in

~~rea have been tes~ed ~nd deve~oped with a reasonable d~~re~ o~ arf'ectiveness.

(more)
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The TT::i.ted Nations has n:et with failures and with successes. It has the

weaknesses of all human endeavour but also the strength of men animated by an

honest c2sire to seek, selflessly, constructive solutions to the problems of man.

The Uniced Nations has no living reality apart from us. It has no volition of its

own, separate from the wills of the nations that compose it. It is us, all of us.

So you can understand why I believe that you, the Commissioners of Education

and rrc".lbers of the Board of Education of this great c:i.ty -- the host city to the

Uni~2Q Nations '-- have a mas~ificent and compelling opportunity. The boys and

gi:':' :,8 who are here J students in your high schools, have their counterpart in every

nG.tlO.l.1.. They "'ill soon replace us. In them we see the futur~ of our world. yi'e

have the duty to assure tj~2m full access to our o",n hard-won knowledge. We have the

duty to tc:::ch them about 'I;he United Nations and to instill in them a vision of

iThat C'3.n be dO:1e through it; to set them, as far as we are e.ble, on the path

that cen lead to enduring peace.

* *** *
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TALK RECO~1DED BY 0ECRET.illY-Gj~N.ffiAL 1)!i.G HM.ll'.LI'_RSKJOLD FOR D;~LIVJ;i;RY. "

DURING THJi: llir;~RlnSSI9N OF UN:. CONCERT" BY THE HE1:f YORK PHILHARlviONIQ
" ~

OR9.!!ESTRA, SUr-.rJAY. 25 OCTOB~R 1953

The United Nations is a forum for diplomatic and political negotiations

transcending the national or bilateral sphere. The Organization is a tool in

the hands of governments and peoples wishing to cooperate in order to further

an improvement in economic and social "conditions throughout the world. It is an

attempt to ~rganize the community of nations in defence of peace by measures of
•

collective security.

The United Nations represents all those important and ".~lIIli.nently practical

things. But it is also something more, something that cannot properly be described

by a mere enumeration of functions and purposes. The Charter of the United Nations,

which was/ratif~eo9n 24 October 1945, makes the Organizatio~ a symbol of ideas,

and it should be recognized as an attempt to translate into action a faith--the

faith which once insnired a Beethoven in the Ninth Symphony to his great profession

of freedom, the brotherhood of man, and a world of harmony. Th:i:-s is Why music,

and what only music can express, may well have its honored place in the celebration

of United N~tions Week.

In his Symphony of the World, Paul Hindemith has tried to express in the

universal language of music the &ncient belief in a basic harmony of the Universe.

We find this belief in old India, we meet it again in Greece, we are familiar

with its echoes in t\~e writings of the prophebs of Israel. Let me quote here a

later author whose words seem to me to be a fitting comment on this concert.

o About 1635, Thomas Browne wrote in his Religio lli{eqic..!: "There is musick

where ever there is harmony, order, proportion: and thus far we may maintain the

musick of the Spheres; for thoSe well ordered motions, and regular paces, though

they give no sound on to to the ear yet to the understanding they strike a note

most full of harmony." - - - In music ."there is something of Divinity more than

(More)
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the ear discovers: it is an Hieroglyphical and shadowed lesson of the whole

World, and and creatures of God; such a melody to the,aar as the whole ~vorld,

well understood, would afford the understanding. In brief, it is a sensibl.e fit

of.that harmony which intellectually sounds in the ears of God."

These words yield their full meaning, reveal their human implications,

. when we add to them this further quotation f~m Browne:'IlThere is no 'man alone,

because every man is· a Hicrocosm, and carries the whole'.World about him."

in words tha.t are no better than Browne's, but perhaps closer to our common

language of today: Behind the simple harmonies of music, which may be gra~~

by our senses, we see dimly a greater harmony--a harmony of th~whole World--that

should resound also in the small world of man, in the limited sphere of our own life.

We are far from Browne's simple concept of. the world. We may find it diffi~'c,

cult to share his humble faith. Butr 9an we .escape his conclusions? His is a hope

for harmony in the world of men that should be valid for all times. The demand

this hope places ~pon us may even have a deeper significance for us than for our

predecessors. There is no man alone. There is no escape from the duty to create

har~ny in that microcosm in whch we, every one of us, are at the center. Whatever

the development of the concepts of the Universe, whatever the changes in our

faiths and· creeds, our resronsibility in this respect has certainly not decrease4.

since the time when Browne wrote, or since the old days when the .first dreams

about a world of harmony took shape in the East.

Thus, an old. philospphy of the Universe and the music which it has inspired,

and to which we have listened, are linked to essential elements in our own personal

lives--but likewise in)our lives as men and women responsible to our neighbours,

to society and .to history.

It is not presumptuous to say that those elements are present in the back

grouud also of the work which is carried on-or should be carried on-in and by

the United Nations. In our preoccupation with the outward fOrm3, the established

procedures, the publicity, and the immediate issues which attrac~ our attention

from day to day, we may tend to forget t1at at the very b~sis of this Organization

there is the will of all peoples to create a world of harmony. The United Nations

in its fundamental purpose is one ofth~means by which it is possible for all of

us, starting wit.hand in our own lives, to work for that harmony in the world of

man which our forefathe:e were striving- for as an echo of the music of the Universe

* ~ *

y,.
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TO BE RE.tU) BY DR. RAI:PH BUNCHE

AT :NEW. YOPK EERAID ..TRIBUNE FORUM

SU!'IDAY, OCTOBER 18, 195'1, AT 8: 00 P. M.

I am. very glad to extend a -warm welcome on behalf of' the United Nations

to all who are assemb]£d here for this opening session of'the New York Herald

Tribune FortUn. I know of the high reputation which this Forum enjoys and. the

1niportani contribution it 'makes to understand.ing,of the prOblems of cur times,

It is mest appropriate that you should be meeting in this General Assembly

Hall to discuss liNe...'" Patterns for Mid-Century Liv'ing" -- and :partiaularly the

theme for this evening -- "Patterns for Peaceful Change". One of the main :pur

poses of the United Nations is indeed to help the pooples and their governments

to resolve the problems created by the changes which are forever taking place

through methods of peaceful co-operation.

It is revealing to note how often the more :Unportant articles· of the

Charter use the words, lito promote ll
, lito advance ll

, "to davelopll, "to aChieve",
. .

Hto further", "to bring about by peaceful means" -- all 'W0rds expressiV'e'of the

recognition of change, and the r.eed for change, as an ever present fact of life.

But it is e.lso revealing how thsse words are balanced by the words, "to maintain",

!fto preserve", "to reafflrm ll
-- words expreElsive of a recognition bithose cemmon

values which lie beyond change.

The intensity of a man's faith in li:fe may be gauged by his readineSS to

say yes to the past and yes to the future, to recognize the goed he has inherit-'

while being ready to acoept change. By making full use of' new facts, new 6ircm::.

stances, new relationshi:ps, we expand and enrich a heritage which these very

changes enable us to understand more fully and to value more highly.

Through the work of historians we are learning to jUdge civilizations oy

the degreee to which they fail~d or -- wI:ile remaining true to themselves

succeeded in meeting t.he challenge of change.

(more)
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There were always those' who feared change and sb~ght to freeze things as they

ware. There were those who asked for chaJ;lse :fer the sake of change. But there

were also always those who accepted change as a ia~ o~ life, and while not we1

co~ing it for its own sake, recognized ne~ fades of reality, and found opportu·

nities.within the new circumstances to advance the welfare of their fellow citi-

zene.

To say yes to the future does not mean a mere acceptance of change. We

must seek ~o prove cur ability for dealing with change and to be instruments for

construntive change. We have learned toiIiaster the ever flowing rivers; we must

learn to master the flow of change itself. We have to understand the changes

that are taking place and their underlying causes. Statesmanship -- the statss

man~hip required of all of us -- means to anticipate the need for change, and by

anticipating, to influence the direction that we wish our civilization to take •

.I suppose it is only human for every generation to believe that the prob

lems of its time are more complex than .those of the past. But I think we would

be right 1n claiming that the challeUge ('f 0ur times is at l~ast more all-embrac

ing than any that faced OU)." ancestors. Technology has made the world a neighbor

hoed in terms of distance, ana nf economic, ~olitical and military inter-depend

ence. Inter-dependence, in turn, has mad.e war anywhere much more likely to

become var everywhere. And the weaIlens now available for war, as we are so often

reminded these days 1 are so incalcu.lably more destructiva than any lmO'Wtl before,

that they are capable of destroying civilization itself.•
,

Yet we en~,,;er this infinitely more complex situatior.. vlth ('ur minds and

hearts not yet prepared, psychologically, culturally, 0r politically, to live as

gO'Jd neighbours in such close proximity. Above all, our generation is the i'irst

that has been faced with the necessity of abolishing war itself in the interest

of sheer survival•.

But the pictUre is not all black. Indeed} the very widespread rt3cognition

of the dangers that threaten and the u~ge in millions cf people throughout the

world to master these &angera provide a positive aS8Uran)e that real leadership

will not· fail of support.

Behind the universal drives to~ards greater social justice within nations

and greater polltical and economic equality among Dations, which form a famillar

. background to the life of· all peoples today, we may discern an intense desire for

the realizatio~ of a greater degree of human brotherhood and of human be~ter.ment.

This desire had its part in the birth of .the l,Jnited Nations. In the measure that

this desire :fInds practical expression in constructive, peaceful developnent, the

(more)
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United Nations succeeds in its atms and pur~oses.

The quest~on of leadership and the ~roblem of harnessing the universal

human. desire for betteI'Illent are, I believe, at the very heart of tIle problem of

peaceful change. When we ceme to consider the specific questions of ~eaceful

adjustment, we shall find ample confirfnation of this.

Tonight you will be diacuss1ni abme case histories: the development of

self-government in Africa, the creat!ob ~f' Libya as an inde~endent state by the

United Nations, Korea as the first ~x~er1inent in. collective security by an in

ternational organization.. In these cases, as well as in any of the others you

might have chosen, I think you will find that ~eaceful change has been made ~os

sible cnly by aloadershi~ inB~ired by the ne~d for human betterment, and giving

the drive for such betterment a ~ositive direction.

The United Nations program of technical assistance, the Children's·]'und,

all the rrograms of t1e Specialized Agencies, are other examples of coordinated

action for ~eaceful change, developed within the liIllits of the resources of

brains and money tha·c the Nember Nations are so far willing to put at their dis

posal. We may rightfully regret that these resources have net been larger. We

have to build a foundation of public opinion that will support policies to BUS

tain progressively ~ider future efforts.

In the great issues -- the conflicts over settlements in Europe and the

Far East, and the related questions of collective security, disarmame":lt and the

control of atomic ene,rgy -- we face what is often called the problem of "peace

ful co-existence". The term is mostly used in reference to the co-existence of

the West with the Communist world. In fact the problem of lI:peacefu.l co-exist

ence tl is much vrider and more ccmplex than that. Butit is true that the prob

lam of "peaceful co-existence" is most acute when applied to the relationship

bet'treen the West and the Cormnunist world.

The very word "co-existence" has very little of the elements of mutual

understanding, confidence and friendship. But it reflects one of the great

needs of this moment in history -- the need to lIbuy time!' while the constructive

forces that work for world understmld iTlg and peaceful progress can gain strength

and :momentum. For e1ther side to continue to exist at all in this day of wea~onE

of mass annihilation, they have no choice but to co-exist. This statement has a

:pess:1mistic ring. But it has a positive implication. Peaceful co-existence may

be a condition for existence. But, thUS, it gives us the chauQS to work for

such :peaceful change as is needed if we are to justify that hope for one world of'

peace which we all share.

(more)
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Today, as so often i1;1 the past, we need a re-discovery of courage and of

faith in ma~ by leaders on every level of the social scale, in every waik of

life, from the local cCIllIllUnity to this AssemblY H~ll ·.:>fthe United Nations.

The peoples ,,,ho are striving to find. their way and who are sometimes misled to

, fear and suspic1dn,to bigotry and prejudice, have a keen. ear for the voice tha~
" ' . '.

rings true. ' They will respond -- of this I am deeply, convinced -- t,he people

will respond to constructive leadership wherever it can reach tr.em.

For all those who believe in the future, in life itself, now is the time

to speak for their beliefs. These are the voices we need to create the calm

and steady climate of public opinion in which governments could deal construc

tively, by patient discussion, by all the peaceful processes of conciliation and

, n~gotiation set out in the Charter, with the difficult problems which challenge

us.

###
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UNITED NATIONS DAY MESSAGE OF THE SECRETP~Y-GENER4L

The 24 October is United Nations day'. It bas been set aside by the General Assem

bly for making known the aims and achievements of the United Nations. On this day

in 1945 the United Nations Charter came into force as a statement of co~mon aspira.

tions and a code of conduct which the Member Nations agreed should guide them in

their relationship with each other and the world at large.

The United Nations vTas not founded with any thought that by its mere establis'

ment the dangers that beset our world would be banished or the conflicts brought

to an end. The United Nations is an instrument to be used and developed by all

who sincerely work for peace. It is a tool in the hands of the governments, needec

in their efforts to prevent a,pd resolve conflicts by peaceful negotiation and con

structive cooperati0n. The United Nations is what the Member Nations make it, -
reflecting the WeaYilleSSeS of all human effort but also the high aspirations and

noble achievements of men of good will a11.over the wnrld.

In the past eight years we find that the members of the United Nations have

sometimes succeeded, sometimes been frustrated in their effort to proID0te and

defend peace and well-being. But all thrmlgh that period we find t~e influence

of the United Nations being vigorously exerted, against the forces of fear and

hate and destruction, for justice and progress.

In our efforts to establish for the future a world of peace an~ freedom we

know that we have in the United Nations a new element offering new possibilities

for success -- a new means 0f settling old problems and reducing tensions and,

better still, of anticipating future problems and tensions in order t~ forestall

dangers that otherwise mighG threaten. Where the methods 0f bilateral and regional

negotiation prove inSUfficient, the alternative of a world forum now exists. The

resort to force or the threat of force is forbidden by the Charter. In Korea the

United Nations has shovffi that armed aggression can be repelled by collective

action.

(more)
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Our world of today and our world of th~ future presents a picture in which

th2 need fo~ suc~ a new approach as that embodied in the united Nations is only

~oo appa~0nt. New technical development has made all countries neighbours in a

geographical sense. It has given us means of destruction tar more terrible than

those which have previously been at the disposal of anybody. The economic ties

between different countries have beccme much closer than pefore. ThUS, we face

~oday a situation characterized by great~y i~creased international interdependenc~

rich in possibilities, but also fraught with dangers unknown to t~e world of

yesterday. This is the world we must master. This is the world in which a new-
,.?-pproacb. is nE.qeps~r"from every single man and from the various governments, but

also collectively. Our problem is how to use what man has created for the benefit

of man instead of for his destruction. That problem can be resolved only by a

joint effort in Which all are Willing to take their part and to carry their re

sponsibility. That ie the meaning of the United Nations for all peoples.

**t:·**
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of 1n:rormatidn mec.ia."·not an bffibial record). (For use

My predecess~r, Mr. Trygve Lie, has Epoken on behalf of all those who ~orked

closely with Abrabam Feller during those first seven years of the United Nations,

when he aontr1buted so much to the development of this instituticn.

It will always be a matter of regret to me that I did not know Abraham Feller

personally, although I was, of course, familiar with his dieti8guished record of

service •.

Sinae oom1nghere, I have been deeply impressed by the continuing evidence

of tl:e :fruitfulness of his career ° His contribution to the United Nati01ls is a

living thing which continues to fac ilitate our work and will do so in the future.

He was a builder in a real sense, and lik", other good builders his influence lives

on in the structure he has helped cr€lata.

It is. there:fore very appropriate, I think, that lte should gather here to dedi·

~ate this :Reading :R()I)m not merely to t:le Ir.3mory of Abraham Feller, but to the last

1J1g contribution he has made. A library also is a living thing; the books and

periodica~s in this room will find their J.sefulness in their application to the

problems whiCh face us now and, in the future. There, will be many who will use

this room, and the number will increase over the years.

For the Secretariat of the United Nations it will be a matter of continuing

1nspiration to be associated with the r:J..e"rllory of a man who defined the concept of

the good international civil. servant ty his own d.1stin8uished record.

.~UT16N--ADVANcE .1'
~'crRele~e on De~ivery
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS
'--'~AT;;'THE CONFERJ1-:i;CE ON EDucATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

TOHIGHER EDUCATION SPONSOR~D BY THE UNITED-NATIONS z
CARNEGIE ENDOVIMENT AND NEW YORK m'lTI"ERSITY,o OCTOBER 1953 ..

When the statesmen of the world met in San Francisco in April 194~ they

faced a series of problems unique in human history. Rumanity bad survived two
, '

world wars, but the scars, of conflict were everywhere apparent. Within a single

~eneration w&r and i~s attendant ills had brought death to tens of millions of

human beings. Devastation had visited many of the largest and proudest cities

of the world. These phys~cal effects of wa~ were paralleled ~y widespread

evidences of moral unreet which were a threat and warning of dangers still to

come.

During the past hundred years mankind had made tremendous strides in

scientific progress. But a large'part of ttese achievements had ~een diverted

to the development of, more and more eff~ctive methods of destruction. The dis

covery and control of atomic power had introd~ced a new element into human rela

tions. Military technique had undergone not only a change in degree of destruc

tive efficiency, but a change in kind. Now for the first time human beings were

within measurable distance of the power of universal annihilation.

In this new world--so potent for good or for evil, so scarred by physical

and moral dangers--the statesmen at San Francisco found themselves confronted

not only by the traditianal pro~lems of the traditional peace conference, not-- .. -
only by the contrast of technical progress and spiritual conflict, and~ only

by the issues created by the universality of modern war.

Another, new factor in human and particularly in international relations

was the rising tide of discontent among the underprivileged that was threatening

to engulf many of the apparently most stable Of political illstitutions. For the

first time rebellion against their conditions of life was sweeping allover that

(more)
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great part of the human race that\.{ae sui'f'ering from hunger, illness, ignorance

snd the manifold forms ~f injustice.

There were, on ttie one'band, those to whom good health was customary and

f'or whom adequate facilities existed to provide attendan~ein disease; who

could expect a life span of sixty-five or seventy years).who had opportunity for

education and for attaining the magic po~er that gees with knowledge of the

Written word; who were economically well established and to whom hunger was

seldom known; whcenjoyed political liberty and reasonable hopes of justice

wider law.

The1:"e was, on the other hand, that much larger element of the human race

whose members suffered chronically from disease and who could seldom expect to

live beyond thirty or thirty-~ive years; who were illiterate and denied the other

tools and values 0feducation; to whom hunger, inadequate housing and other

economic ills were the commonplaces of life, and who, in many cases, were de-
"..:.,

prived of national independence and often of individual liberty and justice. Of

half the people in the ,world it could,be said, in the words of Thomas Hobbes,

that their lives would almost inevitably be "nasty, brutish and short."

The first and most immediately important of the problems faced at San

Francisco was that of designing measures to ensure, if possible, international

peace. It was recognized that peace could never be secure so long as inequality

and injustice among men and between naticns constituted a cause of constant

U:lrest.

It was therefore decided that in addition to the establishment of machinery

designed specifically for the aVJidance of war the United Nations should te pro

vided with instruments and policies designed to improve the social and material

conditions of life wherever misery unnecessarily prevailed. The most important

of these instruments was the Economic and Social Council: the most significant

statement of policy was that embodied in the undertaking in Articles 55 and 56 of

the Charter by which all Members pledg~d themselves:

i'With a view to the creation of ccnditions of stability and well-being
which are necessary for peaceful and friendly relations among nations
based on respect for the principle of equal rights and self-determinati~n

of pe~ples•••• 11

to pr,omote:

"(a) higher standards of living, full employment and conditions of
econo~ic and social progress and development;

(b) solutions of international economic, social, health, and related

(more)
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problems; and international cultural and educational cooperation and

(c) univers~ respect for, and observance of, human rights a~d
fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex,
~anguage or religion."

As ODe step in the fulfilment of this pledge the United Nations ,began as

early as 1946 to dev~lop a program of technical assistance.

Technical assistance was not, of course, a new invention. It was in fact

as old as the history of intercourse between organized communities. vThat was

new was the fact that now for the first time an effort was being initiated under

the direction of an international organization to make available tce wtole~ody

of hetman knowledge for the benefit of those governments and peoples that wished to

draw upcn it. Between 1946 and 1950 a series of decisions resulted in the

development of a technical assistance program that spread into the whole area

of economic development and social welfare.· A beginning was also made to pro

vide governments, on request, with assistance in the field of public administra

tilJn.

In 1950, stimulated by the action of the Government of the United States

in initiating a world-wide program of hilateral aid, the United Nations organized

the first Technica~ Assistance conf~rerice, and as a result of pledges there

received, inaugurated the Expanded Pro~am of Technical Assistance. In this

Program the specialized agencies of the United Nations joined with the United

Nations itself in extending technical aid in a~l the fields in which the

various agencies cou~d accept responsibility.

In the three years that have since e~apsed some 2,500 experts have been

provided to requesting governments; more than 3,000 fellowships and scho~arships

have been granted to governmental nominees; special conferences, training centers,

demonstration projects and~milar activities h~ve been organized in many parts of

the world, and over $60 million has been collected from seventy different

countries to facilitate the development of this universa~ program of mutual aid.

During these three years much experience has been obtained and many of the

early difficulties have been gradually overcome. A more efficient technique for

the meeting of nationa~ requests has been evo~ved. Improvements in the recruit

ment of specialized personnel have been worked out and a better understanding of

the possibi~ities of this kind of international cooperation has been achieved.

It is at this point that the program stands-today. The immediate problem

(more)
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is one of finance. Recipient countries found a great measure of value in the

Program in its early stages. They are new making more and more req~ests to the

United Nations and the specialized agencies. These requests moreover are in

general more carefully developed and more closely integrated intn solid national

programs of economic and social progress than was the case in the first year or

two of the Expanded Program. If anything approaching an adequate response is to

be made to these new requests it wtll be necessary for the contributing countries

(and, as this is a mutual program, that mean~ almost all the recipients as well
. , '

as the countries that profit less directly from the Program) to increase th~ir

contributions tn this great experiment in enlightened self-interest and altru

istic cooperation.

Today it is time for a new advance. Technical assistance is far from being

~ only instrument by which economic and social progress in the less developed

parts of the world can be effected. It is, ho'W'ever, ani will remain, a vital

element in any international program for cooperation in human progress and for

the preservation of peace. Neither self-lntereot nor hucan decency can allow

past and present conditions to. remain unchanged.

Abraham Lincoln said that his nation could not ren:ain "half-slave and half

free. II It is equally true taat humanity as a whole cannot continue indefinitely

half in misery, half in comfort. Unless this program, among ~!.:.~, is given the

support that its value demands human progress will be gravely delayed a~d

endangererl.

This 1s the kind of cause that should enlist, and must e:llist, tee careful,\.'"

critical and genprous support of all men and w~men of good Will, everywhere

throughout the world.
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STA~T BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL

BEFORE THE FIFl'H CO~T1'EE, 30 SEPrEMBER 1953

I believe that in line with this Comm1ttee's past praotice, the main purpose

Qt my appearing before you today is formally to present, for your oonsideration,

the SeoretB.ry.General ' s bUdget proposals for the coming financial year. This I

~ball proceed to do. But first, JIa1 I formally present JD¥self. The Fifth Committee

is dOUbtless well accustomed to seeing the Secretary-General on the witness-stand.

But for me it is a new, though weloome, experience. I shall look upon this as but

the firet of many such appearances and tho beginning ot what I hope will become a

olose, friendly and fruitful collaboration throughout this and succeeding sessions

of the Assembly.

I am well aware that, over the,years, the Fifth Committee has bUilt for itself

a reputation for solid and su.ccessful aocomplishment. As your Chainan has so

rightly pointed out, you. are faced, this year, Y1'th a long and difficult agen<hl.

But this is not a new or unique experienoe for the Fifth Committee, and I, for one,

am confident that the challenge will be met. To this end, all the help J: _caD give

the Committee personally, or through the services and facilities of the Secretariat

will be offered freely and without reservatioD. Nor would I consider my obligatioDE

properly or sufficiently discharged s~ply by assuring -- if I may so describe it -~
,

the Secretariat's "passive co-operation". I would rather conceive the role of the

Secretary-General in your d.eliberations as having a much more positive purpose. It

seems to me, in fact, that as the representatives of Member Governments responsible

'to the General Asseznbly for vital administrative and budgetary decisions, you are

entitled to expect from your Chief Administrative Officer a readiness to volunteer

any information whioh he deems pertment to a point at· issue; any opinion or observ

ation which, on the basis of his knowledge and experience, ,he believes should be

we18hed carefully in the balance; any suggestions or recommendations Which, in the

light ot the discussion 8S it develops, offers in his 3Udgment, a possible basis of

~ement.

(more)
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There are, of courso, certain questions relating particularly to the day-to

~ay administration of the 3ecretariat vhich I would venture to suggest can best be

£e90lved by the ~retary-General, acting under the authority conferred on his of

:ice by the Charter and in accordance with policies and procedures laid down b¥ the

General Assembly in its various regulator:r enactments. The Cemmittee will not, I

-r.ruet, misunderstand my motives if I express the hope that any representations whicl

;:. might Bee f1 t to make with regard to such questions, will be assured of its most

careful and serious ccnsideration.

There are other questions involving b~oad policy decisions with respect to

,mich the initiative must rest largely, if not exclusively, with Member Governments.

!t is with such problems that yeu will be preoccupied for the most part, and it is

in connection specifically with those whiohraise important issues of bUdget and

~ersonnel policy that the Secrota~y-Genc~ulwill be looking to this Assembly fpr

m~ch-needed assistance and advice.

In the light of these preliminary 1~~rk8, may I now address myself to the

question of the appropriations which 8houl~ be authorised for 1954, the ninth finan

cial year of the United Nations.

There is little I can usefully add; at this stage, to the information given in

the budget text; thOUGh doubtless many questions will arise in the course of ,enSUing

discussions to which I or my representatives will respond as fUlly, as frankly anQ

as honestly as we can. There is one question, however, ~eanswer to which you are

"probably awaiting with understandable iml,-atience -- namely lI'What is the Secretary

Ceneral's attitude to,~rds the recommendations of the ~dvisory Committee as set

forth in its first report of 1953". I ~hall briefly explain my position in a

moment; but in order not to try your pat.ience unduly, I can state here and now that,

~o~ ~y part at least, there is no reason to anticipate any serious diffioulty or

calay in reaching agreed conclusions, on t~e basis of the documentation before you.

~he Secretary~General, no loss than the re?re~vntativ6s of Member Governments, ia

greatly indebted to the Chairman and memberD cf the Advisory Committee for the work

\,he~- have so conscientiously carried out durinc a long and arduous summer session,

coth here and in GGneva.

Members will recall that in the Eud~et Foreword I indicated the main consider

ations which conditioned my approach to the preparation of next year's estimates.

I sta.ted tha.t upon taking over my duties ._:J Sl cretary-General my first order of

lusineos ~as to embark upon as detailed ~d thoroubh a study as time permitted, of

(more)
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~nt1cipated bUdgetary neods and related finanoial matters. I intimated that this

task had been approached with the overriding objective in mind of reconc11~ng the

'ceds of the work to be performed with thoBe standards of efficiency and economy.
Nhlch the Aseemblyhas so insistently demanded. I also pointed out that 1n prepar-

ing the 1954 estimates I had sought to malntai~ existing lines of administrative

~ollcy and that major changes could not safely be initiated pending further careful

study if the results achieved were to rest u:?on a souncl. and eoUd foundation. I

.")hall have more to S".y on tM.s rart:tenlar p:roblem In 8, \!Kiment. M'3anwhile, I wO'iild

call attention to the fact that cn the basis of the estimates presented by the Sec-
~

retary-General, proposed gross expenditure in 1954 will total $48,123,400. With
income proposed at a figure of $6,463,200, tbe net budget as presented amounts to

$41,660,200. The seventh session of the ~no2·a.l Assembly appropriated a net bUdget

for 1953 of $42 1 °89,500. The 1954 net total thus stands at a sum of $429,300 less

':;han that approved for the current year.

These estizmtes, however, have in the meantime been examined in great detail

by the Advisory Comwittee which recommends an overall roduction of $843,000 (exclu

sive of the estimates for the G€ne'~ Office ~nd the International CoUrt of Justice

on which it will be reporting seFarately), and an increaae of $2601 000 1n the esti

mate for miscellaneous income. The effect of these recommendations would 'therefore

be to reduce the grose budget from $48,123,000 to $47,279 y 60o and the net budget

:from $41,660,200 to $40,557,200. The faots nn which these summary figures are baaed

are set forth in the Information Annexes to the Secretar.r-General'a budget estimatee

and in the first report of 1953 of the Advisory Committee, both of which documents

will comprise the basic working texts for the Fifth Co~ttee's consideration of

this item.

I am well aware of the confidence which the Fifth Committee has in the advice

it receives from Nr. Agr..nides and his hard-working colleagues. I know that the

soundness of this adVice has justified t~e hifA respect which representatives in

the General Assembly have always accorded to the .Ad\i Jso:r;r Cotunittee' s recommenc'.a

tiona. I can well appreciate that this shoulc be SCI, I, too, share that respect,

not only because the Advisory Committ·::;e 18 in a POSltion to be a very real help to

the Secretary-General, no 1es8 than to the General Assembly, but because I have

~ealiz8d also, in establishing my first contacts with the Committee, that ita de

liberations are thorough, its enquiries searching, and its conclusions objectively

presented.

(more)
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I have no doubt that the recommendations which the Advisory Corrr.dttee has sub

!"lltted for your consideration and approval in its report on the 1954 estimates are

~aed upon substantial rea.sona. Tl ey are certainly based on careful study Judging.
;)'l the amount of supplementary information furnished by the Secretariat, in respons

to the Committee's request, and in response also, I would like to add, to ,the de

sire on the ~art of myself and ~ oolleagues to facilitate in every way possible a

completely frank exchange of views in an d~moaphere of full mutual confidence. I

am convinced that only in this way can ~he review procedures we have established

yield the best results. After all, the interests 9f the Secretariat and of Membe~

('.rQvernments are, in the long run, identicaL We are pursuing the same aims, even

though as a result of separate statutory funotions, the lldvis?ry Committee and the

Fifth Committee, on the one hand, and the Secretary-G€lneral on the other, may some

times appear to'occ'tpy different sides of the table.

Wh~le I believe that the estimates as or.iginally submitted represent a consci

entiouo and informed effort to gauge the needs of the Organization for the coming

year, I recognize that there will always be differences of op1Dion regarding budget

ary matters. I am, thorefore, wall Cont2,t to let the Fifth Committee, without any

epecial pleading on my part, come to its own conclue ions as to wba t should be, in

;;;:18 Ught of all the circurostanoeR, a SUitable level of appropriations for 1954. I

-.....ould not~ of oourse, want this C0mm1tt130 to be under any misapprehension as to my

readiness to supplement, as the Committee ,ney require, the information prOVided 1n

the bUdget document, or as to my willingness, to the fullest extent possible, to

inform members at this session of how I would set about to administer the financial

affairs of the Organization within the total appropriation agreed upon.

With the Committee's consent, I w01~d like, at this point, to touch briefly

on certain other items on its agenda wh1eh have important bUdgetary implioationa.

My purpose in so doing will be to give y~u as full a picture as can be given at this

time of present and anticipated financial nueds, and perhaps to anticipate some of

the questions you will undOUbtedly wish to address to me at an early stage of your

dEJliberations.

(m;:Jre)
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First, in connection with the 8uppls:n~'1tary estimates for 1953, I intend to

.submit as early as practicable, probably d1ll'L~g the latter part of October, as

R('·curate an appraisal as possible of total requirements for the current year.
r

.n.~ in previous sessio~, this statement will provide details of the effect on the

~,)udget of actions taken under General Assembly resolutions relating to unforeseen

end extraordinary expenses and to the \Yorki."'!.g Capital Fund... By far the .IIl.Jst sig

nificant item, however, affecting the level of th'3 1953 8uppl'mlwtaries will be

for income-tax reiIIibursem.ent - a matter to which the Advisory Conmrittee in its

report on the Budget Zstimates has given special. attention.... 1 .fully sh.-:tre "the

concern of the Advisory Corrmuttee in this matter. My predecessor, in conformity

~dth General Assembly resolutions, callecl !'dpeatedly on Membe:z: Governments to

ratify the ,Convention on Privileges and Immunities. IrJIIYSelf, am.

address1r.g a further communication to the lJnited States Government whi~ of CClU'se,

is especia.ll.y ccncerned in vie\i of the location of the Headquarters jn this country:.

cal] jog attention to the yomments of the i'\.dvisory Committ~e and urging that all

possible remedial steps be taken.

I expect that the Corwnittee may at this point be interested to hear my view

as to the most appropriate manner of financing the cost of compensation tc Staff

Members \-tho have been terminated and to whom the Admini5tratiV!! Tribunal. has ordereci

the payment of indemnities in lieu of rein,3tnt~ent. In this connection i.t may also

be appropriate for me to give you a brief i...'1d.ication of the legal and administrative

principles on the basis of which I feel that I must proceed.

A3 chief executive officer of the U:dted Nations, I consider mysel.f bound by

the findings and decisions.of the AdminisLrative Tribunal wr~ch the General Assembl;r

itself established. Thus, I hel.ve to submit to the Assembly Il. request for such

aupplementary appropriations as are required fnr payment of ~~he compensations

decided upon by the Tribunel. In so doing. I must be guided by the fact that the

Administrativ'e Tribunal was set up in oreier to .avoid the Organization being placed

in a posit?-on, in the even of a conflict with its employees~ of hav:ing to act both

as a party and a judge. My mind is open as concerns the way in which - with full

recognition of the essential importance of this principle for the future --- the

a.dmi.niatrative and legal system of the Organization should be developed.

(more)
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So that the Committee may have a better concept of overall requirements for

195~, I feel it is incumbent upon me to state here and now that there is every

dxpectation of being able to complete the He~jquarters construction pr~gram

without r~cource to the last million dollars -- that is to say, the sixty-eighth

million -- which has been authorized, but not yet appropriated. It is even

possible that some of the sixty-seventh million may be returned unspent. The

Committee Will, I trust, understand that I cannot be precise about this at the

moment, nor will r be able to make a final r~port and accounting at this session

because of unavoidabl~ construction delays th~t have occurred during the past

twelve months. I should, however, mention that the expected saving on the

original building program may be partial~v offset by another item of construction,

provided the Committee agrees. SeriouB consideration is being given to the

~OSsibility of requesting a supplemental appropriation for the enlargement of

the d1n1ng~room and cafeteria and the installation of better means of access

thereto. The initial cost of this enlargEiment may run somewhat over $500,000,

but it should not be forgotten that thIs 'Would be in the form of an investment

since the dining-room end cafeter~a represent a revenue-producing undertaking.

I Buspect that the Committee Is also moet anxious to receive some ind1cation
,

of my intentions regarding the further reports that have been promised on per-

sonnel policy and on reorganization of the Secretariat. As regards reorganiza

tion, I regret that for reaaone which I am Bure the Committee, will readllyap

preciate, it has not been possible for me to comply fully With the terms of the

resolution adopted by the General Assembly at its last session. The Committee

can be assured, however, that I understand and sympathize with the widespread

desire that has been manifested for early and effective action. I am satisfied,

on the basis of my relatively brief acquaintance with the internal structure

and functioning of the Secretariat, that a muasure of 9tream-lining can be

undertaken, provided ~e can successfully develop a greater degree of elasticity

which alone will make 1t possible to carry the same burden more economically.

To this end I have been gathering together a very great cmount of 'detailed in

formation. This information is currently being surveyed in the light of the

many previous comments and suggeations made in the Fifth Committee, and by the

Advisory COllID1ittee and others, regard Lg the ideal structure of the Secrete.I:iat.

I expect, in the course of the present session, to be able to present some

concrete pro~osals. It is my expectation that these proposals will point in

the direction of economy as well as greater efficiency. Under the circumstances,

(more)
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however, I feel that the Co~ttee can only proceed meanwhile ~ith its considera

tion of the 19511 budget estimates on the basie of the reports and. recommendations

before it~ taking account at a later date of ~bataver further reductions may be

possible. The Committee ,,111, I hope~ understand why» consid.ering the many

heavy responsibilities that have ~allen upon ~a during my brief six months'of

office, it is difficult to be more specific at this timf.)"

In accordance 'With the decision of the ~evGnth Assembly the report on the

personnel policy which I have to present to t~e Eighth Assembly will be preoeded

by consultations with the Specialized Agencies a.V1d with the Advisory Committee.

Arrangements have been made for the necessary consultations vith the Specialized

Agencies to take place next. 'Week when the executive hef\do of the various agencies

will meet here in the Advisory Committee on Coordination. These consultations

will have to be followed by a :t'tlcone1dE::::'o.tjon !'rmll my side of the various per=

Bonnel problema confronting us, I hope to be ab16 to report 011 the m.atter at

the end of October. The Fifth Committee 'Will certainly understand that at the

present stage it would neither be appropr'iate not' possible for mEl to spell

out in detail what proposals seem to me to be callad f't\r by way of modifications

and improvement in eX1stirJg personnel policies and procedures. Let roo only

say t,hat I am trying to find e "87 wher131J~' it 101111 be possiqle on the one hand

to give the staff member greater aafeguards against arbitrariness than he may

be considered as haVing at present, While on the other hand definip~ the type

of casein which the decisions of the Secretary-General on personnel matters

nec9ssarl1y have to be taken in the light of circumstances which do not land

themselves to exhaustive legal definitiona and which thus call for the exercise

on his part as chief executlv~.of the United Nations of a certain margjn of

discretion.

No review however cursory -- of the Organization's financial situation

can be consIdered sufficiently complete r./;"thou't some reference -Co ·tihe alJ

important question of contributions.

Since the financial stability of the United Nations is 80 directly linked

with the question of early payment 01' cO'Ttrf1)utions, th'!'J Fif'th Committee at

its last session appo1nted,a Working Party to discuss ~1th members the extent to

which their contributions for 1953 might be paid during tha first half of the

year.

(more)
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From the replies it received, the Su"t-Co::D11littee indicated that 27.29 per

cent of the total contributions might be received prior "to 30 June; the amount

a~tually collected was 25.12 per cent. There was a alight improvemen~.by compari

son with the first six months of 1952 when only 22.57 per cent of the assessment

was collected, b~t the 1953 experience was nevertheless a little below expecta

tion. By 15 September 1953, 78.97 per cent of contributions to the current year's

budget appropriations had been collected. The corresponding percentage up to a

similar date for 1952 was 68.46.
The Committee is well aware of th~ relationship between the date of payment

of contributions and the level of the Working Capital Fund. Much has been aaid

and ,n:lt\,i2n about it in previous ;rears and it needs litt'le further emphasis on

my part.

The Con:mit;tee 1 s decision to raise the level of the Fund to $21.5 million has

been well justified, for without resources of that order, we would have found

ourselves in a difficult position.

The facta (which you will have an opportunity of reviewing in due course)

continue to show, I regret to say, that at certain periods of the year the actual

cash level of the Fund gives cause for serious concern.

Consequently, I shall be recommending to the General Assembly that, as a

minimum provision, the Working Capital ?und b3 increased as of 1 January 1954, to

$22 million, by transferring a sum of $500,000 from the surplus at 31 December

1952. This action would be essentially a measure to afford a more adequate margin

of funds for bUdgeta~y expenditures during the year 1954.
That I believe, completes the several matters of which I thought the Fifth

Committee would wi8h to be informed prior to ita consideration of the problems of

the 1954 budget. In concluding, may I ~xpr8ES the thought that everybcdy who has

played some ~art, hc')'\.[ev2r ::Dodest or incc:c.::::;;:'C"JOUB it mC'.y have been, in bUilding

the Organization that bas emerged since Sa~ F£anciaco and in carrying forward its

day-to-day ac~vities, is entitled to f8el a ~eaaure of pride in what baa be~n

acc0mplished. Tb~y have halped to create an organization whose potentialities are

far from baftl10S been fully tested. Und-er the guidance of my predecessor a Secret

ariat baa been developed, whose capabilities and vig..lr have, I think, been amply

demonstrated to those who have had occQsion to serve in the General Assembly and

in the Councils and Committees of the United Nations.

(more'
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This 1s not to suggest" however, that any of us, either as officials of

~b& Secretariat or as representatives ot Members, or as experts serving in an

~ViBOr,y capacity, can or should be satisfied with the results so tar achieved •

. :Because satisfaction oan too easily become complacency, and complacency 'Would

assuredly wreck our present efforts and our future hopes. Therefore, the

essential responsibility· of this Committee, as I see it, is to be constantly

on the alert, in appraising budgetary needs and reviewing administrative,

financial and personnel policies, tor ways and means of improving on past per

~ormance. I consider it to be the duty of the Secretary-General to join with

you in this cont1nu1ng endeavor to the end that the United Nations may become

an ever increasing vital and. effeotive instrument in the carrying out of the

purposes for Which it was conceived.

#ff#
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~AGE ~~G HAf;JMA.RSKJOfD.l .SE~~::.Q:ENERAL..2!.-'!'.-BE UNI'l~D NATIONS,
'1'0 THE FOURTH CONFE~.ENCE OF TEE UNITED STATES, NATIONAL COMlUSSION
- - - - --'FO'Rm1F.SCO:*

~~polis - St. Paul, - l2.SoEtGm~qr 1953

I wish it were possible for me to be with you in person. The role of

UNESCO 1 both in its international programs and through its na.tional conmiisslons,

is of special significance to the dc.vulopment of the United Nations system and

of international cooperation in general. We all know that the United 'Nations

fa,mily of agencies is in no rospect a super-state. It has neither the power

nor the desire to impose its Will upon the ways of life chosen by the Member

countries. Progross towaJ::d widor realization of the principles and purposes of

the United Nations Charter thorofore depends upon lmdorstan~ing and porsuasion,

and upon accept~nce, freely given, of the practical consequences by the peoples

of the respeotive nations. m~co ia the united Nations agency especially

dosigned to help peoples speak to peoples with mutual undorstanding and respect

in all these mttors of the mind and the spirit that must, in the long run,

determine the course of international life and the fate of nations in the years

befora us.

You, who are meeting in the fourth bionnial confer0ncc of the United States

National Commission, represent ~£~y 8Tcat organizations of your fellow citizens

in bUDiness, labor, industry, religion, educatil"n and othor fields. As with

others like you in other lands, you have come together because you are deeply

convinced that no nation can any more live as an iaumd unto itsolf and that

every nation must in its foreign policy apply tho consequences of that inoscap

ablo fact.

(more)
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You are thereforo ~et as patriots for your country in the deepest and

truest sonse. You seek what you believe to be the bost course for your cotmtry

and you seek to persuade your fellow citizens to agree with you~ That is'

responsible and loyal citizenship in any democracy.

I am sure you will understand if I add just a word as a guest 1n your

covntry who has soen and thOUght much about two golden threads that run thrOUgh

the course of your history. One 1s the sense of human brotherhood, sprung out

of the Christian faith, finding its expression in respect for the dignity and

worth of ,the human person before God and his fellow"men. The other is the very

full development of practical and voluntary co-operation among you -- as equals

working together -- for tho betterment of society at all levels, from the local

community outward. These qualities now find expression for all the world in

the principles and programs of the United Nations family of international

agencies. Both your own country and the world need,· all that you. can contribute

by your combined efforts to this cau.se.

###
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'Together 'In Our Concern, Our Hopes,

and Our Determination'
By DAG HAMMARSKJOlD

Secretary-General of the United Nations

(The following is the text of an address by the Secretary-General at a dinner in his
honor given by the American Association for the United Nations in co-operation
with the New York Universl'ty Institute for Review of United Nations Affairs

on September 14, 1953.)

RECENTLY a distinguished New
York newspaper found me to be

an "unashamed intellectual." It is not
because of any desire to live up to
this standard that I propose to talk
with you tonight of certain basic ideas
and principles rather than of the speci
fic issues and grave difficulties with
which the General Assembly and the
Members of the United Nations will
be wrestling in the weeks ahead.

No, it is for other reasons. First
of all, I am sure you would agree that
it would be out of place for the Secre
tary-General to make a public state
ment of his views of these questions
at this time because of the very special
place and unique responsibilities he
has under the United Nations Charter.
Later on I shall tell you something
more of how I understand my job and
my responsibilities on the positive side.

But there is a more important rea
son for going behind, for a few mo
ments, the pressing problems of day
to-day United Nations debates and
day-to-day headlines.

An of us in this room tonight are
here because of our concern for the
things that the United Nations stands
for and for the proper place of the
United Nations in our world in rela
tion to these problems. I am sure this
concern is shared by the many families
who are not physically present but
have just now joined our program
from their homes by means of radio

and television. You, who are present
as members and friends of the Ameri
can Association for the United Na
tions, and of the New York University
Institute for Review of United Na
tions Affairs, are here because you be
lieve in the United Nations, you want
it to succeed, and each of you, within
the circle of your influence, is work
ing for it to succeed. In this, the
hopes and prayers of millions more
are with you.

Thus, you and I are in the same
boat together. It is true that while you
are volunteers, I may be considered a
draftee who had not much of a choice
when the draft call came for the job
I hold. But my commitment to what
the United Nations stands for is and
always has been freely given. My re
cent experiences have strengthened my
conviction that the job I hold in the
United Nations is one that rightly
commands the utmost that can be
given to it.

So we are truly together, in the
same boat. We are together in our
concern and in our hopes, together
also in our determination to use to
the best of our ability the means at
our disposal, with perseverance and
firm trust in the future.

Baghavad Gita echoes somewhere
an experience of all ages and all phil
osophies in these words: "Work with
anxiety about results is far inferior
to work without such anxiety, in calm
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self-surrender." These are words of
worldly wisdom which we can all
share. But they also express a deep
faith. We will be happy if we can
make that faith ours in all our efforts.

GUIDE AND COMPASS On the seas we
sail we have to face all the storms
and stresses created by the ideological,
economic and social conditions of our
world. Aboard this new Santa Maria
we have to meet the impatience of
those sailors who expect land on the
horizon tomorrow, also the cynicism
or sense of futility of those who would
give up and leave us drifting impo
tently. On the shores we have all those
who are against the whole expedition,
who seem to take a special delight in
blaming the storms on the ship instead
of the weather. Well, let us admit that
this comparison with the crew of Co
lumbus soon after he set sail on the
Santa Maria has some truth also in its
negative implications. We have still to
prove our case.

I think you will agree that it will
help us to have frequent recourse to
our compass and the Guide to N avi
gation for our civilization that histori
cal experience and the new knowledge
and techniques of science and tech
nology have placed in our hands.

In the classical Chinese collection
of poetic philosophy, Tao-Te-King,
ascribed to Lao-Tse, it is said some
where that whoever wants to grip the
world and shape it will fail, because the
world is a spiritual thing that cannot be
shaped. On first reaction, this might
seem to be the antithesis of the spirit
that animated Columbus. But this is
not so. The history of mankind is
made by man, but men partly make
it blindly. No one can foresee with
certainty what will emerge from the
give and take of the forces at work in
any age. For that reason history often
seems to run its course beyond the
reach of any man or nation. We can
not mould the world as masters of a

material thing. Columbus did not
reach the East Indies. But we can in
fluence the development of the world
from within as a spiritual thing. In
this sense Columbus would have been
a pioneer for a new age even if he
himself had never reached America.

As individuals and as groups we can
put our influence to the best of our
understanding and ability on the side
of what we believe is right and true.
We can help in the movement toward
those ends that inspire our lives and
are shared by all men of good will
in terms very close to those of the
Charter of the United Nations-peace
and freedom for all, in a world of
equal rights for all.

TWO BASIC MOVEMENTS In the annual
report to the General Assembly I ex
pressed my conviction that our time
is basically characterized by two move
ments in civilization - one toward
greater social justice within nations,
and the other toward greater political
and economic equality and justice be
tween nations. I am sure that there
are many who would dissent from this
proposition. They would say that the
basic movements of our time are to
ward a free society on the one hand
and toward totalitarianism on the
other.

To them I can only say that I think
this is confusing what are the forces
at work in the world with specific
manifestations of those forces when
utilized by or clashing with ideologies
and unguided group reactions. I be
lieve the dictatorships of the few
and the dictatorships of the masses-
the devastating wars and the great
revolutions that have characterized
our generation are to be understood
in the light of the basic movements
toward social justice and equality with.
in and between nations. When those
forces are controlled and guided by
constructive and far-seeing policies,
they yield other effects.
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I am thinking of those nations that
have managed without violent revolu
tion and without passing dictatorship
to create in this century a life for
their own peoples not too far from the
ideals of freedom and equality for all.
I am thinking of the great new inde
pendent nations that have been born
in the past few years, again without
bloodshed, who are now co-operating
in fruitful friendship with the nations
which formerly had conquered and
controlled them.

Thus, it seems to me, the basic
movements of our time should not be
confused with their various manifesta
tions - war, revolution, dictatorship,
peaceful democratic evolution and the
peaceful achievement of independence.

The United Nations owes its origin
to those who, 50 years ago, surmised
at least the basic trends of the twen
tieth century at its inception and
sought in the international field to
channel them within a peaceful frame
work of law and orderly development.
The First World War interrupted those
first efforts. But after that war the
struggle to create patterns for peace
ful international progress was renewed
and the League of Nations was cre
ated. Once more we suffered a catas
trophic setback, but the experiment
has been repeated for a third time in
the United Nations, an international
instrument with more potential influ
ence and a wider field of activity than
any before envisaged.

IN TUNE WITH THE TIME I think that all
those who will take the touble to re
read the Charter and examine the
work of the United Nations and the
specialized agencies would agree that
the United Nations is "in tune" with
the basic movements of our time in
their positive and constructive mani
festations. All its pledges and all its
work are in the direction of peaceful
progress toward greater social justice
within nations and greater political

and economic equality and justice be
tween nations.

But I must hasten to add, for the
benefit of a certain school of thought
probably not represented here tonight,
that the United Nations has no power
to encroach upon the national sov
ereignty of any state against the will
of its government and people. It would
indeed not only be against the letter
and the spirit of the Charter for the
United Nations to attempt to impose
its will in domestic matters. It would
also be against the elementary wis
dom expressed in Tao-Te-King's law
of life. You cannot grip the world
and shape it as a material thing. You
can only influence its development if
you recognize and respect it as a thing
of the spirit.

Just as the United Nations cannot
impose its will in domestic matters, so
its existence does not add to the eco
nomic burden of its Members, beyond
its modest administrative budget,
which costs citizens of your country
less than a dime a year and others
a comparable amount. Nor does it
create restrictions on the freedom of
action of its Member nations beyond
the commitments of the Charter
commitments that I believe every civ
ilized community in the world would
wish to uphold in any case.

Beyond this, economic burdens and
restrictions on freedom of action of
any nation are imposed not by the
United Nations, but by the facts of
international life and the national in
terests of the countries concerned.
Programs of economic and military
aid, and the conferences and negotia
tions through which agreements are
sought, are undertaken by govern
ments because they are deemed to be
necessary to the national interest and
position of the countries concerned
and not because of restrictions im
posed from outside by charters and
treaties.

This again is a case of blaming the
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ship instead of the weather for the
difficulties of steering a safe course
in rough seas.

THE BURDEN REDUCED In fact, organized
international co-operation as repre
sented by the United Nations and
other agencies tends to reduce, rather
than increase, the burden upon any
single nation in its efforts to prevent
war and encourage an orderly evolu
tion toward a more peaceful, just
and prosperous world. What would
otherwise be a burden on the shoul
ders of one is shared by many and
the equitability of the sharing is
something that can be worked out.
But if there is no international organi
zation, no United Nations, then equit
ability and sharing itself become aca
demic questions. There is a price to
be paid for organized international
co-operation. But it is a far lesser price
than the one that would be exacted
from any nation that attempted in this
day and generation to "go it alone."

Now I come to an even more cen
tral queston in this examination of
our compass and our Guide to Navi
gation. As you all know, the United
Nations Charter is based on what I
may call a working hypothesis. This
is that all the great nations and groups
of nations must belong to it if it is
to succeed. The Charter does not quite
say that membership should be uni
versal, but that is its spirit.

We know that this hypothesis is be
ing challenged, and challenged not
only by those who do not yet fully
understand and accept the essential in
terdependency of our world today,
but also by truly internationally
minded people animated by the most
serious desire to build a better world.
Yet it seems to me that the idea of
the United Nations as a club to which
only the like-minded will be admitted,
in which membership is a privilege
and expulsion is the retribution for

wrong-doing, is totally unrealistic
and self-defeating.

Look anywhere in the world today.
Is there any solution in sight except
peacefully negotiated agreements?
Granted that at a given moment the
prospects for SUCh. agreements s~en,t

dim indeed. What IS the alternative!
Only the attempt to establish "one
world" by force of arms. And that is
no alternative. Such an attempt would
lead to a catastrophe just as fatal to
the presumed victor as to the van
quished. Beyond that, history and so
cial conditions have given us a world
so heterogeneous that the conditions
simply do not exist for a o?e worl.d
established by force. I belIeve thIS
should be recognized as true no matter
on what ideology you base your judg
ment and for whatever way of life
you plead.

THE FUNDAMENTAL PROBLEM SO we re
turn to our working hypothesis of
somehow living together. And we find
that the governments of the great
power Members of the United Na
tions seem to believe in it enough to
continue actively working inside the
United Nations. We find that in the
present division of the world the
power of veto often prevents decisions
by the Security Council. But we also
know that the United Nations as a
whole need not be paralyzed. First
of all, the application of the veto
does not exist in the Assembly and the
other organs.

But there is a more important and
basic consideration that should be
more widely understood. Peaceful
settlements of the great issues between
nations are not prevented by a veto
written into the Charter, but by the
hard fact that such settlements require
agreement and acceptance by the par
ties to it. This would be true even if
there were no provision for a veto
in the Security Council. Thus, it is
not primarily a queston of this or



that voting procedure, but of working
to create conditions of international
life more favorable than those that
exist today for the acceptance by the
parties concerned of just and wise
solutions to these great issues.

Is there anyone who would tell us
that any course of action tending to
make the United Nations less universal
than it is would improve the prospects
for finding such solutions by peaceful
means? In fact, so far, we find no na
tion willing to risk what is likely to be
the end of a course, once entered, that
would make the United Nations no
longer a meeting place for all the
world. I believe that the currents of
history and the judgment of the gov
ernments alike are on our side.

When I think of the work before
us-you as friends and believers in the
United Nations, and I as Secretary
General-I am reminded of a famous
idea of Dostoevsky in the Brothers
Karamazov, where he has one of his
heroes say that the future may be one
of a struggle between the state trying
to make itself church and the church
trying to make itself state.

Applied in international life today,
we might say that the United Nations
represents ideals at least professed by
all nations, but that it is not a super
state trying to impose on people any
"right" way of life or any way of life
different from one freely chosen by
the people. On the contrary, it seeks
as the repository and voice of a com
mon heritage of ideals to penetrate
the life of states in their international
relations and to influence their con
duct toward a wider realization of
those ideals.

SECRETARY·GENERAL'S ROLE I think that
such a view of the United Nations as
I have outlined will help all of us who
are working for its success, whether
as citizens or officials, in judging wise
ly each issue as it comes along and in
meeting the various currents of criti-

cism and opposition. No state, no
group of states, no world organization,
can grip the world and shape it,
either by force, or by any formula
of words in a charter or a treaty.
There are no absolute answers to the
agonies and searchings of our time.
But all men and women of good will
can influence the course of history in
the direction of the ideals expressed in
the Charter.

What does such an approach mean
in practical terms for you on the one
hand and for the Secretary-General
and the Secretariat on the other? You
will permit me to take my own role
first, not because it is more important
but because it may have some bearing
upon yours.

I do not conceive the role of the
Secretary-General and the Secretariat
as representing what has been called
a "third line" in the international de
bate. Nor is it for him to try and
initiate "compromises" that might en
croach upon areas that should be ex
clusively within the sphere of responsi
bility of the respective national gov
ernments.

On the other side I see the duty of
the Secretariat to form, in the first
instance, a most complete and objec
tive picture of the aims, motives and
difficulties of the Member nations.
Acting in that knowledge, it is our
duty to seek to anticipate situations
that might lead to new conflicts or
points of tension and to make appro
priate suggestions to the governments
before matters reach a stage of public
controversy.

Beyond this, the Secretary-General
should express with full frankness to
the governments concerned and their
representatives the conclusions at
which he arrives on issues before the
Organization. These conclusions must
be completely detached from any na
tional interest or policy and based sole
lyon the principles and ideals to
which the governments have adhered
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as Members of the United Nations.
In other words, the relationship of the
Secretary-General to the governments
should be one of a trusted consultant
on those considerations following from
adherence to the Charter and Mem
bership in the United Nations that
should be taken into account by the
governments in coming to their own
policy decisions.

Clearly such a relationship of mu
tual confidence and trust would be
impossible in an atmosphere of pub
licity. This does not mean that the
Secretary-General should not also be
a public spokesman for the Organiza
tion. Indeed, to explain, interpret and
defend the United Nations to the peo
ples of the world is one of the im
portant duties of his office. But he
should never do this in such a way
as to contravene his obligations as
representative of all Member nations
and to the principles of the Organiza
tion. He should not permit himself to
become a cause of conflict unless the
obligations of his office under the
Charter and as an international civil
servant leave him no alternative.

ROLE OF SUPPORTING GROUPS Thus you
see that I conceive the Secretariat and
the Secretary-General in their relations
with the governments as representa
tives of a secular "church" of ideals
and principles in international affairs
of which the United Nations is the
expression.

In a different way those who belong
to organized citizens' groups support
ing the United Nations in all coun
tries represent this secular "church"
to their respective national states. It
is your role to influence opinion with
in the circle to which your reach ex
tends toward the course you believe
to be right for your country. Whether
your circle be small or large, it
counts, for it is the sum total of all
of them that influences the policies of
governments.

Your role is different from mine in
this respect. Whereas the international
civil servant speaks for the ideals and
commitments of the Charter as they
may affect the formulation of national
policies, you speak for the national
interest of your countries in their poli
cies toward and in the United Na
tions. This is important. You are
rightly partisans for the best interests
of your country as you see them.
When you speak and act for national
policies that will strengthen the influ
ence of the United Nations you are
doing so because you believe that this
is best for your country as well as
for humanity.

Your role is of the highest signifi
cance. No matter what their private
judgment, those in positions of au
thority cannot go against prevailing
public opinion or lead in a direction
the public is not prepared to follow.
Your influence in what you believe to
be the right direction, exercised in the
manifold ways that are available to
you, is essential to the exercise of
statesmanship.

I know there are many occasions
when the pressures and the events that
lead in the contrary direction seem
overwhelming. But just as we cannot
shape our world at will like a handful
of clay, neither do such pressures and
events inexorably lead on to a pre
ordained doom. They are subject to
influence and change.

Time is also a great healer and
"playing for time" is an important
element in the tactics we must follow
in these days of crisis, anxiety and
frustration. We all have a tendency to
regard the situation as it exists at any
single moment as a lasting one, for
getting that we ourselves and the so~

cieties which we form are all subject
to the law of change. Those people
and nations which are to live together
in the future, if we succeed in over
coming the immediate risks of war,
will not be of the same generation as
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those who do not see any possibility
of living together as they are now and
as conditions are today.

HOPE FOR UNITY Conflicts, not only in
human life, but also in the life of na
tions, are often never resolved, but
simply outgrown. Often in history sit
uations have arisen where people were
saying, as it is sometimes being said
now, that they could neither live to
gether nor fight each other down, and
in spite of that, the world has moved
on and the situation of despair has
become past history.

It is always delicate for a foreigner
to speak about a country where he is
but a visitor. And it is difficult for
him to assess the significance of the
spiritual and political history of his
host country. I feel, however, you
will understand if, in conclusion, I
refer to an American experience to

which all the world owes much. The
founding fathers of this great nation
took upon themselves the responsibil
ity for the creation of a new and in
dependent state on American soil.
They did so in a firm trust in the
future and with a firm belief in the
basic decency of man. In that spirit
they managed to weld together in one
nation people from many nations of
the world. E pluribus unum is rightly
inscribed on the shield of the United
States.

That could also be the motto of the
United Nations in its defiance of seem
ingly insuperable difficulties, in its
belief in freedom and in its hope for
world unity. Read in the right spirit,
the Charter of the United Nations ex
presses an approach to the political
problems of man which would have
been well understood by men like
Jefferson and Lincoln.

Reprinted from United Nations Bulletin, Vol. XV, No.7, October 1, 1953
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Let me first of all thank you most heartily for your kind invitation to this

luncl.eon. As an old~~I'l~ .. ,in t~e.,"~o~it~~:~_~,:~:'r:.?-=-.~~~~~.~I take a special
pleasure in this opportunity of establishing contacts ~dth your association. Need

I tell you that no occasion offering me such an opportunity could have been more

welcom~ than this one because of the honour which you bestow today upon Ralph Bunche.

The election of Dr. Bunche as President of your association is a h~gh tribute to his

personal qualitios and achievement'S. I am proud to be present here today to join in

that tribute.

The political scientists had a great share in thi3 creation of the United 1''!.tiom,

Organization. And they are doing much in the classroom, in publlcations and by ehei'

daily influence on public affairs to explain, to strengthen and to help the Organiza

tion. Meeting you here today it is natural for me to try and explain how the United

Nations' world looks from the inside--to a social scientist who long ago had to aban

don scientific work but who, in the back of his mind, in whatever job he has had to

try, has givefl lU\4ch tllought t.o,·th,o challenge tha.t the special activities in which he

was engeged present~~ to his scientific imagination and conscience.

The area covered by your association is very wide-certainly as wide as, bu.t

probably not any wider than that covered by the United Nations. On one of the fron

tiers of the UN activities we find the highly specialized economist, working with his
, tlie1r

statistical tools, at another frontier the exper~ on public relations and psychology.

At still another frontier the diplomatic expert with his baokground in international

political history. And at a fourth frontier you have the man specializing in prob

lems of internal administration and institutional developments.

The United Nations and its activities reflect acute needs of our time. The

diversification and the scope of its various problems and efforts mirror the dive~

sification and problems of the present social and political situation. In this way

'Ghe United Nations' experiences are indicative of thG challenge of our time to the

social sciences and the social scientists.
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In many respeots what is done in the United Nations is to apply to practical prob

lems of today conciusions drawn in studies already. made in various spheres of the

social sciences, In other cases the United Nations embarks upon pioneer work, elab
orating its own approaches and presenting practical concl1:U'ions to ba studied br
and perhaps also challenged by-the independent BOcial scientists. I am. tempted to

describe the situation in the famous phrase of Hax Weber: To a large extant the

United Nations is living off truth" as established by the social scientists" but ;1.t

has also to live for truth, in its creative intellectual and practical aotivities.

I think that the spheres in which the United Nations" and those working inside it-I

Secretariat, have the greatest wealth of new mate:oial to otfer to the social. scien

tists for their studies are first, the sphere of institutional problems, proper to a

world-wide international administration" and second, that of d1~lomatic techniques ,!

and of international relations as elaborated in an international body'" serving all

countries irrespective of the split of our world and the dif"ferenC6s of national in

terests represented a:nong the governments by which it has been established.

It would take me to<J far to go into a:ny detail. It would, in4eed" be presumptuow;

on my p&:ot to try to do so. My imagination as an e2Ci-teacher of t~'le University ot
Stockholm may lead me into temptation, but twent7 jc.:lrs of political ille has not

duiUed my scientitic conscience nor muffled ita warning against large conclusions

from inconolusive evidence.

However, let me indicate briefl,y the nature of the probl_ I have in mind in thQ

two specific sphe~es to which I have referred--problsma which seem to me to present

a challengv to the aocial scientistp..

I imagine that a few of you have already given some thOUght to the very peculiar

organizational and institutional problems developing in an international administra

tion. One of those problema has r~ently had the honour of figuring evC:1 in the

newspaper headlbea. I refer to th:, 1mpllcatio~'11 of a truly internat10r.a:. sta'tus tal

such an adIG.nistration, a status of fill independence. other problem. which affect

the day to day work and are just a8 important" are scarce:q noted by the public and

certainly only partly known to those scientists who are interested in the field ot
public adm1n1irtrstion. Let me mention a few of them briefly.

In the United Nations Secretariat we have nearly sixty different nationalities

represented, None of us can make ourselves entirely free from our own background,

and why should we? Is not the national accent and the national experience very ofter

(more)
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a g:.'eat asset in i!lter~at:l.ona1 cooperation"] It ce..~ainly 1s, but at the same time it

may introduce an e1em3?"!t of divieion. I:' may tend to split ~'1hat should be a unity

into separate oompa:tments. For the Secreta:''"Y-Genoral of the United Natio:i:ls and hi"

collaborators it is necessary to find ways to ma.ke tho natior.al elef<l;;;nts an asset,

to overcome the divisive i.~luenceB and try to ereate a unity in which the d1versit7

of the national baekgro'U..'1d.s of tr..e n:.·)mb~r6 of tr..e administration are fully respected

and Pr~served, but in such' a "rlay as to be an asset', rathe:zo than a lj,ability in the

work. I am su::-e it must be evidont to i·oU how' difficult and challenging a problem

this is.

Another problem L~ international administratio:~ is closely connected with the

ltra:j3 in which s'Uc~ an administration is influ.~no6d by diffe~ent administx-ative tra

ditions and national legal ideologies. I would ~~e to give you a practical example

of significance. In the United Nations Adminiotration as it is now set up~ you, fh'":d

a blend b~.iwaen administrative traditions typical of various parts of the world.

For example from the American administrative pra~ice the Un~ted Nations has derived

a tradi:'ion calling for a high degree of specialization, ~om the European 3ide a

tradition ca121ng for a high de~ee of permansccy ~f employm&nt and profossional

flexibility. The American system of specialization, as it if' w611 k:1ow:~, cl'eates a

naed for a comparati.vely larger numbar of. o.fficiala. But this number varies from

time to time both upward and dOWIr.olal-d as chq,nges are made in policies and programs

a.nd this ~n turn .leads to less emphasis upon$ and :fewer safeguards for, pennanency

of tenU4:"e. The Earopean system, 0:1 the other hand~ works with a smaller number of

offica.la and the employees are BUppOSed to be able to adjust to a variet.y of differ

ent responsibiliol;,iee. This European eystem makes it possible to give to the employ

ment a high degree of permanenoy, where the tendency to rigidity is counterbalanced

by the flexibility of service. When you. combine such traditions, as 1s being done

in the United Nations, you are really trying out a new teclmiq~e, natural in the

light of prevailing cj~cumstancee, but fraught with difficulties, and so far

1.nsuf:f'iciently explored. By methods ot trial and error we have to work towardfl an

equilibrhun betwee:l the varioU8 elements, adjusted to ~he spec:!a~ needs of a univer-

~~:l1nte=natiQr'..al admir.istratio:l1O

(more)
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The general problem just mentioned leads up to a lmole series of questions

uhich \'rlll have to be settled in the 11gh~ of turther experienoe. Let me mention

only two 4 How is the specialized s,?lent1f'1c expert. to be fit.ted into the framewor

of the international administration? ~hat is his proper function and what kind ot
status should he be givsn? And further, how 1s the problem created by the aging 0

specialized employees-a problem facing all administrations-to be solved in an

international adminiatrati't"e system?

But let me leave this field and say just a few "lOrdS also about the E3'here wt.er.

the United Nations Administration is pioneering into fields where it may ba said

break new ~round for the political acientiats. Traditional diplomatic techniques

of course, in prinoiple, bilateral. That 1s true even if m~my nations hap~en to be

represented at the conference table. .It tJ"Uly multilateral ap;>roa(ib to diplomacy do

not como into baing until an instrument i. created "lhlch represen-i#s a dena.tionali~ed

plattol'm for negotiation,;, or a. denationalized inr·~.1'U.IIl8nt for a numb£r of governments.

In the An.\1.ual Report to ~he Eighth "escmb17 I have said that I belin'e we haTe only

begun to explore the full potentialities of the United Nations as an instrument for

rwltil&teral diplomacy, especially th13 most fruitful combinations or publi0 discus

sion on the one hand and private negotiations and mediation on th~ other. I added

that the opportunities art' theJI8 to 'be te3t.ed and ueed.

(more)
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1his is a fascinating field where the experience of classical diplomacy,

the successes and the errors of the League of ~ations and of the United Nations,

and the knowledge of the technique and psychology of a public debate utilizing

to the full the modern media,. all have to be taken into account by the political

scientist as well as by those who are put in positions whel'e they have to explore

possibilities by action. Looking at my present job from the point of view of the

social scientist, but looking at it also just as much from the point of view of

somebody deeply engaged in the common effort to save peace and to build a world

of peace, I cannot find any part of my present task more challenging than the one

which consists in trying to develop all the potentialities of that unique

diplomatic instrument which the Charter has created in the institution called the

Secretary-General of the United Nations.

At this point I would like to depart from the beaten track of my prepared

text and venture into wider fields even at the risk of losing my way.

I called the Secretariat and the institution named the Secretary-General

instruments the full potentialities of which should be further eJq:llored.

Instruments for whom? ~lell, of course, for the governments, but to be handled

by the men and women assigned to the various posts in t~e Administration. I would

not say anything· here about how they are us:lng the instruments. That wOllld take

me into the field of policy-making which I think is more properly discussed from

oth,er platforms. But I would like to indicate what they need as a background for

the proper handling of the instrum~nts, because these needs throw light on the

challenge of our time to the political sciences in the spheres where the United

Nations is in no way a pioneer but gratefully may reap where others have sown.

The Secretary-General -- and I use him as a symbol for all of the

Secretariat'-- is facing a public relations problem of a delicate and difficult

nature. He is not out for "selling" anything. His is not a propaganda operation.

But he has to try and reach the minds and hearts of people so as to get the

United Nations' efforts firmly based in public reaction. As I s~id, we are not

sellin8 anything, but we feel that what we are doing ~s something that should have

the support of the simple reactions of plain men, if we manage to tell them our

story in the right way. So, the question of public relations to the Secretary

General develope into a question of human relations.

Human relations. The United Nations has to activate in its support peoplels

urge to live together and work together in peace and decency. For that reason the

United t'b.tions has to try and create a new awareness of human and national

(more)
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interdependence. In order to be able to do so it will have to understand what

makes so difficult the development of such an a~areness. It will have to under-

stand and challenge -- the fear that motivates so much of human action, the

fear that is our worst enemy but which, somehow, seems to taint at least some

corner of the heart of every man.

So the Secretary-General of the United Nations is led into very wide fields

which are under the reign of political science. In his efforts he may have to

enter the world of "An American Dilemma" and the land of "The Lonely Crowd,1I and

he must give such knowlodge its proper background in the broodings of the

T~quevilles and Schumpeters.

When tackling the question of interdependence the United Nations must try

and analyze for itself what determines group relations of the kind which inter

national political history so often mirrors. I have already mentioned the element

of fear but there are other factors. We would be misled if we thought about

international relations only in terms of diplomatic history. Economic policies

and power are other forces doing their work in the background. We move here in

the shadow of Burckhardt. We have to listen to those who analy2e the dynamics of

the great population movements and the national revivals. Finally we may arrive

at a point where we have to analyze the situation with the finest tools of

political economy in order to see how material factors determine or clash with

human reactions.

You may feel that my departure from the beaten path has led me very far,

indeed, wh€Il I try to cover in one sweeping movement spheres studied by the

theoretical economist, the historian and the student of the human mind. However,

all the parts of political and social science are linked together. The man

mastering all the various aspects does not exist. But we may be able to make,
all of us, our contributions and so to build up a picture which, although far

from complete, gives us a rough map of the waters that we have to sail.

The ultimate challenge to the political sciences -- and to us.all -- is

whether man shall master his world and his history or let himself be mastered by

a world and a history which after all is made by man. There cannot be more than

one reply to this question. Man must master his world, but in order to do 60,

he must know it.
-.,' .......-, .

I have already taken ~uch too much of your time, and yet I have only

mentioned very superficially a few of the aspects of the challenge of our time

to the social scientists, as reflected in the work and experiences of the United

(more)
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Nations. I ask myself if there has ever been a period where the social

scientists have had a :ireater task than today, where the challenge has been

broader and more inspiring and where the results achieved are potentially of

greater significance.

In concluding let me add this. Recognizing the important part you as

social scientists and as teachers and research scholars have played, are playing

~d will play also in the future, it is from In:Ir point of view imperative for the

iUnited Nations and for its Secretary-General to establish and develop the closest

[possible ~orking relationship with the group you represent. He are grateful for

~ur help and count heavily on it for the future and I give you the pledge that

~ the extent the Secretariat of the United Nations can help you in return we

tdll be happy to do so.

# # #
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STATEEENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS BEFORE

THE JOINT EEEl'ING OF THE BOARDS OF GOVERNOHS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

BANK Al'JD hONETARY' FUND, "JIASHINGTON, D.C •• SATURDAY. 12 SEPrEl\!iBER 1953

I appreciate very much this opportunity to address the Joint l'1eeting of the

Boards of Governors of the International Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

Your two organizations can look back on a year of solid achievement and have before

them problems of the ut.most importance for the \'1 elfare of mankind and the consoli

dation of peace. Close and good relations between the United Nations and the Bank

and the Fund are vital to the United Nations, if the great economic aims outlined

in the United Nations Chart.er and spelled out every year in detail in the

resolutions of the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly are to be
attained. The achievement of a healthy and prosperous wor~~ economy, upon which
lasting peace so-Targelydepends, demands an over-all program ~. '~hich -th~-Unit~

Nations and all the international economic agencies must play their allotted part

in the conunon effort, for in this effort no one of them can be successful 'without

the assistance of the others.

}~y I illustrate this point by referring briefly to certain matters that

have been major 6ubjects of discussion at this Meeting.
The suc;:cess of efforts to expanc.1 international trade is directly affected in

many ways by the intelligence with which the problem of exchanges and balances of

payments is met. On the other hand, as we know, the seriousness of the balance

of payments problem is largely a reflection of the international disequilibrium ~f

trade. The experience of the past few ~,rears shows that a mechanism for promoting

sound international exchanges does not of itself bring about those structural

shifts in production and trade Wlich are necessary if the equilibrium of inter

national trade is to be restor~d. The problem of the exchanges and the balance
-'-.- ••' ,.. >

of payments cannot, therefore, be separated from that of the structure of trade.

It is for this reason that, as Hr. Ro?th said a few days ago, the restoration~of'~

the equilibrium of international trade calls for close collaboration between the

Fund and other international agencies. Several of the specialized agencies, as

well as the regional and central organs of the United Nations, have responsibi

lities in regard to a~pects of the problem of international trade and are engaged

(more)
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in operations that may vitally affect it - the central organs of the United,

Na.tions, for example, in regard to specific problema such as the prices of p~ry .

. commodities in international trade and restrictive business practices, as well as

the provision of authoritative information on the development of the world

econorrdc situation.

The problem of the economic development of underdeveloped countries has been

formally placed at the top of the list of United Nations priorities for inter

national economic and social action. Among the obstacles to rapid economic

development of underdeveloped countries is their lack of technical skills and

experience. The Bank and the Fund have made a considerable contribution tcwards

meeting this need in subjects within the range of their responsibilities, while
in other fields the United Nations Expanded Program of Technical Assistance ha~

been rapidly developing and has already achieved substantial results. The effec-

tiveness of the United Nations progr;m in the long run will, of coupse, largely

depend upon the degree to which the technical assistance given is followed up by

investment from external as well as internal sources, and the support of the Bank

is consequently of the greatest importance.

Especial emphasis has been placed by the Council and the General Assembly,

in their discussions of the financing of economic development, on the expansion

of the international flow of capital, both public and private. hbile thi~ emphasis

may in part reflect a failure to take adequately into account many other factors

bearing on the rate of devel~pment, it seems clear that the supply of international

investment will in a large number ·of cases be the factor which sets the limit to

the rate .,f economic development. In tLis connection, action taken as recently

as the session of the Council which ended last month on the proposal for an

International Finance Corporation and the prc-posal for a special fund for the

economic development of underdeveloped countries is, I am sure, well known to you.

The expansion of the international flow of capital is, of course, closely related

to the problem of international' economic equilibrium, to which I referred before,
"

and may also be of great importance to the capital-exporting countries in helping

to maintain markets for capital goods and other products.

The United Nationa, the Bank and the Fund have different but complemaqtary

roles. The extent and the success of their collaboration will naturally depend

in large measure qn the I'Wmber governments; much, however, can be achieved through

close working relationships between the secretariats, aimed at achieving coopera

tion, coordination and the pooling of resources wherever possible, and also at

(more)
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assisting the governments through our respective organizations in reconciling

financial realities with the political and economic interests and aspirations vf

nations and regions o Illlien I became Secretary-General of the United Nations I was

pleased to find that sllch relationships existed and h.3.d been conti!l"J.ously improved

over the years. Hith the cooperation of Hr. Blu:.k and Mr. Rooth - to whose

friendly help and understanding I want to pay a warm personal tribute -- I shall

endeavor, with every confidence of success, to make these relation~hips still

closer and more effective, to the benefit of the governments and peoples whom

we serve.

On the fringe of a hurricane there may be a dead calm. This calm should not

lull anybody into a feeling of false peace. Nor should anybody let himself be

overwhelmed by the violence of the winds at the center. Wherever we may find

ourselves on the weathermap of international policies we have to maintain a calm

awareness of the urgency of the demands facing us. Working closely together in

such an awareness we have a fair chance of reaching safely an area of fair weather

and steady winds. This is the conviction, this is the feeling of r.esponsibility

with which we in the United Nations Secretariat e:1visage our collaboration with
?you and with all the agencies of the United Nations fam1ly.

# II #
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GIVEN FI THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE UNITED NATIONS IN COOPERATION

WJ;rH THE NEW YORK UNIVERSJTY :rnerJTUI'E FOR REVIEW' 01" UNrrED NATIONS AFFAIRS,

Ifr TEE WALOORF...A&rORIA. NEW YORK, ~NDAY, SEPtEMBER 14, 1953

Recently a distinguished New York newspaper found me to be an "unashamed

intelleetual, " It is not )eoause .f f!JZJ:l d.esire to live up to this 'standard that
\

I propose to talk vith you tonight of oertain basio ideas and principles rather

than of the speoific issues and grave diffioulties yith Yhich the General Aesemb17

and the Members of the United Nations "Ul be vrest1ing in the veeks ahead,

No, it is for etk~ reasons. First of all, I em sure you 'ilould agree that.

it veuld be out of place for the Secretary-General to make a pub1io statement of

his views of these questions at this time because of the very special place and

unique responeibllities he has under the United Natione Charter. Later on I

eha11 tell you 60mething more of how I understand my job and ~ responsibilities

on the positive side.

But thero is a more important reason for going behind, for a few moments,

the pressins problema of day-to-day united Nations debates and day-t<'-day head.

lines,

All of us in this room tonight are here because of our concern for the

things that the United Nations etands for and for the proper place of the United

Nations in our Yor1d in relation to these problems, I ~ suro this concern is

shared by the many families vho are not physically present but have just now

joined in our program from their homes by meaas of radio and television, You,

who ~ present as mombors and 1TieQds of the American Association for the United

Nations, and of the New York 'University IlUltitute for Reviow of United Nations

Affairs, are here bocauso you believe in tho United Nations, you want it to

Buoceed, and oach of you, within the circle er your inf1uenco, is working for

it to S\lcceed. In this, tho ho~OfJ and prayers of m1l1i~ moro are witk. y&u.

Thus, you and I are in the same boat toget~er. It is true that Yhile you

are volunteers, I may bo considered a draftee WAO kad not muoh of a choice whon

the draft oall camo f()r the jCl'b I hold. But flJY commitment to what the United
(more)
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Nations stands for is and always ha3 been freely given. My recent e:lqlerleno9s

have strengthened my conviction that the ~cb I hold in the United Nations is

one that rightly commands the utmost that can be given to it.

So we are truly together, in the same boat. We are together in our

concern and in our hoped, together also :n our determination to use to the

best of our ability the means at our dispc~al, with perseverance and firm

trust in the future.

Baghavad Gita echoes somewhere an experience of all ages and all philoso-
•

phies in these words: 'Work with anxiety about results is far inferior to

work without such anxiety, in caJm self-surrender. tI These are words of

worldly wisdom which we can all share. But they also express a deep faith.

We will be ha.ppy if we can make that faith ours in all our efforts.

On the seas we 8ail we have to face all the storms and stresses created

by the ideological, economic and social cur..d.itiona of our world. Aboard this

~ Santa Maria we have. to meet the impatience of those sailors who expect

l~d on the horizon tomorrow, also the cynicism or sense of futility of those

who would give up and leave us drifting impotently. On the shores we have all

those who are against the whole eXpedition, who seem to take a special delight

. in blaming the storms on the ship instead of the weather. Well, let us admit

that this comparison with the crew of ColumbUS soon after he set sail on the

Santa Maria has some truth also in its negative implications. We have still to

prove our case.

I think you will agree that it will help us to have frequent recourse to

our compass and the Guide to Navigation for our civilization that historical

experience and the new knowledge and tech~que3 of science and technology

have placed in our hands.

In the classical Chinese collection of poetic philosophy, ascribed to

Tao-Tse -'nung, it is said sOlll.6'Where the t WD0ever wants to grip the world and

shape it will fail, because the world is a spiritual thing that cannot be

shaped. On first reaction, this mi@lt seem to be the antithesis of the spirit

that anima ted. Columbus. But this is not 80. The history of mankind is made

by man, but men partly make it blimd~.y. No one can foresee with certainty

what ~ill emerge fram the give and t~ke of the forces at work in any age.

For that reason history often seems to run its course beyond the reach of any

man or nation. We cannot mould the vorld as masters of a material thing.

Columbus did not reach the East Indies. But we can influence the developnent

of the world from within as a spirttual thing. In this sense Columbus would

have been a pioneer for a new age even if he himself had never reached Amerioa.
(mn~A)
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As individuals and as groups ve can put ou:' influence to the boet of our

undere~mvi1ng and ability on the aide of what we believe is right and truo. We

0811 help in the movement tovardthoec ends that inspire our liTOS and. are shared

by all man of good will -- in terms v~ry close to those of the Charter of the

United Nations -- peace aild f"roodom for all, in a Yorld of oqual rights for all.

In the annual report to the General Assembly I exprossed my conviction that

our time is basically characterized by tvo mov(,~onts in civllbat10n ... ono toward

groater social justico within nationa, and the other toward greater political

and oconomic equality and justico between nations. I em sure that thore ara many

Who would dissent from this proposition. They would say that the basic movemonts

of our time are towards a free society on the one hand and towards totalitarianism

on tho other.

To them I can only say that I think this is confusing what arc the forces

at work in the world With spocific manifestations of those forces, when utilized

by or clashing with ideologios and unguided group reactions, I believe the

dictatorships or tho fev -- and the dietatorships of the masses .- the dovastating

'Wars and. the great !eTolutions that have characterized our generation aro to be

understood in the light of the basic movements toward social justice and equality

within and between nations. When those forcos are controlled and B1'.ided by

constructive and far-seoing policios they yield other effects.

r am thinking of those nations that kave managed without violent reTolution

and without passing dictatorship to create in this century a life for their own

peoples not too far from the ideals of freedom and eq,uality for all. I am think

ing of tho great new indopendent nations that have been born in tho past fow

years, again withou',blood-shed, who ar~ now cooperating in fruitful friendship

with the nations which formerly had conquered and controlled them•

.Thus, it soems to mo, the basic movemente of our timE) should not be conftsed

with their various manifostations •• war, revolution, dictatorship, peaceful

democratio evolution and the poaoeful achievement of independence.

The united Nations owes its origin to those Who, 50 yoars 8g>, surmised at

least the basic trends of the 20th Century at its inception and Bought in the

intornatioaal field to channel them within a peaceful framework of law and. orderly

development, . The Firat World War interrupted those first efforts. But after
•

that war the struggle to create patterns for peaceful international progress was

reneWed and the League of Nations wn.e creatad, Once more we suffered a catastro

phio setback, bdt the experiment has boen repeated for a third time in the United

Nations, an international instrument with more potential influence and a vider

f1eld of activity than any beforo envisagod.
(more)
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I
I think that all those 1oI~0 ",,111 tnke tho trouble to rc-read the Charter

and exam1netho 10Icrk of the United Nations ~~d the Spocialized Agenc10s would

agree that tho Unitod NGtlons is "in tuna" 'With tho basic movemon'cs of our timo

in their positivo and constructive menife8tat~ons. All its pledgea and all ita

work arG in tho diroction of peaceful prosreso toward greator eocial justice

within nations and greater political and oconomic equality and justice botween

nations.

But I must ~aEtcn to add, for the bonefit of a certain schcol of thought

probably not ropruscntod horo tor-ight, that the United Nations haa no poyer to

encrooch upon the nl1tionrtl Dovcro1gnty of e."1Y stato ogo.1nst the will of ita

government and poople. It would 1n1oed not only be aga1nst the letter and the

spirit pf tho Ch3rt~r for tho United Nations to attempt to impose its ""ill in

domestic matters. It would also be against the elementary wisdom expressed 1n

Tao.JI's(l.JI'u.~G' s law of life. You cannot grip tho world and shape it as a material

thing. You can only influenco its development if you r0cognize and respect it

as a thing of the spirit.

Ju~t as the Unitod Nations CRnnot imposo i~s will in domestic mattera, so

its existenco docs not odd to tho economic burden of its Members, beyond ita

modcst administrativo budget, which costs citiz6ns of your country less than a

dime a yoar and othors a compa~8ble Gmount. Nor does it create rostrictions on

the freodom of ~ction of ito Member nations boyond the commitments of the Charter

commitmonts that I beliove eV3ry civilized community in tho world would yish

to uphold in ~ casco

Beyond this, economic bure.ens and restrictions on froodom of action of any

nation are imposed not by the United Nations, but by the facts of international
•

11fe and tho national interests of thG countr1ee concerned. Programs of oconomic

and military aid, and the conferencos and negotiations through which agroomenta

aro sought, are u."ldertaken by governments bocause they aro deomed to bo necessary

'co the national interest and position of the countries concerned and not because

of restrictions imposod from outside by Charters and treaties.

This again is a case of blaming tho ship instead of the weather for the

diffioulties of stooring a safo course in rough seas.

In fact, organized intornational cooperation as represented by the United

Nations and other agenclos tends to rodUCO, rathor than increase, the burden upon

any single nation in its efforte to prevont war and oncourQ88 an orderly evolution

tovp~d a more poacoful, just and prosperous world. What would otherwise be a

burden on tho shoulders of one, is shared by many and the equitability of the

(more)
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sharing is something thet c~n be worked out. B~t if there is no international

organization, no United Nations, then equitability and sharing itself becomo

academic questions. There is a price to be paid for 9rge,;n1z,fW,.1ntarnaticmal
~_.......~-~,,_.,---._"._-•. -'--~ •• ,~.--_....- •• ,..,...... --..--.... >-.>.y,••" ..• -- • ,

...£,ooPPl1Jt;l gil '""' But it is a..!~r.,,~~?L~i~£,~~:t.ba.ntho one that would be exacted

from an~ nation that attempted in this day and generation to ~OlllL-~.

Now I come to an even more central qllestion in this examination of our

compass and our Guide to Navigation. As you all know, the United Nations Charter

is based on what I rray call a workin8 hypothesis. This is that all the great.... -'
nations and groups of naticns must belong to it if it is to succeed. Tho Charter

~B not 'qu1tosay"tha:Ciri;Jmbershfpehottld'bo"unTilersal,'but"' th~'t'~is its spirit .

•~ know that this hypothesis is being chall€~86d, and challeneed not only

by those who d9 not yet fully understand ~nd accept the essential inter-dependency

of our world today, but· also by truly intornationally-minded people animated by

the most serious desire to build a better "orld. Yet it seems to me that the

id.ea of the United Nations as a clUb to which only the like-minded will be admittec
"" <'~., ""."" ,.,-.-_._.•, ,._"',"!'~ " ",,' - - ~,- ',.- . -,. '. -- ~-, - ~.;.;-.~ - _ ..,.'- ..

in which membership is a priVilege and expulsion is the retribution for wrong

doing, ~ t~~ll~,,~:t'~?-,~~~,~.i.c~.~_~~~.~-dof~~t~P~...
Look anywhere in the world today. Is th~rc any soll:tion in sight except

peacefully negotiated agrvements? Granted that at a given moment the prospects

for such agreements seom dim indeed. What is the alternative? Only the attempt

to establish "one world" by force of arms. And that is no alternative. Such an

attempt would lead to a catastrophe just as fatal to the presumed vict~ras to

the vanquished. Beyond that, history and social conditions have given us a world

so heterogeneous that the conditions ijimply do not exist for a one world estab-
....... '-, . ..".... b ,

lished by force. I believe this should be'recognized as true no matter on what
~-~'-~-".~'~-"---"' .

ideology you base y~ur judgment and for whatever way of life you plead.

So we return to o~r working hypothesis of somohow living together. And we

find that the governments of tho Great Power members of the United Nations seem

to believe in it enouch to continue actively working inside the United Nations.

We find that in the present division of the world the powcr of veto often prevents

decisions by the Security Council. But we also know that the United Nations as a

whole need not be paralyzod. First of all, the application of the veto does not

exist in the Assembly and the other Orcans.

(more)
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But there is a more important and basic consideration that should be more

widely understood. Peaceful settlements of the great issues between nations are
" ''''=.....

not prevonted by a veto wrItten into the Charter, but by the hard fact that such
f _. - ~,_.....__ ii I'. '.. ......., •• ~iltWill!llOO ...I!Ill'II"l'_~"''''''"''''''C_.,,-~ "

~ements reqUire agreement and acceptance by the parties to it. This would be
"'~~~"-~'<';'--~"-'--"""-~'_""""o1l'5 ....,......>---~ .... ··",-,r,~.'~O.-,'-'-'_""",.", "-'-"~_"-' "~,,,--'C"'.-~. _....-.-...~;'..J,l~",..""" ......-'~.,;:-'~~.,.''''-=. ,c .•" "...,.. ~ .• --.- ....... _ ti _ _ ~..........

true even if there were no provis ion for a ~!~~Q__±lr :~h~_9,~RJglU..,QO.w:lQU._ Thus, ft
-'''''.0_.-,.. ,._--" _ '-0',.-, ·~·v'·" ..·_,·-. ,- - _" -. ....."".'"'-.,•. ,<>.,." _,,,•..•-"-,--

is not primarily a question of this or that voting procedure, but of worki~g to

create conditions of international life more favorable than those that eXist today

tor the acceptanco by tho parties concerned of just and wise solutions to these

greatissues.

Is there anyone who would tell us that any course of action tending to make

tho United Nations loss universal than it is would improve the prospects for find

ing such solu~ions by peaca~ul maans1 In fact, so far, we find no nation willing

to risk whe. t is likely to bo the end of a course, once entered, that .would make the
, . \ ..

Uni ted Nati"ns no longer a meoting place for all tho world. l' believe that the

currents of history a.nd the judgment of tho governments aliko are on our side.

When I think of the work before us -- YOu as friends and believers in the
United Nations, and I as 3ecretary-General -- I am remindod of a famous idea of

Dostoevsky in the "Brothers Karamazov", whore he has one ~ his heroes say that the

future may be one of a struggle between the state trying to make itself church and

the church trying to make itself state.

Applied in·international lifo today, we might say that. the United Nations

represents ideals at least professod by all nations, but that it is not a super

state trying to impose on peoplo any "right" way of lifo or aoy 'Way ~ life dif

ferent from one freely choson by the peoplo. Qa the contrary, it soeks as tho

repository and voice of a common heritage of ideals to penetrate the life of status

io their intornational relations and to influenco their conduct toward a wider

realization of those ideals.

I think that such a view of the Ubited Nations as I have outlined will help all

of us who are working for its succoss, whether as citizens or officials, in judging

wisely each issue as it comes along and in meeting the various currents of criti

cism and opposition. No state, no group of states, no world organization, can griP}

tho world and shape it, neither by forco, oor by any formula of words in a Charter

or a Trea.ty. Thero aro no absolute answers to tho agonies and searchings of our

time. But all mtSn and women (tf good will can influence the course of history in

the d1roe~icn of the ideals oxpressed in tho Charter.

(more)
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' ..

What does such an approach mean in practical term~"N- .you on the one hand and

tor the Secretary-General and the Secretariat on the other? You will po~reit me to

take my own role first, not because it is more important but bec~uae it may have

some bearing upon yours.

I do not conc~ive the ro~e of the Secretary-General and the Secretariata!-_
~'__ " _ , _ ", _ " . .'-;" _~i,j-;.lf·:"',:<-",,,.~ ,- -==r AHIIii' ',.-1:&..' 11' II *' j' _ t·· ,0, aPiZ

represent1iig' what has been called a "third l1ne~the international..9..~~....',..Ror_..
~ '. _.' .., '-._, ...-' .._.. , ..•... .,;"" ••, .•. _... "t,':.:~.-·,,-__'~....,-,,' ~..~_,_.~.,_._~ ..••,,_."._. ~:..•..,...::"'"o,,'')..,:_'..,~~''''-.e'...,,--t';.... ,'1''~ _~ .......:-~~~---- ~~.

is-n-for"illm to try and initiate "compromises" that might encroach upon areas
-...... • __""...".,--..~_ .... _.__ ..,,,.,~, ,'"~">",,~,,,,,"'''.-.-.,_''_ .,,' ,.'_ ...;.•. _.,._~,,,_ ..~,;:_~~,,,~,,""¥,,,,';-~;.;:-"i'Y.~it·$!'l,'f>r,. ..r+Io' ,,-

that should be exclusively within the sphere of responsibility of the respective

national governments.

On the other side I see the duty of the Secretariat to form, in the first

instance, a most complete and objective picture of the aims, motives and dif

ficulties of the Member Nations. Acting in that knowledge, it is our duty to

seek to anticipate situations that might lead to new conflicts or points of ten-

sion an~ ~Ue.2!!~.~~@!~~"~,!..~~~~~I~€h.~~~;~:~;torematters reach
a stage of public controversy.

Beyond this, the Secretary-General should express with full frankness ,to-", ., r. . :",~
the governments concerned and their representatives the~~!~9~ at which he

arrive~n is~~before the Organization. These conclusions must be completely

dete:~2:.~_~~rom~.?I.....~::~~:""~~_~~...2~ P?.!~cl. and based solely on the principles
and ideals to which the Governments have adhered as Members of the united Nations.

In other words, the relationship of the Secretary-General to the governments should

be one of ~~,~~!~}~~}on those conaiderations following from adherence

to the Charter and membership in the United Nations that should be taken into

account by the Governments in coming to their own policy decisions.

. Clearly such a relatio£ship of mutual confit~~ce and trust would be impossible
. ..,.-................... I!IQ'#{~

in an atmosphere of pUblicity. This does not mean that the Secretary-General should
~ ... -~>··~1'l\;:i;~:r-'t·ii'·';;;;':"'\'-~"~'~~-ns~••';f,r58 'rill· ... U .'/I".i¥ilIJiI'll- ......P-,,·--

not also be a public spokesman for the Organization. I~deed, to explain, interpret

and defend the United Nations to the peoples of the world is one of the important

duties ·of his office. But he should never do this in such a way as to contravene

his obligations as representative of all Member Nations and to the principles of
'-t=- i Wt, ~,,.,;~.;::;,._;......:..F ':'~'~'F.~~iF'M'~~~-HVillW'f ,·1'51' -",

the Organization. t!e should not permit himself to become a Cauae of conflict un-
";:", -"'," ," ... - .....~ ' .• -. _'iiJI"~~~...."'-,'---"<.'~"~.~>~"~"'I,__"""'".~'~,i< ..,!,.~~~~:..,..,,..-~:ti.\~, -'~l"~,.. ....'!-....;,;~ 71:.,"- '.',.....

....:~~~:.•.~e obli~ations Of.~:'-,!_~~~rc~1!,9~.,QOOr~~.,,~.d_~~,,"~~J1~>:~~E~~~~~,.~~~~.i~·_~"".~~~-- -..._\,
servant leave him no. ~tt~~t1v~ •

....., ,. 1201 ..... Jaft, l'*.kt'"'''~<!>.oT,·"",~J:''~'..,,~'i'''~' - \

Thus you see that I conceive the secretariat and the secretary-General in

their relations with the Governments as representatives of a secular "church" of

ideals and principles in international affairs of which the United Nations is

the expression.

(more)
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In a different way these who belong to organized citizens. groups supporting

the United Nations in all countries, represent this secular "church" to their

respective national states. It is your ~ole to 1nflue~ce opinion within the

.~ circle to which your reach extends toward the course you believe to be right for

your country. Wllether your circle be small or large, it counts, for it is the

sum total of all of them that influences the policies of Go'rernments.

Your role is different from mine in this respect. Whereas the international

civil servant speaks fer the ideals and commitments of the Charter as they may

affect the formu~ation of national policies, you speak for the national interest

of your countries in their policies toward and in the United Nations. This is

important. you are rightly partisans for the best interests of your country as

you see them. When ycu speak and act for national policies 'bhat will strengthen

the influence of the U~~lted Nations you are doing so because you believe that this

is best for your cour£~!,'Y as well as for humanity.

your role i8 of the highest significance. No matter what their private

Judgment, those in positions of authority, cannot go against prevailing public

opinion or lead in a direction the public is not prepared to follow. Your in

fluence in wbat you b~lieve to be the right direction, exercised in the manifoid

ways that are available to you, is essential to the exercise of statesmanship.

I know there are many occasions when the preesures and the events that lead

in the contrary direction sc.:.sm overwhelming. But just as we cannot shape our world

at will like a handful of clay, neither do such pressures and events inexorably
_ .•.••, _ _ A". '''_''_~~' .-.

lead on to a pre.ord~ined doom. They are SUbject to influence and change.

Time is also a great healer and "playing for time" is an important element in
the tactics w;'-;u;t'foliow'I;-th~~'edays'of c~i;i;:'~'~X1-~~ty"'-an(tf;~-~t'iatio~. We
all have a tendency to regard the situation aa it exists at any single moment as a

lasting O:1e, forgetting that we ourselves and the societies which we fOI"m are all \
I

Bub ject to the law of change. Those pec.rllle and nations which are to 11ve together J

in the tuture, if we succeed in overcoming the immediate risks of war, will not be

of the same generation as those who dQ not see any possibility of living together

as they are now .and ap ,conditions are tuiay.
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Conflicts, not only in human life, but also in the life of nations, ~~~
~,...,,--- .. ~.- ,.' . " ~

often never resolved, but simply outgrown. Often in history situations have

arisen where people were saying, as it is sometimes being said now, that they

.could neither live together Dar fight each other down, and in spite of that,

the world has moved on and the situation of despair has become past history.

It is always delicate for a foreigner to speak about a country where he is

but a visitor. And it is difficult for him to assess the significance of the

spiritual and political history of his host country. I feel, however, you will

understand, if, in conclusion, I refer to an American experience to wbich all

the 'World owes much. The founding fathers of this great nation took upon them

selves the responsibility for the creation of a new and independent state on

Amer~ean Eeil. They did so in a tirm trust in the future and with a firm be-
•lief in the basic decency of man. In that spirit they managed to w~ld together

in one nation people from many natione of the world. E pluribus unum is rightly

inscribed on the shield ot the United states.

That could also be the motto of the United Natj..)ns in its defiance of

seemingly insuperable difficulties, in its belief'iL freecom and in its hope for

world unity. Read in the right spirit, the Charter of the United Nations ex-
. "

presses an approach to the political problems of man which would have been well

understood by men like Jefferson and Lincoln.

* *** *
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STATEJ.!iENT BY THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE UNITED NATIONS BEFORE

THE JOINT l-iEEl'ING OF THE BOARDS OF GOVERNORS OF THE INTERNATIONAL

BANK AIm hONETARY FUND, ~fASHrnGTON • D.C •• SATURDAY. 12 SEPrmviBER 1953

I appreciate very much this opportunity to address the Joint heeting of the

Boards of Governors of the International Bank and the International Monetary Fund.

Your two organizations can look back on a year of solid achievement and have before

them problems of the ut.most importance for the"" elfare of mankind and the consoli

dation of peace. Close and good relations between the United Nations and the Bank

and the Fund are vital to the United Nations, if the great economic aims outlined

in the United Nations Charter and spelled out every year in detail in the

resolutions of the Economic and Social Council and the General Assembly are to be
attained. The achievement of a healthy and prosperous world economy, upon which

lasting peace so largely depends, demands an over-all program in which the United

Nations and all the international economic agencies must play their allotted part

in the common effort, for in this effort no one of them can be successful Without

the assistance of the others.

~~y I illustrate this point by referring briefly to certain matters that

have been major 6ubjects of discussion at this Meeting.
The su~cess of efforts toexpanQ international trade is directly affected in

many ways by the intelligence with which the problem of exchanges and balances of

payments is met. On the oth.er hand, as we know, the seriousness of the balance

of payments problem is largely a reflection of the international disequilibrium of

trade. The experience of the past few years shows that a mechanism for promoting

sound international exchanges does not of itself bring about those structural

shifts in production and trade iliich are necessary if the equilibrium of inter

national trade is to be restor~d. The problem of the exchanges and the balance

of payments cannot, therefore, be separated from that of the structure of trade.

It is for this reason that, as 11r. Ro?th said a few days ago, the restoration of

the equilibrium of international trade calls for close collaboration between the

Fund and other international agencies. Several of the specialized agencies, as

well as the regional and central organs of the United Nations, have responsibi

lities in regard to a~pects of the problem of international trade and are engaged

(more)
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in operations that may vitally affect it - the central organs of the United,

Nations, for example, in regard to specific problems such as the prices of p~ry .

. commodities in international trade and restrictive business practices, as well as

the provision of authoritative information on the development of the world

econorrdc situation.

The problem of the economic development of underdeveloped countries has been

formally placed at the top of the list of United Nations priorities for inter

national economic and social action. Among the obstacles to rapid economic

development of underdeveloped countries is their lack of technical skills and

experience. The Bank and the Fund have made a considerable contribution tomrds

meeting this need in subjects within the range of their responsibilities, while
in other fields the United Nations Expanded Program of Technical Assistance haR
been rapidly developing and has already achieved substantial results. The effec-

tiveness of the United Nations progr; m in the long run will, of COUI'Be, largely

depend upon the degree to which the technical assistance given is followed up by

investment from external as well as internal sources, and the support of the Bank

is consequently of the greatest importance.

Especial emphasis has been placed by the Council and the General Assembly,

in their discussions of the financing of economic development, on the expansi~n

of the international flow of capital, both public and private. vihile this emphasis
I

may in part reflect a failure to take adequately into account many other faetors

bearing on the rate of devel"pment, it seems clear that the supply of international

investment will in a large number ·of cases be the factor which sets the limit to
~

the rate .,f economic development. In tLis connection, action taken as recently

as the session of the Council which ended last month on the proposal for an

International Finance Corporation and the prC"'posal for a special fund for the

economic development of underdeveloped countries is, I am sure, well known to you.

The expansion of the international flow of capital is, of course, closely related

to the problem of international' economic equilibrium, to which I referred before,
~

and may a1 so be of great importance to the capital-exporting countries in helping

to maintain markets for capital goods and other products.

The t.kl1ted Rationa, the Bank and the Fund have different but complelJ1El}tary'

roles. The extent and the success of their collaboration will naturally depend

in large measure ~n the Member governments; much, however, can be achieved through

close working relationships between the secretariats, aimed at achieving coopera

tion, coordination and the pooling of resources wherever possible, and also at

(more)
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assisting the governments through our respective organizations in reconciling

financial realities with the political and economic interests and aspirations vf .

nations and regions o ~Jhen I became Secretary-Ge.."1eral of the United Nations I was

pleased to find that s11ch relationships existed and h.1d been contin".1ously improved

over the years. \'lith the cooperation of l'Ir. B1E.ck and Mr. Rooth - to whose

friendly help and understanding I want to pay a warm personal tribute -- I shall

endeavort with every confidence of success, to make these relation~hips still

closer and more effectivet to the benefit of the governments and peoples whom

we serve.

On the fringe of a hurricane there may be a dead calm. This calm should not

lull anybody into a feeling of false peace. Nor should anybody let himself be

overwhelmed by the violence of the winds at the center. \lherever we may find

ourselves on the weathermap of international policies we have to maintain a calm

awareness of the urgency of the demands facing us. Working closely together in

such an awareness we have a fair chance of reaching safely an area of fair weather

and steady winds. This is the conviction, this is the feeling of responsibility

with which we in the United Nations Secretariat envisage our collaboration with
?you and with all the agencies of the United Nations family.

# # II
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WELCOHE BY THE S:&:RETARY..;.GENERAL ON OPENING THE

GENERAL STAFF DAY IlEETING TUESDAY, a SEPrDIDER ,,1953,AT..5.:00 P.l1.

Today'~ are the hosts, all of us who work together in this house, If I

happen to take the floor first in this first part of our first general Staff Day,

it is as a representative for the Organization which is happy today to open its
house to all those assisting'it in its daily work and to their friends -- as a

representative who, as soon as this meeting is over, leaves his position in order,

for the rest of the day, to be just another member of the UN staff.

You know what has prompted us, on v~,rious 'levels end in various functions,

to organize this day. In a sense the Sec:retariat of this Organization is a little

repUblic of its own -- like a people with its own rights, its own obligations, '

its own traditions and its own human pro'blems_ To a strong and sound people the
.. ,

,sense of wity does not depend upon those occasions when it is necessary to assert

their independence and their rights against challenge from outside, although we

all know that on such occasions it is easier for peoples to recognize their wity.

But the spirit of unity should be strong and positive at other times, a spiritUal

force which carries the group forward, strengthens it and gives it confidence in

its freedom and future.

This positive feeling is not born out of nothing, It has its roots in the

development of mutual responsibilities, of a deep engagement in the successes and

sorrows of our neighbours as well as in the experience we may gather in daily

contacts of an inner unity of purpose.

Even a homogenous people with a long national history has to ,keep its teeling

of inner unity alive. In an international group like ours we have to do the same,

but we have to go fUrther. ~ve have to go out of ourselves, we have to open our

minds to the problems of our colleagues, we have to make friends, and in order to

do so, we have to act as and be good friends ourselves.

This is the philosophy behind this Staff Day which should give us an oppor

tunity to be together informally, to think of ow' problema, to meet friends and

to make new friends -- and to have a good time together. We are to talk later

about a few policies that are being \'lorked out and will be put into effect as

soon as possible.
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The application of these policies -- we hope -- will make it easier for us

to achieve what this Staff Day is aiIlling at -- and what we surely all desire 

a feeling of strong and natural solidarity, between ourselves and in relation

to the Organization for which we are working, a feeling different, maybe, in many

respects but fundamentally of the same nature as the feeling we have for our

family, our friends and our people~

I feel sure that if we all take part in this Staff Day with &~ open mind

and a will t" make our contribution 'to its success, this night will give us not

only a pleasant memory_but also provide a' basis on which we can make progress

towards greateruriity and deeper understanding for the purposes we have in common.

Before concluding these words of welcome, I must address myself especially

to all those who have helped us and are helping us to make the Staff Day a success.

I think of all those who have devoted time and efforts to the preparations, B~G

especially I will wish you to join with me later in the day in a warm welcome and

a warm expression of gratitude to the ver~r eminent artists who are to be with us

tonight. They have agreed to com~ here in such a fine spirit of generosity and

of comprehension for our job and our problertis that "rhat they will give us really

is much more than the pleasure of seeing t.hem and hearing them. They wlll give

us also ,the encouragement of their appreciation and their confidence in the thited

Nations.
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There is a term which is often repea'bed in our discussions. It ia 'the term" ' , " " " '., , ,'" ,

Staff Po1icY1 ' or "Personnel Policy." I guess it is unavoidable to use phrases

, like that, but let me tell you ri8htaway that 'r don't l:i.ke those two termS, They

~ oe felt to have implications which I find entirely t~ee, implications ofa

need, for paternal care of the staff, as if the staff could not take' care of itself,

or implications of the persmm.el being just an object for po1.1cies althoUgh every

LE':J!cor of the Staff; ~veryone in the' personnel, of course, is a living part of
" ",' .

what should be one living body,

In a democratic society everyone has to follow the rulcsof'the game. Every

one is in some respect ~der laws ~etabliehed by the community.Eut at the same

time every citizen is recognized as amember of the communityw1th his own rights
.- . . . , , . " .' "r-

ae an individual human being, I feel that this is the spirit, this shoUld be the

bacltgro~ also for the crmsideration of ail the probl~ which are covered by

those phrases "Staff Policy" 'tind"personnel'policy,"
". '. . .

It should be so, and at the same time, ve should never forget that the

Secretariat ~s a whq1e, ,like the people of a nation, also has objectives and

duties, transcending individT\al lives -- duties to the cOlllZll.UI1ity and to the ideals
. '. .

for which ~he community stands, Every people, in each stage of its history,

bears the responsibility for being a bridge batveen the past and the future,

This also applies to the Secretariat, Every people also h~8ldutiesto the rest

nftheWol"ld of which it:f'~rms a pa~·li, duties ·Hhich must i.."lf'luencethe policy'"

m.ak1D.g and the law':mak1ng of the community.

A similar conside;~tion;must always guide't.h08e who are responsib1e for the
- . . ' " .

Staff and Personnel Policy of this Organ1%ation1n're1ation to all the M~ber

Nations' of the Organization andto the object1~es of this body.

There are two speCialline~ within the scope of Personnel Policy about which

I would like to say a,few 'Words tonight.

:Be'fore talking about th')se special l.1nes of Personnel Policy, I would like to

, say a few 'Worde about a r~c~nt de~e10pment Whioh', I~ sure, haa occupied your

ndnd.s. I !"eier to -theAdm1n~str~t1ve'T~ibuna1'8 decisiO~B on the ~ases referred
, ,

to it by appeals "from previOUS employees.
(more)
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In the latter to the Tribunal by which I have asked ror their decision on

compensation in the four cases in which I have not found it possible to accept

reinstatement, I have said that I fully understand the grounds on which the

Tribunal haa reached its decisions •

. However, as you know, the statute of the Tribunal gives the Sec::etary-General

the right, ill exceptional caaes, instead or deciding on re1nstateill6nt, to pay an

indemnity to' be determined by the Tribunal u As you also lmm>l', I have found that

for the reaa~ns which it is my duty to take into c0nsiderat1on, I sho~ld follow

this alternative line, ioe. to give compensation to the people concerned. I

consider that another reaction, ioe o reinstatement, from my side 'twuld have been

administratively unsound.

After this decision not to reinstate, I have to bring t~e matter before the

Assembly, which alone can appropriate funds for the payment or the indemnities.

Neither this action, nor the decision not to reinstate caats any doubt on the free

and independent status of the Tribunal as the highest jt:.dicial organ in adminis

trative matters.

What I am now about to say is entirely aside rrom the matter of appropriation

of funds in these cases, but relates to rt:.ture policy and practice.

It is natural that in the venture in which we are engaged progress tO~lard6

an administrative system &~d tradition which will fully meet the needs or an

international organization should be but gradual. In the perspective or history

the concept of an international administre:t1on is a recent one. It dates back

only to the early days of the League of Nat iells 0 Various important concepts and

principles have been developing. The need for independence has been proved by

circumstances and I am sure this will in time be fully recognized by all. But

in somB respects the consequences or the internat10naland independent status

of an international administration have 'not yet been fully realizeo.. In each

stage of the development of an international administration we should seek to

profit by experience. And this may call from time to time for a consideration of

what rules to apply and procedures to follow in the future that will enable us

to move closer to the goal. Rome was not 'bullt in one day, and we all lrnow that

every session of·a national par2ia~ent is faced with new proposals for legislation

introduced 1n order to meet n~w developments on the basis of conelusiona drawn

from new experiences.

The ground to be covered in the United Nations Administration is very wide.

If we are to meet with success it will require a lot of careful thinking and long

tenn planning. It will require sometir::es delicate negotiations. .In some in

stances it may call for courage.
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Sometimes, when I look ahead, the problems raised by ~U+ need to d~elop a

truly international and independent Seoretariat seem to me to be beyond human

capacj .~y • :But r lmC/o\' that this is not so. There is no reason for despair. On

the contrary, the very immensIty of the task should serve as El.Il inspiration; we

are in the fortunate position of pioneers, Even if it will not be for us here

ton:lght ever to reach a. stags, where we can say, as it was said on the Seventh

Day, that the work is good p even if we would have to leave our 'World with wide

areas still unexp]f)red and unoharted, we ha.'E1~ ohattce to map out some new land

and to leave what we are working at a little ;iees imperfeot than it was when we

s;;;ar-ced.

Every people he-s its own standards of judgment, its own need of ethics and

its Cim laws of behavior. We are only at the very beginning of the development

of such standards inside this Organizations That has created difficulties, as

we all knCi~, 'both from the staff point of view and for the Seoretary-General who

has to take the responsibility for decisions. In the next few months problems

of this kind may become more acute. As Secretary-General I ~ope to get the support

of sound advice from the Staff on such questions of standards as I may have to

decide upon. In preparation for such decisions I intend to set up a group of my

advisers charged with the study of the problem" The group is likely to find it

very difficult to spell out in advance, in any det~il, such standards, the main

work having to be done on the basis of concrete cases in the light of all perti

nent circumstances. But the mere fact that a serious study is made of the ques

tion of standards ~ill help us and make us better prepared at the time When the

need arisee for decisions in individual cases.

I hope to be able to give to this same group the task of studying the possi

bility of establishing -- under the aegis of the Administrative Tribunal -- some

kind of system which would give Staff members aecess to such first-rate legal

counsel as, in many instances, might other~ise be outside their reach~ It is a

difficult problem ro~d it will have to be studied very carefully i~ the light of

the experience of such administrative sye-tems as have similar 8l'rangements. It

Would be unwise -- and indeed impossible -- for me to attempt tonight to anticipate

the outcome of such a study. But I feel that it 1s proper for me to tell you nO'i

that I think the possibilities should be carefully investigated. If the pre

paratory studies end up in positive recommendations I would be prepared. to ask

the Assembly to give me the necessary financial authorization to put a system

of legal. cO"lIDSel i'or the staff' members into effect.

(more)
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Another 'need which I have felt strongly in the months I have been here, has

been for soms arrangement whereby the individu~l Staff member, should he get

into some kind of trouble, may be assured that his viewpoint and his explanatioI'..8

may be properly presented to the Secretary-General when the occasion arises. '

They should be put on record in such a way as to give the Staff member full as

surance that nothing is overlooked. Here again I find it difficult to say any

thing definite tonight ct"lncerning the arr8Il8ements ~hat should be made g Further

consultations with the Staff are necessary and the relationship of such arrange

ments to the judiciary and administrative system already estab1iehed will have

to be carefully considered~ I hope, however, that ways will be found to establish

procedures which will g1vethe Staff member full assurance not only of due process

of law and of a fair hearing, but also of aoonsideration. of his oase that takes

fully into aocount the human element.

The studies to which I have referred will be organined without delay -

they have already been carefully prepared. I believe they should lead to positive

results, and this would mean that we had taken an important step forward in the

development of a true system of law,' proper to this little world ..of oure.
. .

Another side of the probl~s to which I have referred should be obvious to

all: the better we tnake the safeguards for the inc1ividual Staff member :1n rela-

. tion to the Secretary"'Gener.al, the greater the demands that can properly and

rightly be made upon the Staff member to live up to the confidence placed in him

end to his obligations as an international civil servant. I need not re~eat here

and now what I have said on previous occesionsin this respect, especially as

concerns the duty to abstain completely from political activities incompatible

with the status of an international civil servant.

May I now turn for a moment to the question of cOnBultations, about whioh

the Chairman of the Staff Committee and I sent all of yo~ a circular a few weeks

ago. Practical procedures are now being worked out to put this plan into effect

and I don't feel that I have very much to add on that matter today. In fact,

what I have already said in general terms concerning the spirit in which I believe

that our cooperation should develop and concerning the studies I have in mind

to get started, has I I hope, thrown fttrther light on the purpose of wider con

sultations among the Staff at all 1evels o But let me add thin

MY experience from other administra'c1ons is that, in a truly democratic

spirit and in keeping with the tra~l1tionsof our rast co.untry, as well as of other·

'. parts of the world, much 10 to be gained if every member of the Staff is recog

nized in principle as having, so to sSY, a right to the floor. On any question
(more)
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a Junior member of the Staff, somewhere down the line, 'IllBY well have ideas and

viewpoints of general interest that should not be stifled in the r~cess of

hie:C'a"tic screening and consideration. This 1s true ()f ste.f1' prclilstlS t'rd per

sonnel problems but it may just as well be true of problems relaU.l1g to the

substance of ?ur work.

The administration where I was schooled accepts both in principle end in

practice direct reporting from the most junior officials to the heads of the

administration, not by-passing the intermediary levels , but vith such a procedure

as gives a full B'..larantee that the viewpoints of the official are properly pre

sented to those who have to decide. Such a procedure is not a practical poesi

bility :in a big administration like ours J but I think that similar results can

be achieved. throug.'1 the arrangements for consultations we have suggesiied.

~:'hose consultations have also another purpose. They will serve, as it 1s

said in the memorandum, to strengthen the feeling of common purpose and to deepen

understanding of the work of this Organization and its objectives. They may help

not only ~o establiah closer personal relationships on a wider basis, but also

help many individual Staff members to see more clearly the significance of the

opera~ion of which his own work forms a part in the larger framework of United

Nations programs and objectives •.

If these various aime of the consultation arrangements are to be achieved,

we have, all of us , to approach it in the right spirit. There is nc place for

any feeling of false prestige, there i8 no place for Undue modesty, there is no

place for suspicion or diffidence, but, on the other hand, there ia no place for

a lack of self-restraint or a lack of the discipline and good order necessary to

keep us together as a strong team doing a good job, smoothly and efficiently.

I ~rust that we are all animated by a spirit which will make the consultation

errangem.ent a uaef'u.l means to achieve its various purP("Se8 , thus making us happier

in cur 'Work and bet.ter eq1l1p~ -to serve t.he high purposes to which this Organ

ization is dedicated.

##1
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STATEMENT BY THE SECRET.Cl.RY·GE~L

ON ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAL DECISJONS

In seven of' the oleven cases where tho AdIilinistrativo Tribunal found against

the decisions taken by the Secretary-Genoral of the united Nations the Tribunal

has awarded componsation in lieu of reinstatoment. These cases will como before

the General Assembly of the United Nations which is tho organ that is responsible

for appropriating the funds necessary for tho implementation of tho docisions of

the Tribunal. In tho other four casos, wher8 the Tribunal docided for reinstate

ment, I 'have como to theoonclusion, oD the basis of my authority under the

statute of the Tribunal, not to reinstate the porsons concerned. The alternative

to reinstatement is an indemnity to be dotormined by the Tribunal. I am informing

the Tribunal of my d~cision and tho Tribunal will dotermL~e the compensation as

provided for in the statuto. In my letter to tho Tribunal I havo statod that I

;f'ou..,d that reinstatement "would be inadvisable from the points of view which it is

Il\Y duty to take into consideration. 1I Thus in all eloven cases tho quost::'on of

compensation will como before the Assembly.

###



We have now reached an important stage in tho development of the united
Nations efforts to help the people of Korea. Thievoryafternoon the Assombly

has roconvened in order to consider the setting up of the Political Conference,

foreseen in the Armistice Agreement. ° We ~ll share tho hopes that a period of

peaceful development characterized by reconstruction of the war-torm cOtmtry will

be the result of the work of the Gove:rnDJents in the period to come.

The joint action against aggression was undertaken in implementation of the

principles of eolidarity of peoples in the maintenance of international peace

and osecurity as embodied in tho Charter. These principles call for solidarity in

peaoeful construction of our world just as well as in prevention of aggression.

It is the hope of the United Nations that it will be able to contribute by its

organs to the economic rehabilitation of Korea.

Among those who have suffered most in the tragic Korean events, are the

children and the institutions upon which their future is largely dependent: the

schools. It is urgent and vital that these be remembered in our work for the

future of the Korean people. UNESCO is deeply aware of this particular responsi- °

bil1ty as her part in the concerted efforts of all members of the United Nations

family. She now appeals to the people for practical assistance to Korean schools

through this UNESCO coupon project.

I take great pleasure in helping to launch today this project, sure that it

will be romembered by all those who como to the United Nations and that it will

commend the general support of all to whom the solidarity of mankind is more thaD

a confession of the lips.
It gives me roal satisfaction to commend the ladies of the United Nations

Women's Guild, wivos and near,relatives of delegation _. and secretariat

members, for undertaking to conduct this appeal.
0# # #
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STA'n!MENT BY THE SECRETARY...GENERU" AT OPENmG OF FOURTEI SESSION.- _.,... - ... -..... . ..--

OF COMMITTEE, ON INFOH4ATION FR~ NON-SELF-GOVERNmG 'l'ERalTORIES. , .
}.8 .A~ 195:{

~Read to the Committee by Victor Roo, Assistant Secretary-General,
Department of Trusteeship and Information from Non-self-Governing
Territories. )

In the Introduction to the Ant1'ial Report of the secretary-General which was

published recently, I stressed that our time is one ot two historic movements of

change and progress -- one of then in the direction of equality of political and

economic rights among na.tions. This tendency i3 cleerly ref'1.ected in the Charter.

It has also been apparent in the d.evelopment which has taken pla.ce under the Cha.rtelf,

The importance of the Declaration regarding non-self-governing territories is ox;e

of the expressions of this development. Eventa have served to stress its signifi

cance. Since the adoption of the Charter many countries ho.ve gained a full measure

of self-government. Elsewhere there has been a IIUbstantial advance in the evolution

of the free political inst1.tut.ions of the peoples.

Tho task of this Committee, l'riI::l3rily limited to the general study of informa

tion on economic, social and educational conditions, takes ita proper place in the

united Na.tions policy in respect of the development of the world community. The

Cammittee must aanetimcs encounter problems of great delicacy and difficulty.

I am happy to note that, in ita discussions, it has been able to reach a wide

measure of agreement.

Certain problems of education conotitute a chief item on your agenda. The

information before you empha3izes the ~ortance of progress in this field. It may

be anticipated that the work of this se6sion could contribute once again to a useful

exchange ot experiences among adminictering and non-administering members and result

in the adoption of generally agreed conclusions which would be endoraed by the

General Assembly.

·53-23056
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We have now reached an important stage in the development of the United

Nations efforts to help the people of Korea. This very afternoon the Assembly

has reconvened in order to consider the setting up of the Political Conference,

foreseen in the Armistice Agreement. He all share the hopes that a period of

peaceful development characterized. by reconstruction of the war-torn country will

be the result of the work of the Governments in t:he period to come.

The joint action against aggression was undertaken in implementation of the

princi~les of solidarity of peoples in the maintenance of international peace

and security as embodied in the Charter. These principles call for solidarity in

peaceful construction of our world just as well as in prevention of aggression.

It is the hope of the United Nations that it will be able to contribute by its

organs to the economic rehabilitation of Korea.

Among those who have suffered most in the tragic Korean events, are the

children and the institutions upon which their future is largely depep.dent: the

schools. It is urgent and vital that the se be remembered in our work for the

future of the Korean people. UNESCO is deeply aware of this particular

responsibility as her part in the concerted efforts of all members of the United

Nations family. She now appeals to the people for practical assistance to Korean

schools through this UNESCO coupon project.

I take great pleasure in helping to launch today this project, sure that it

will be remembered by all those who come to the United. Nations and that it will

cormnend the general support of all to whom the solid.arity of mankind is more than

a confession of the lips.
It gives me real satisfaction to commend. the ladies of the United Nations

TIemen's Guil:'l, wives and near relatives of delegation - and secretariat - members,
for undertaking to conduct this appeal.
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STATEM§NT BY SBCREWI:QENgAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

ON TIE SIGNING or 'mE KOREAN ARMISTICE

'!'be whole world i8 thankful that the negotiation£l at Pa.nmunjom have brought

the fighting in Korea to an end b7 the 8i6I1ature of an Armistice Agreement. The

~nited Nations Secretariat join8 ~e in paying tribute to the men and women of

many lands who have risked or given their livea in the defence of the principles

of the Charter. I wish to express the firm eonviction that all parties by abiding

by the Armistice will contribute to paving the Yay to a peaceful settlement of

the political and economic p~blet:3e still facing us in Korea. '!!be agreements

which have been reaGhed nov cpen the Y9.1 for the strencthening 01' r,ollective

action for bringing assistance tf'l the people 01' Korea. The United Nations Will

devote the ~est of its endeavours to the great tasks 01' reeoncil1ation and re

habilitation that lie ahead.

• * * • *
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At a luncheon given by the United Nations Correspondents Association on

10 July 1953, the Secretary-General made some remarks which he feels might be

of interest to the members of the staff.

therefore attached to this circular.

The text of these remarks is

Similarly it is the intention of the Secretary-General to circulate any

future statements or speeches of his to all members of the staff for their

information.
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CORRESPONDENTS ASSOCIATION
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So far we have not met vert often. And, what is worse, what I have been

able to tell you, has not been very newsworthy. Being here to-day gives me a

great pleasure, and I thank you for your kind invitation. The very least I

could do in return, would be to give you some real news for your readers. But

as normally I neither make much news myself nor should be expected -- intentional·

ly -- to invent news, I feel that you will excuse me if I don't manage to-day to

live up to my ambition to reciprocate your hospitality by giving you news for

your public.

Although what I may say here is not in any way intended to be a substitute

for a press conference, I have felt that it might be a good idea to anticipate

in what I say what I guess might have been the trend ~f your ~uestions at such

a conference at this stage. If my replies to those imagi~ed questions would not

stri~e you as very original, on the other hand this way of precenting my views

may at least be of interest to you as an indication of what I expected from you.

From my point of view the method has considerable advantages. It gives me

a chance of turning the imagined questions my way, and it gives me an opportunity

to present the replies inside a personal framework which makes them part of a

whole ~. ·~ture, translating a few of those concerns of mine abl)ut which I like

to tell you -- difficulties which I may, indeed, have a slight hope that you

through your media wil~ help me better to tackle.

We have learnt recently from a vocal but fortunately small group of people

that the United Nations is dead, or at least dying, or being put to death -

8Y the development in Korea, or by the olowness of economic progress -- or fer

some other reason. If we were to believe what we are told by that group, you

might as well start preparing the post mortem.

I guess that we, most of us, just shrug and smile in the face of all these

dark prophecies. But they are seri~us both because of their possible effects

and as symptoms. It is possible to write a man out of political life -- even

out of life. It is not excluded to execute the same operation on a political

body -- with at least temporary success. If we don't agree with these propheQ:1es
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of doom and death, we have to fight them. But before doing so, we should know

why some people are heralding the death of the United Nations with such emotional

engagement.

In some cases the explanation ia only too obvious and understandable to

call for any comment. I think of those who have suffered heavy personal losses

because of events for which they make the United Nations l policy responsible,

without realizing fully what are the true perspectives.- I do not think of these,

nor ef the many who criticise only because they are badly informed. I have in

mind all those who react instinctively against internatlon~l venturlq for the

very same reason which makes them or their neighbours react unfavourably against

people from other places. There are others who may recogni~e the need for an

international approach to the problems of the world of to-day, but who have never

really accepted the risks involved, and for that reason pUll back the very moment,
the international sea eets rough. I think of those. And I think also of those

who have accepted the necessity of an international approach and the risks

involved but who, when troubles start piling up, get scared and are reduced to a

defeatist passivity, despairing about the future as fright makes them blind to

existing possibilities to overcome the immediate difficulties. Re-reading the

other day the French author Paul Valery, I found a phrase that in a very pointed

way covers the attitudes to which I have referred. He talks about those who

drown rather than swim under the conditions imposed by the water: t1
••• ceux qui

preferent se noyer a nager dans les conditions de lleau•• "

This was the framework which I had in mind. Now, let us talk ~bout the

picture i'lelf.

Wh: t should we do next in Korea? In a recent statement I talked about wars

without victory for any single party but for a principle and peace without

vengeance. Some people seem to believe that I aimed at making an ~riginal

contribution to the present discussion of the situation in Korea. And they

found that contribution rather defeatist. You, who have fol-~wed the discussion

for years, know that the formula is anything but defeatist -- and anything but

original, being but a re-statement of the very principles of the Charter and of

the decis~on of 1950 to repel .aggression in Korea. If those principles are so

little known and accepted as to provoke misunderstandings, it is certainly time

to call attention to them again. To accept them involves risks and sacrifice••

To reject them involves in my view greater risks and a future of heavier

sacrifices. To try and solve to-dayls problems of peace and war in ways leadi~g

to new vars, instead of giving a fair try to the ~Olicy-line laid down by
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all ~~e gevernments concerned in the Charter, is indeed to accept drowning.

rather than to swim under the conditions imposed by the water.

You may agree with what I say. Or you may disagree. But at all events

I guess that what I have said is not the kind of answer you might have expected

if, in a press conference, you had asked me yourselves what should happen next

in Korea. I have indicated a basic attitude, not a line of action. As to the

concrete situation in Korea, I consider that we should not slacken our efforts

to reach a settlement and I believe that we shall succeed in achieving an

honourable peace. It will, I think, be increasingly obvious that the true

interests of the South Korean people are to be found in the,direction indicated

by the efforts of the Unified Command, represented by spokesmen of the US

Government.

But what - and I guess that this would be your next question - what about

Mr. Syngman Rhee1s unilateral action and ~is possiiilities of sabotaging solu

tions which do not ~aet his own·far-reaohing demands? On this point I weuld

like to say only one thing which is concerned less with the present situation

than with the long term policy of the United Nations. In the future development

of collective measures as a means of repelling aggression, it must be made clear

what are the oiligations of the victims of aggressien to tne community of

natiens assisting them. It is a curious sight, indeed, when a victim of

a~ssi&n voices intentions which might themE'elves call for repression in the

name of those very principles which have given him protection when he was

attacked. The ultimate objectives of his efforts are certainly fully appreciated,

but in a case like this one the choice of means is just as i~portant as the

deoision on ends. Again, one has to swim under the conditions imposed by the

water, or drown.

At this stage of the press conference you probably would have raised the

question of an extra session of the United Nations Assembly. As. you know, if

one of these days, we get the news that an armistice will be signed, according to

a previous aecision the Assembly will be convened, probaily at short r.etice. Its

immediate task in this situation would ie to take decision .~~ a conference

cencerning the Korean question and, possibly, related problems. If on the other

haad no armistice, on satisfactory conditions, were signed within the near

future and we had t. face a prolonged deadlock, the Presidept of the Assembly,

in view of the opinion ameng Member G~vernments, may find an extra, pre-armistice

session af the Assembly called fer. I think we should not talk ourselves into

~11ev1ng that such a session could do much to influence the immediate development
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in Korea and to further an armistice. Under the circumstances as lie know them

now, proltably but 11ttle eould be added to what has already been tried.

At such a pre-armistice session of the Assembly or, if an armistioe is

signed, independently of the development in the Assembly -- which then probably

veuld limit itself to the question of the conference -- I believe that the

United NatiAns would render all parties concerned the best service if it were to

transcend the immediate difficulties. We should put the Korean experience, in

its present phase, in a perspective adequately reflecting what it means ani

what it does not mea~ in the long term devel~pment of a policy organizing the

world for peace. Some may feel that the difficulties encountered aro somellhat

of a set-back. However, I think that our recent experiences, with or without

an armistioe, should cause us to reaffirm the gUiding principles of our policy.
,

To stress the difficulties we have been facing, or the diffi~ulties that may

still ae ahead, may by seme people De considered as realistic, but is in fact

t. help the disruptive forces against llhieh we are fighting. Those difficulties

do not justify aqy of the despair about the future so lightheartedly voiced in

some quarters.

"The conditicms imposed by the waterllwill often push a swimmer back and

press his head under the surface. If he. permits himself to be scared into a

feeling of defeat, ~~ll, then his swim has come to an end. If international

cooperation is recognized as necessary -- although far from sufficient -.- GEl an

instrument for our effort to achieve peace with freed~m, how then could any

single experience of its insufficiency justify our sacrificing this cooperation?

Or Why should it mean the death of the instruments Dy which such cooper-ation io

achieved? It would be short-sighted, indeed, to regard even a de f~st· -- and

in none of the fields of UN actiVities are we facing anything of the kind -- as

a fatal blow to the whole idea of international cc.peration for peace.
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I guess that in a press conference I could scarcely have escaped replying

to a question concerning the present situation in the field of peraonnel policy.

Attention has again been drawn to this question by a recent discussion in UNESCO,

which len to a resolution tying UNESCO's personnel policy to that of the United

Nations.

As ytm may have obsel·ved, I have so far said very little on this SUbJect.

ThiS, of c~urse, does not mean that there has not been a very real development on

the inside. I hope you may Lave understo~d that one major reason for my silence

has been that in this sphere I don't believe very much in eeneral statements and

sweeping rulings, but more in an orderly development bUilding up a sound body of

rules by decisions in individual cases, creating a kind of common law. MY hope

is that by the time when I have to report on the pe~sonnel policy to the eighth

sessi~n ~f the Assembly, the Be~ies of d~cision8 reached in the Secretariat and

by the Administrative Tribunal will hav~ led us to a P?int where there are few,

if anYI essential blank spots on the wap.

In the new Executive Order of 2 June it is said tha-;; the adVisory opinions

of the competent auth~rity of the t~ited states, concerning US citizens employed

by the United Nations, are to be transmitted to the Secretary-General for.~1s use

in exercising his rights and duties as set out in the Charter, the staff Regula

tions and the decisions of competent ~odies ot the United Nations. My predecessor

reported to the seventh session of the Aesembly on his personnel policy, and as

an annex to his report, he transmitted t~e wuch discussed rl<:!lD:;;randum of the Jur:1sb.

on the legal situation. As ~'ou 1'.00,"" this memorandum ..,,"Ss only in part accepted

in Mr. Lie's repart, and Mr. Lie's own report gave rise to a long discussion

where sevetal important questions of principle were raioed in a critical spirit.

The report was nei~her appr'ved nor disa~pr~ved.

It follows that neither the report- nor the memorandum of the Jurists are

documents which can be considered as in any ~~y final, or as binding upon the

Secretary-General in his perso~~el poli~y. The basis for that policy remains the

Charter and the Staff Regulations as they may be interpreted in the light of the

whole preceding discussion and on tbe ~~sis of generally recognized rules of law.

On that basis I have explained on various occasions that I, personally,

consider that all political activities which are inconsistent-with their obliga

tions as employees of the United Nations, sho~id be avoided \y United Nations

_staff members. ~n cases where the activities are directed against any Member

state l Whether they may rightly be called subversive or not, they must be consi

dered as a valid reason for immediate termination. In other cases -- when the
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activities are not of that character but still ~ot of a kind fitting for an inter

national civil servant -- it may ~e a questiQn of common sense and good judg=ent

to say where and how exactly the limits should be drawn. I hope to ;e able to

get this last point clarified at the next Assembly and frQm then on I hope that

what is at present only a firm personal convictign may be translated into a firm

rule on which I can act it necessary.

What I have said, of course, applies to political activities while the

official has been tJr is in the service of the UUited Nations. It is an altogether

different pro~lem how officials should be jUdged who before the time when they

accepted a post With the ~nited Nations, engaged in p41itical activities which

wpuld have called tor termination if they had coincided with the time in office.

A general, automatic rule to the effect that such activities should not be taken

into account 'by the UN, natural thOUgh it may seem, would appear to me to be un

realistic, as there obviously can be cases where previous activities do reflect

m~st untavourably on the official, and inuirectly also on the United Nations, in

the very sense ot the Staff Regulations.

As to the much debated question how people should be judged whose integrity

is open to dOUbts, or -- in a famous ~ut ill-chosen phrase -- are considered

"likely tCi engage" in activities which are unacceptable from a UN point of view,

I would at present limit myself to saying t~t to state in general terms that such

a lack of intearity, being impussible to prove in any way that is 'legally satis

factory, should ~ be taken into account, seems to be Just as unacceptable as to

say generally that it should lead to termination.

I do not see how a reasonable degree of legal security for the Staff could

De maintained unless we give to the demand for personal integrity $Uch a restric

tive and firm interpretation as to make the cases where the Staff Regulati~ns

would justify termination, very great exceptions, indeed. It is \ad to have a

Staff member whose integrity is doUbted. It may be as bad to have a Secretary

General rightly considered as arbitrary in bis decisions 0n such issues.

In summing up this brief statement of the guiding principles cf the present

personnel policy, I wOUld like to repeat that I do not know of any documents or,--
decisions which would justify my departing from the Charter and the stat! Regula-

tions, interpreted in a strictly legal way, that on that basis the policy
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for the time being has t~ be established, not by general rUlings but in each

single case in the light of generally accepted principles of law, that this will
. -

mean in practice that unacceptable political activities of a Staff memger during

his term ~f office sh~uld justify termination, that n~thing could be said in- ,

general terms eonce~ing the effect ~f previous activities, and ~, finally,

the very wide interpretation I give to the Clbliga.tion of an official to abstain

from political activities will be submitted to the Assembly for its study and

approval before taking effect.

I have repeatedly quoted a phrase coined by Paul Valery. It expresses

the simple truth that, when trying to change our world, we have to face it as it

is. Those are lost Who dare not face the 'basic facts of international interde

pendence. Those are lost who permit defeats to scare them wack to a starting

point of narrow nationalism. Those are lost who are so scared by a defeat as to

despair about the fut"re. For all thoBe, the d~rk pr9phecies may ie justified.

But not for those Who du net permit themselves to be scared, nor for the orlaniza

tion Which is the instrument at their disposal in the fight -- an instrument which

may be wrecked, but" it that happens, would have to be .. and certainly would be,

recreated again and again.

As representatives of the press" your primary responsibility is to give

the public accurate information about the world as it is. You help l:S in the

United Nations when you do so in away whic~ helps people to face their world of

t.day; squarely' and without fear or despair. You help us when you criticise us,

not if you were to criticise us fC)r our belief in tbe objectives c-t the ~ited

Nat~s and the ideals ot all mankind, or for persisting in our effort to York

for those ideals with the tools which the governments have given us, but when

you criticise us because of any sign that we may show of weakness or fear.

* * * * *
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So far we have not met very often. And, what is worse, what I have been

able to tell you, has not been very newsworthy. Being here to-day gives me a

great pleasure, and I thank you for your kind invitation~ The very least I

could do in return, would be to give you some real news for your readers. But

as normally... I neither ma~e much news myself nor should be expected ,-- intentional

ly -- to invent news, I feel that you will excuse me if I donlt manage to-day to
......... - '.'

live up to my ambit~~ to reciprocate your hospitality by giving you neWB for

your public.

Although what I may say here is not in any way intended to bea substitute

for a press conference, I have felt that it might be agoed idea to anticipate

in what I say what I guess might have been the trend of your ~uestions at such

a conference at this stage. If my replies to those imagi~ed questions would not

stri~e you as very original, on the other hand this way of'presenting my views

may at least be of interest to you as an indication of what I expected from, you.

From my point of view the method has considerable advantages. It gives me

a chance of turning the imagined questions my way, and it gives me an opportunity

to present the replies inside a personal frarrlework vchich makes t~~m part of a. '

whole ~'I~tur:~, translating a few of those concerns of niine about which I like

to tell you --'difficulties which I may, indeed, hCl.ve a slighthcpe th£\t you

through J"our media will h€lp me better to tad,le.

,We have learnt recently from a vocal but fortu:,:,ately small group of people

that the United Nations is dead, or at least ~ying, or being put to death -

by the development in Korea, or by the slowness of economic progress -- or for

some other reason. If we ~yere to believe what we are told by that grvup, you

might as well start preparing the post mortem.

I guess that we, most of l~S., just shrug and s:ri~,le in the face of all these

dark prophecies. But they are serious ho'~h bE'C"\llS~ cif thej_r pORs:1,b::"e effects

and as s;ymptoms. It is pO~1e.ible to write a la£..nvut c.f f0:'itical lii'e-- even

OU.t of life. It is not exc:i..wied to execute the same o:Jeration an a F)litical

b:Jdy -- with at least teml,)vrary suc~ess. If we dO.l~ t, agree \.,it':1 th€33 P:,:"(jp~e9:ie8

(more)
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..
of doom and death, we have to fi;ghtthem.·Bilt 'before doing so, we should know

~hy some people are heraldin~ the death of the United Nations with such emotional
· .. ··..-·-w.~ ...__---'_~ ----

engagement.

In some oases the explanation is only too obvious and understandable to

call for any comment. I think of ,those who have suffered ~eavy personal losses

because of events for which they make the United Nations' policy responsible,

without realizing fully what are the true perspectives. I do not think of these,

nor of the many who criticise only because they are badly informed. I have in

mind all those who react instinctively against international venturc'] for the

very same reason which makes them 9r their neighbours react unfavourably against

people from other places. There l;lre others who may recognize the need for an

internatiOnal approach to the problems of the world of to-day, but who have never

really accepted the risks involved, and for that reason pUllback the very moment

the international sea Eets rough. I think ,of those. And I think also of those

who have accepted the necessity of an international approacq and the risks

involved but who, when trotmles start piling up, get scared and are re~uced to a

defeatist passivity, despairing about the future as fright makes them blind to

eXisting possibilities to overcome the immediate difficulties. Re-reading the

other day the·Frenchauthor Paul Valery, I found a phrase that in a very pointed
~

way covers the· attitudes to which I have referred. He talks about those who

drown rather than swim under the conditions imposed by the water:" ••_.ceux qui
-"'--,..........~--

preferent se noyer a nager dans les conditions de IJeau •• "

~he:--:fzr.r:::a~me=w~o"'r"'k"""W~fi:r~C=h"""'I-h~a~a-';i::n-m:::;:i.::n:;d-.-;N:O::w:-,~l:e:t-:us talk about the

pict:ure i" Jelf.

Wh~ t should we do next in Korea? In a recent statement I talked about wars

without victory for any single party but for a principle and peace without

vengeance. Some people seem to believe that I aimed at ms,king an original

contribution to the present discussion of the situation in Korea. And they

found that contribution rather defeatist. You, who have fol~owed the discussion

for years, knmv that the formula is anything but defeatist -- and anything but

origina1:, being but a re-statement of the very principles of the Charter and of

the decision of 1950 to repel aggression in Korea. If those principles are ~o

little known and accepted as to provoke misunderstandings? it is certainly ti~e

to call attention to them again. To a.ccept them involves risks and sacrifices.

To reject them involves in my view greater risks and a future of heavier

sacrifices. To try and solve to-day's problems of peace and war in ways leadi~g

to new wars, instead of giving a fair try to the ~olicy-line laid down by

(more)
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all ~ ..le governments concerned. ·.in the· Cha'X'ter, . is indeed to accept drowning

rather than to swim under the conditions imposed by the water.

You may agree with what I say.·Or you may disae;ree. But at all events

I guess that what I have said is not the ki~d of answer you might have expected

if, in a press conference, you had asked me yourselves what should happen next

in Korea. I nave ind1ca~ed a basic attitude, not a line of action. As to the

concrete situation in Korea, I cons.ider that we should not slacken our efforts

to reach a settlement and I believe that we shall succeed in achieving an
'--._...:.•..........._-- '-----. - .. - _._-_... -

~nourable pea.ce: ... It will, I think, be increasingly obvious that tlie t:ztue

.i.nterests_of the South Korean l'eoplE?_8:~~ tQ.b.~.L().':llld.J.? the direction indica~.ed_

by the; efforts of the Unified.Command, represented by spokesmen of the US------------------------GOv.ernplent.

But what - and I guess that this would be your next question - what about

Mr. Syngman Rhee I s unilateral action and his possibilities of,sabotaging sO.lu

tiona which do not .~aet his ownfar·reaching demands? On this point I would

like to say on~y one thing which .is concerned less with the present situation

than with the long term policy of the United Nations. In the future development

of collective measures as a means of repelling aggression, it must be made clear
"-

what are the obligations of the victims of aggressicn to the community of
..... _"',....-->.~~"~----_ .._._--
nations assisting them. It1s-acUI'I15tnr stght, 1ndeet'l, when a vfctim of --

.... .._,"~~,-_.-. ......,-,~,----~......-.-..........-....-. "',----=- . - ~

aggress.ion voices intentions whic~ might them~·tlves call for repression in the
_ .-cr.' ..........-,~.",.~"••-,.' .. • _..... ~- ,. "_""'~'_~""'''''''~''''''' .,__• __, _,.~__._~"",."__~~~;_~_"''''i-<>'''''''' ........--...,._..-,.~. >

_~~m~_.~.~_t~~s~ _~~ry ~:~~~~_l~s.~~~~~~h.!:.~~.E~!:__~n;.~~~:.!.~on whe~ he:. was,
attacked. _.~e ultimate o~jectives of his efforts are certainly fully appreciated,
--~.---

'tut in a case like this one the choice of means is just as important as the

decision on enda~ Ag3in, o~e has to sw~m under the conditions imposed by the'

water, or drown.

At this .stage of the press conference you probably would have raised the

question of an extra session of the United Nations Assembly. As you know, if

one of these days, we get the news that an armistice will be signed, according to

a previous decision the Assembly will be convened, probaely at short r.otice. Its

immediate task in this situation would be to take decision .~~ a conference

concerning the Korean question and, possibly, related problems. If on the other

hand no armistice, on satisfactory conditions, were signed within the'near

future and we had to face a prolonged deadlock, the President of the Assembly,

in view of the opinion among Member Governments, may find an extra, pre-armistice

session af the Assembly called for. I think we should not talk ourselves into

believing that such a session could do much to influence the immediate development

(more)
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in Korea and to further,.an armistice., Undel' the circumstances as we knmf them
~ , ," ,......-;--•.:--<~ ..- .;~ ,,_'."'N.,~__ r ..... , ...

now, probably but little could be~added to what has already been tried.
'<--', • • -:.'••.; ..... -.,., •. _-_ ... ~ ........_--... "_._-

At such a pre-armistice session of the Assembly or, if an armistice is

signed, independently of the development in the Assembly which then probably

would limit itself to the question of the confe~ence -- I believe that the'

United Nati~ns would render all parties concerned the best service if it were to

transcend the immediate' difficulties. vle should put the Korean experience, in

its present phase, in a perspective adequately reflecting what it means and
.,' ',;

what it does not mean in the long term development of a ~olicy organizi~g the
. ,

world for peace. Some may feel that the difficulties encountered are somewhat

of a set-back. However , 'I think that our recent experiences , with or without

an armistice, should cause us to reaffirm the guiding principles of our policy.
.. .

To stress the difficulties we have been t:acing, or the difficulties that may
'. '

still be ahead, may by some people ,be consid~.red as reaUstic, but' is in fact

to help the disruptive forces against which we are fightin~. Those difficulties

dO.not justify any of the despair a.out the future so lightheartedly voiced in

some quarters.

"The conditions imposed by the water" will often push a swimmer back Clnd

press his head under the surface. If he permits himself to be scared into a
"

feeling (If defeat, ,,:-':11, then his swim has come to an end. If international

cooperation is recognized as necessary -- aclthough ~ar from sufficient -- ae an

instrument for our effort to achieve peace with freedem, how then could any

sinr,le experience of its insufficiency justify our sacrificing this cooperation?

Or why should it mean the death of the instruments by which such cooper.ation is

achieved? It: would be short-sighted, indeed, to .regard even a de f~at -- and

in none of the fields of UN activities are we facing anything of the kind -- as

a fatal blow to the whole idea of international cooperation for peace.

(more)
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I guess that in a press conference I could scarcely have escaped replying

to a question concerning the present situation ip. the field of personnel policy.

Attention has again been drawn to this question by a recent discussion in UNESCO,

which led: to a resolution tying UNESCO's personnel policy to that of the United

Nations.

As you may have observed, I have so far said very ~ittle· on thia subject.

This, oi course, does not mean that there bas not been a very real development on

the inside. I hope you may have understood that one m~jor reason for my silence

has been that in this sphere I don't believe very much in general statements and

sweeping rulings, but more in an orderly development bUilding up a sound body of

rules by decisions in individual cases, creating a kind of common law. My hope

is that by the time when I have to report on the personnel policy to the eighth

session of the Assembly, the series of decisions.reached in the Secretariat and

by the Administrative Tribunal will have led us to a point "(here there are few,

if any, essential blank spots on the map.

In the new Executive Order of 2 ~une it is said that the adVisory opinions

of the competent authority of the United States, concerning US citizens employed

by the pnited Nations, are to be transmitted to the Secretary-General fo~ bis use

in exercising his rights and duties as set out in the Charter, the Staff Regula

tions and the decisions of competent bodies of the United Nations. Iv'..y predecessor

reported to the seventh session of the Assembly on his personnel policy, and as

an annex to his report, he transmitted the m~ch discussed memorandum of the JuriBt3'

on the legal situation. As you know, this ~emorandum was only in part accepted

in Mr. Lie's report, and Mr. Lie's own report gave rise to a long discussion

where several important questions of principle were raised in a critical spirit.

The report was neither approved nor disapproved.

It· follows that neither the report nor the memorand~ of the Jurists. are
_._--"._., .•.._ '.. _.'»~ '... ~ T"-_.'·_-_~"""--_~- __\"·-- , -----~,

documents which can be cons~dered as in an;y way fina!" or as binding upon the-----,.".._... ,.'.' ..._.....- . .. .. -' .. .- -.. ,., ._" .- ...,,- .._.• _.

Secretary-General in his personnel policy. The basis for that policy remains the

Charter and the staff Regulations as they may be interpreted in the light of the

whole preceding discussion and on the basis of generally recognized ·rules of law.

On that basis I have explained on various occasions that I, personally,

consider that all political activities which are inconsistent with their obliga-

~asemPlo;~'~~'-~it~~~nfted N~ti~n.@~:~?il~~·~·~dby United Nations-'

staff m-;nbers:--fn"-cas~swhere the activities are directed against any Member

_state.. whether they-may ri'ghtly be callec1"subversfire'or-'not;- they 'mu-~t"be c~~si-
-,.--... ".-. ~.- --,-.- ~ -. ---.?,.......~.:."'~----••- -., -"-"-'.' .•. -,.•• .", ......;,._-....'~-_._-,._~~ ."._..., .,-

dered as a valid reason for immediate termination. In other cases -. when the
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a.ctivities are not of that chl1racter but still r:ot of a kind fitting fot an i'nter

national c1viIEe~'vant -- i y. mc:.Y be a question·: of ~I:i~mmon ;·sens.~ and 'good judgment

to say '''here and how exactly the limite should be drawn. I hope to be able to

get, t~is.last poipt clarified at the next Assembly and from then on I hope that

what is at present only a. fi~ personal conviction may be translated into 'a firm

rule on which I can act if necessary.

What I have said, of course, appli~s to poIftical activities while the
, .

official pas been or is in the service 'If the United Nations. It is an altogether

differentprobl~m how officials should be judged who befnre the time when th~y
~ ,

accepted a pf)st with the United Nations; engaC~'d in political a.ctivities which

w~ulq have called for termina~ion if they had coincided with the ti~e in Office.

A geperal, automatic rule to the effect that such ac~ivitie8 should not be taken'

into account by the ,(nf, na:t;v.ral t~ough it may seem, wculd al?pear to me to be un

realistic, as there obvious:~y can be cases where previoue activities do reflect

mostl,1nfavourablyon -:Jhe cfi:'icial, and indirectly also on the United Nations, in

the v~ry senae of tce staff Reg~lations.

As to the much debated ques-:·ion hml people should be judgeJ waose integrity

ieopen to doubts, 0:' -- in a famous bt:'t ill-chosen phrase -- are ·considered

"likely to engage" in activities which are unaccepta::>le fr~m a Ui't point of view,

.1 would at pre:sent .limit I:lyself to saying that til state in general terms that,' such

a lack ofin~egritYJ being impossible tf) prove' in any way that is legally satis

factory, should not be taken into account J seeillS to be just as unacceptable as to
, -

say generally that it ~hould lead to termination.

I do not see how a reasonable degree of legal security for the staff could

~e ~aintained unless we give to the de~and for personal integrity such a restric

tive .and firm interpretation as to make the cases where the staff'Regulations

would justify te~mination, very great exceptions, indeed. It is'bad to have a

Staff member w1;lose'integrity is doubted. It may be ~sbad to have" a Secretary

General rightly considered as arbitrary in his decisi0ris ~n such issues.

In summing up this lrief etatem8nt of the gU1dingprinclples of the present
, '. I" c' '.. ,". , ~

personnel poli~y, I woulq like to rep~at that I do not know 0f any documents or

decisions which ,muld justify my departing from the Charter e.nd' the Staff Regula-

tions, inter.preted in a strictly legal way, J ~ on that basis the policy

(Iill")re)
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for the time being has to be established, not by general rulings but in each

single case in the light of generally accepted principles of law, tha~ this will

mean in practice that unacceptable political activities of a Staff member during

his term of office should justify termination, ~ n~thing could be said in

general terms conce~ing the effect ~f previous activities, and that, finally,

the very wide interpretation I give to the obligation of an official to abstain

from political activities w~ll be submitted to the Assembly for its study and

approval before taking effect.

I have repeatedly quoted a phrase coined by Paul Valery. It expresses

the simple truth that, when trying to change our world, we have t~ face it as it

is. Those are lost who dare not face the basic facts of international interde

pendence. Those are lost who permit defeats to scare them back to a starting

point of narrow nationalism. Those are lost who are 8~ scared by a defeat as to

despair about the future. For all those, the durk prophecies may be justified.

:But not for those who do not permit themselves to be scared, nor for the organiza··

tion which is the instrument at their disposal in the fight -- an instrument whict
'-..------_. -_._-_ ..__ . _.

~ay be wrecked, b~t, if that happens, would have to be, and certainly would be,

recreated again and again.

As I-epresentatives of the press, your primary responsibility is to give

the public accura.te information about the world as it is. You help liS in the

United Nations when you do so in a way which helps people to face their world of

to day; squarely and without fear or despair. ~_e_~~.,:~.~~~::...~o_U__~:~i_t_i_c_i_8_e ~~.1-,

not if you were to criticise us f~r our belief in the objectives ~f the United

Nati~ns and the ideals of all mankind, or for persisting in our effort to work

for those ideals with the tools which the governments have given us, but when

you criticise us because of any sign that we may show of weakness or fear.

* * * * *
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Just eight years e~go tho Charter of the United Nations was signed in Son

Francisco. It is not on anniversary calling for any celebration, but it is

fitting that on this occasion We should be looking both backward, on what has

happened in those eight ycars, and forwa,rd to the futuro.

The Cha,rter is a pledge. It is also e, legal document creating 0. new instru

ment for international cooperation. Row have woboen liVing up to the pledge?

How have We used the instrument? Certainly meny of you, recalling the high hopes

of the ea.rly post-wnr days, recalling also the world f s desperate longing for

peD.ce after the long years of war, may find that tho he.rd facts of history in

the past yeD.rs have frustre.ted our expectations. Tho net sum uf achievement 8

may be considered as IJ, very modest one, giving nu strong baois for optimism.

This rec,ction is understandable, ond I guess that in moments of doubt we have

all shared in it. But I donrt think that it is Justified.

The hopes that were voiced at SBn Francisco eight years ago, end tha,t found

expression in the noble words of the Charter, refloct some of tho deepest and

most e,biding aspire,tions of monkind, the desire for peace , for freedom from

oppression, freedom from wont and freedom from foa.r. Those o,spirations, inspiring

so many groat efforts of peoples and governments, within the ria,tions or inter

nationally, f!P,ve birth also to the United Nations Organizo.tion. Eight years

give a very short perspective on the life end achiovements of a greo,t international

organizQ,tion. In the long run of history it is no more than one day. The dospa,ir

because we n.'l.ve not got any further in that time shows very little Wisdom, provided

tho.t the orgonizo.tion itself, and thoso working in it, haveremrtined faithful to

the ideals by which the work was to be inspired and. guided, and provided that the

l::JJDp to be kept burning is still nourishod by the oil of selfless dedication mid

sholtered by the confidence of men of good will.

(more)
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Those who looking back over the past eight years Bee more reason for despair

than for hope, err, not only in exaggerating the experiences during a short
. . .

period of time, but also in another respect. Though the worid may not seem much

closer to peace and international order today than it was eight years ago, they

forget all the less spectaCUlar advances made towards a better world, thanks to

the slow, patient work which day in and day out has been going forward in the

United Nations in the social ~d.in the economic fields,but also in the political

sphere. There are many c~nrlict9 Which, without the machinery put at the service

of governments in ~he United N~tions, might h~ve taken avery different and a

very serious course.

A great American, on receiving the Nobel Frize for literature, said, in his

speech of acceptance, that he declined to accept the end of man; "man will not

merely endure, he will prevail." The pc..st history of the United Nations is one of

endurance, but the spirit in which the work has been pursued and what has been

achieved by those dedicated to the work, gives us the right to say. that. it has

not been only 0. history of endur2.1lce, but also one that shows how man has pre

vailed and will prevail.

Looking to the future we shOUld, I think, remember that we are in the begin-
- ,

ning of a. new venture in international cooperation which wili, time wnd again, put

us before unexpected solutions to problems so far never explored. For th~ first

time in history an organization is engaged in what ma.y be celled, in the literal

sense of the word, "world policy." The conflicts and the reaeons for conflicts

ha.ve not disappeared and cannot disappear owr night. If they are to be overcome

Without having resort to the force of a.rms, t~~t is in the new way that should

be ours, we will have to revise many of our inherited notions.

The United Nations action in Korea marks the'first attempt in history to meet

aggression with unified force under an international standc..rd. Parallel activity

designed to seek a settlement was c~ried on within the council chambers with

perseverance and a firm resolution to uphold the concepts of the Charter. This

approach is a new formula in the history of political conflicts, and its impor

tance may well be underlined by the historic~s of the future when analysing the

decisive elements of the UN mactinery to ma.intain peace and security.

In exploring these new avenues of collective security we must adapt ourselves

to accept SUch unfamiliar developments as a war which ends without total victory

for any ~~rty but only for a principle. SUch a victory, although it may not be

(more)
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considered o.S satisf~ctory by those who still believe in the unconditional sur

renders of old wars, is a full ViIid:1.ciition of those brave men who have sncrificed '

their lives for 'thls principle.

In thesnmespirit a Victory of the kind I have 'in mind will have to be
, '

followed by a peace Without~engeance. The United N~tion8 Cbarter'proVides for

ali ~~ners of action to 'r~pel aggre~'sion,'but"it mo.kesno provisidn for the,'

ultimate punisbm~nt of th~'aggressor, o~eethe fruita of o.n attempted aggression;,

haVe ,beezltaken 'f~~m him. As You know, the United 'Nations, in' full harmony

with what we believe should be thestd.ndo.rds 'of the future, is an crganizo.tiCin ,

d~dicated to the prin~iple tbat military force should not be used save in self "
. . i

defen~eand ~o repel aggression. It does ndt foresee the use of force to secure
. '. .'" f..". ,. 1:

the fruits of viotory in terms of lo.nd and power.

The Chart'er W:JoS conceived a.tatimewhen wC!.rwasstill raging, 'but it was 'not,
.. '

conceived in terms ofwur but lnterms of peace. The basic philosophy of the' ,;

Charter is 0. po~itive one, indicating the roads to be followed in times.ofpea.ce'

in order to'f~resto.il sit~a:tion8 'whe~e war would threo.ten.

Peo.ce is a.ti~e for ~~~ensive coop~ro.tion'between0.11 nations of the world

in th~ fields where 0. basis could be laid for an enduring state of freedom in
, '

pea.c:e for, 0.11 nations and for the peoples. The prosperity and the welfare of" the
•~. . ~: " !

world depends to an ever growing extent upon colla.boration between nations. The
. t· ,

United No.tions is the chief instrument, Cleated for such collaboration, and in" ,~f
" , .

, ,
that respect it represents the most powerful single means at the diBpos~l of 0.11 " ,

the peopl~s in'their effort to safeguard peace for future generations.

The YUst a~ea of ~ctivities concerned with securing a better life for the'

peoples of the world is clearly sto.ted as the road to lasting peace in the blue

prints wh~eh we~e set up in San Francisco~ , The importance of 0. balanced economic

and soc,io.1 development is established in the far reaching terms of reference of

the Economic o.n~Socio.l Council ~nd of the Trusteeship Council. It is also re

cognized in,the specific to.sks a.ssigned to the Specialized Agencies set up to

promote con,crete internat~orio.l action in the socio.l 'and economic fields.
, , • .I.

The statistics of illiteracy, hunger and poverty by which we o.re faced,today,

are grim. But they should be studied as 0. challenge. They show how very much

remains to be achieved. The widening knowledge of the facts has created 0. new

fe€ling of responsibility within all peoples. We should be encour~ged by this

(more)
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growing a.wurenee& ot the needs Q,Ild b~ the 'JDWle.d~ that the tlhited Na.ti'ons a.nd

the organizations in the United Na.tibfts :hmil~ have ma.de a. successful beginning

in coping with tbese needs. I wieb tha.t more were genera.lly known of wba.t ha.s

been done a.nd is being done by such bodies 0.8 the World Health Orga.nir.a.tion and

UNICEF, QZld I would also Wish tha.t you would interest yo,urselves in vha.t is being

~one under the United N--1;t1ons Technica.l Ass1sta.nce Progra.m which ha.s already

'brought new hopes to peoples ,of un()erdevelope() la.nds. Modest though the progra.ba

e'till is, it ha.s shown by eJOJ:QPles tho.t modern ,tecbn1cal sk111ca.n be shared 'and

spread throughout the vcrld, with b€,nefits to g1ver a.nd rece1vcr alike. ot course,

money is needed to curry such a program to success a.nd tunds must be made a.vn.il-.
a.ble, but I find it highly, e1gnit'1c9Jlt that the bUma.n factor in weh 0. program

a.s this one is of equal, perha.ps even greater importance tha.n the money spent.

A sharing of experiences in a. spirit of coopero.tion means just as much a.s l or'

more than, the sharing of wealth.

, Science bas brought within our grasp possibilities tor o.n economic develop

ment of which so fa.r \fe only ho.ve va.gue :.ideo. e. Every do.y brings new progress. It
is one Df th~ t~eks of thet T1tnited N~t10n8 tOd~ee to it that this ~rogress tssourea Dy aI.L "aJ.:Llte BO tno. he tec.tU11caJ. an eeonom1C progress nJ.J.' "De
accompanied aleo by P91iticn.l nnd socinl advance towards a fulle+ lif~ in
lo.rger freedom for Doll peoples. If the united Nn.tions by its ac'tivitles is able

to make 0. rea.l cooperative contribution to the ~orldls development in that direc·

tlon, it \roUld meet the ultimo.te cha.llenge ot the Cho.rter, acho.llenge which is

one of peace a.nd for peace, 0.. challenge that will remo.in even if we were to reo.ch .- -
the day, which we 0.11 proy will beohead" when there is no longer ,any need for

collective action against aggr,ession or tor a collective recon~ilia~1onma.chinery

for 0. situation of war.

I said at the very beginning that the Charter was. 0. pledge but at the, same

t1~e 0. legal document creating a new instrument for interno.tional cooperation.

Looking into the future I fee;L tbD.t we aU, by never slackening our effort to live

up to the pledge, Will succeed in making the United Nc.tioDs a.n instrument serving

ma.n in his struggle not only to endure, but to prevo.il. Read in tha.t spirit

'tho Cho.rt.er of the United Na.tions is one of the great documents of our time.

*****
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REMARKS BY SECRETAFi-GENERAL DAG FW~SIQDLD AT THE CONVENTION

OF THE KIWANIS INTERNATIONAL, NEt.f YORK CITY t 25.JUNE 19~

First of all, I wish to thank you for he.ving invited me and for the kind

introduction.

It is the first time I have the privilege to get in toueh with the Kiwanis

International. Your fine end constructive work is well know. The a.dm1re.tion

which your objectives, your motto end your actions have earned, are well deserved.

I have been told that Kee-wenis is an Indian word meaning "to make oneself

mown, It or lito 1JDpress oneself." The word certainly he,s prB.ctical meaning for

all those whom you have benefited. I guess that the Indians had no need for a

word for United Nations. But certainly the UN has ree,sona to try end make itself

lmow.

The United Nations also has reason to lmow you well and to feel better for

that knowledge. Your international convention resolution in support of the United

Nations and your objective of promoting world peace through internB~ional under

sta.nding certainly are we1l-a.pprecie,ted by those of ue at the United Nations.

I know that you will have a full understanding of the difficulties we face

at the United Ne.tiona. We too are trying to build. The task of building in the

international field is long and difficult. It would be laboring the obvious to

tell you the difficulties are quite considerable. But I went to assure you that

we at the United Nations, working in a spirit similar to that which your organiza

tion he.s laid down in its genera.1 purposes and objectives, are doing what is in

ou~ power to gra.pp1e with these difficulties.

We are passing days of great hopes and great frustrations. At the SeJDe time

there are anniversaries of two important events in recent history: the outbreak

of hoatilities in Korea and the signing of the Charter of the Un1ted Nations.

It is tru.e of the joint effort in Korea and it is true of the work of the United

Nations -- e,s it is true of all our serious activities and finest hopes, the.t we

need not be sure of SUCcess in order to persevere .- but perseverance will bring

sucoess.

I thank you again for having invited me to be present.

###
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srA'l'EMENT BY SECRETARY-GENEBAL DAG HAMMAP.S'KJOLD AT TEE OPmING OF TEE

Mr. President,

I thank you for your kind words. It is with great pleaeure and a. deep sense

of the importanoe of the Trusteeship aspect of our Organization I s work tr.a.t I

avail myself of this first opportunity to meet with you. on the oocasion of the

opening of your twelfth seesion.

You are engaged in a forward-looking effort the.t DJay prove richly rewarding.

For 1t is with the hopes and a.epiratione of many millions of people that you

are ooncerned, and ever.f result of your la'bors const1t'Ll.tes a contr~bution to

human advancement. It is a challenge to be ca.1Ied upon to assist 1n the evolution

of peoples of less developed territories and to help such peoples realize polit

ical, economic and social a.spira.tions which in our times are co::rrmon to all. In

deed, in taking pe.rt in this work and in he lping to guide this develo!lJDent the

Council is e.t the very center of the United Nfl.tions activities.

The Charter places first a.mong the purposes of the Unj.ted Nations the main

tenance of internationa.l peace and security 0 It 1s aig:lifioant the.t it places

first among the basic objectives of the Internationa.l Trusteeshj.p System the

furtherance of that same ca.U8e~ the ca.use of interna.tione~ pea.ce end security.

The Trusteeship Systemie one of the instrumentalities by which the United

Na.tions aim at laying the founda.tiona fcr a developnent tows,rde a peaceful, just

and a.bundant life for e~l people. In your coneidere.t10n of petitiona, which are

constantly increasing in volUlJ1e, and in your periodic visiting missions to the

Trust Territories, are fOUl~d responsibilities unique to the Trusteeship System.

I am, of course, fully aware of the diffioulty and often the delicacy of the

task entrusted to you. But, thou~h there may be differences of opinion and a.p

proach, there 1s no dis8,gree!Dellt as to the conmJon objeotive to be achieved. And
you CB..'1. oount en a gro·....ing ap:flreciatlon by thoee concerned for what you are a.c
com:plishing~ The reepon,s1bi::'ities entr·.lsted to you by the Charter give you rich
opportunities to JustH'y the fa.1'th of the :Peoples concerned in the promise the
Internationa.l Tru.stees:!1ip Sy81:;em h.:~lds for theDJ o

I shall follow your delibera:Huns with great interest~ You may be assured,
Mr. President end mem-oera of this Council, tha:~ it ahall be my steadfast purpose
and po11cy, as Secretary-Ge:"leral, to de all that I can to facilitate your work in
pllrsuance of the objec';'ivefl of the International TX'Usteeahip System as Bet forth
in the Charter. # # #

I
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~~. the inhabitants of the Trust TerrltOM.ejf I~8C~~~~~~~.. :t-be-""

broad responsibilities entNated to 1011 by the Charter, you enjoy'"".__.-

the rich opportun1t7~7 to cnntil'lll the >d.edca of the

architects ot the Charter in rec<.lgn1zing the necessity tor the

International Trusteeship Syat~ but alel to justify the faith IJt
. "

tho peoples concerned in the promiae it holds ~or tbem.

! shall tollow your deliberations with great intereat.

You fI18.1 be assured, Mr. President and Mrilbere ot this Ccuncl1,

that it shall be my steadfast pI.l%"pOs" and policy, as 3eeretar;y-General,

to do all that I can to facilitate y~r work 1n pursuance ot the

objective. of the International Trusteeship System as set forth in

the Charter.
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TEXT OF ADDRESS BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD BEFORE· THE

STAFF OF THE'W OFFICE AT GENEVA, TUESDAY mImING, 26 MAY
,,(The following was received here from the UN Information Center til Ganej~~)
tou bave seen my statement to your colleagues in New york. I~d--a ..~l,k

with your staff committee. And r met you all in your Offices. Is theJ,"e .~yth1ng

more for me to say? . ,

"Yes, I think there is.

tlMos't of you, certainly have been to the .tDUseum arranged in. this )louse" with

collections commemorating the 'days of the League of Nations. There we see port

raits of Nansens and Cecils, Stresemanns and Briands, of decades between the two

wars. The memory of these men is: justly honoured by us. They were pioneers for

an internationalism, universal in scolle and 'With world peace as its aim, which,

whatever its shortcomings, represents one of the elements in our wo:r.-ld,of today

on which we have to base wmt hope we may have in future.

"The organization whose- life and contribution is reflected in our museum

belongs already to the past, but many of those who worked in it are with us.

From personal experience theY' can tell of the change taken place between the days

of the League of Nations and the days of the united Nations •. ,Although perhaps

profiting from wider support of the cammon man than our predecessors, we bave to

work in a much harsher climate. Where our predecessors dreamt of a new heaven,
..... . ..

our greatest hope is that we may be permitted to save the ol~ earth. Behind tPa,t

hope, however, are now rallied an peoples of the worIa.

tlyou may not a.gree with me, but it is my personal conviction that in order

to keep alive that internationalism of which I spoke, in order to translate it

into. action, we must work harder and hope for lees than those who built the

League. The 'miseum 18 not a tomb. The memory ii celebra.tes is a challenge-8.1'ld
....

a source of strength for those who have the privilege of serv:tng the organizatiom

which now embody the hope for peace. We are expected to succeed wbere our pre•
• ~....o..-.,,__......_~.... ,-·"';_IlO' .• • ••• J -..".,_.

... decessors fa:! J ea , We remember their selflessness and courage, but we know tbat

even more may be reqUired of us, if only in order to save what they achieved.

"Why do I stress this? Why the theme of blood,sweat and tears? Don't we

read in newspapers of developments towards greater understanding between J1ations?

(more)
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"'iou haV¢ probably seen in the, papers what importance I attach to the rule

that every staff member should be tree from engagements in political actiVities

which might reflect unfavora.bly on his status as an internatiOD,al c~vil 13ervant

and on the status of the UN Secretariat as a whole. Experience has shown that

the only interpretation of this rule, possible in practice and valid as a long-

term policy, ,is, that ~.:: ~;:~~~sho.~:~.~bS~~~,,;t;~-a~l. iC?l:;t~~::,~,:-::.~~~e.:..
which do not follow fr9JP :lth~... mrt i Glii ~2 xlw UN It

d ±a ."t ...... r

"My view of tbis problem means I feel I have to ask of &itar! m*el'il t9..
sacrifice part of their normal rigbts as private citizens. I feel I am right in

........ J 1. ,- l!: . 1fo!!"t1J!" & It _ LU . _m. -

today, between nations and w{tb1~ nations.
I.. • 1t 11 _ili$;;:,aH":

In other fields or activity than ours, don't we ,meet the spirit of optimism and

faith in steady, quie~ progress? And around us, is not early summer just as

brilliant as ever? Well, a.ll this is true, but it is just for these reasons,

so tangible in this ~rosperous, peaceful and highly civilized part of the world,

tMt I fe,el I should give you as trqe an expression as I could of my reaction

to our situation. I felt it my duty to do 'so on this occae;f.on, when I face for

the first time as UN secreta.ry-General the Geneva tradit.;l.6ri a.n~ all it repre

sents of great and challenging international hiatory~

''What I have said'may a.lso serve as background to a few words about your
the

duties and rights as members of the staff of organ1~tiona injUN tamily. When

we speak about the status of staff members, .we arsue tc?o often as it there were

:;;0, di£fere~ces' be,.tW'een"th.;~, .=ervi~~~dl~; .~;:J1PI~ ~ m:.mt~ .~~~~r~f.3~_,-.As -;;:
pri~te citizen, a staff:member 1s1 of course, cnt1~led here to all security

tliat any private enterprise could giva him and to fB:i~ recompense for his work,

bUt he'must not torget that over and ab()ve, those righta ,of ..his are, other rights,
b '"

~ well as obligationa."wbJ.QA.A!1~,.(1l.q~,a,o~~~7.~.;.~~~~.1ia~,~in wilic? he
is'engaged and expectations which the world bas fOl!.the success of t~at work.

"On many occasions I have had'reason to s~ress the independence of ~he, ...
Secretariat and of staff members .. .lhis independence is ba~h, a right and a duty.

It repres~nts a Eti8~,\O ~~QLqm from politieal pressure from outside~ but also
".... . ., I $" :Milt,. \.m;i\fP~'" lint . lb. "~tI· j. _" ·7'QUI: ., .8 II In .. I"'.. I!ll.. ,S.'~k

'represents'a duty to remain individually independent in the political ,fights of
l. r Jll:'Wn II

....

doing so, as the public interest which they serve just by their eacrifice is one

Which ml1st guide both you e..nd me in our posts in the tm Secretariat j that is

the interest of preserving the Secretariat as a body enjoying the full and un

reserved confidence of all member nations. We have to choose which wa,y we want

to further social and political progress. If we have chosen the way of an

international civil servant, we have to abstain from alternative ways of action.

(more)
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full independence, as laid down

can only be defended on the basis

0WO unlimited obligation to reM

"To sum up, the right of the Secretariat to

in the Charter, is an inalienable right. But it

of full re~ognition by every staff member of his

main politically independent. ....-....---------------.

..... HI s1%uici like to draw ;our attention also to the independence of staff mem-
bers in another senae. I think of independence of the mind and independence of
character. In all sports where a group is acting, be it
football or mountain climbing, success requires perfect teamwork. But teamwork-does not reach perfection without independent individual initiative, disciplined-.£lloyalty ~u~f:;e~. in. exm:~§s~gp·~· The same is true of our work. The kind of

team spirit which should be fostered and which will make us strong is one where

everybody feels the significance of his contribution and is given the full possi

bility to express his ideas and initiatives in that contribution. In practice

this means sound criticism between colleagues and from senior officials to
... fHi"",",""""';i~~·,~." U f 11[1. • _ • .. , 6 J d

junior officials, but Just as well from any staff member in relation to those Who
"'" 1carry the final responsibility for our operations, is a welcome, indeed a neces-

sary part of our life. Just as welcome and necessary, indeed, as on the other

hand mutual lack of confidence, slander or cheap ridicule would be harmful.

"I have not mentioned here anyone of the specific problems which interest

you today in your capacity as staff members. Some of them are under active

consideration by special committees or other bodies in the UN family. Others are

sub Judice. But I hope, although what I have said has been put in very general

terms, it may have given youjidea of the philosOPqywhich will gu:Jde me when taking

my part of the responsibility in a solution of those various problems.

"One of the conclusions you may draw from what I have said is that I will

be eager to learn your view points and observations on questions concerning the

Secretariat, and that I will do what I can to maintain open discussion betweell Uri_
alA .......·.......W 1 iiIIlII! E f _HT.

;;n a:l pO~~~~~.~~~~?-.~n.~~:;;~~,. I hope this attitude will find response in
the Willingness of your side to give me the benefit of your doubt also in cases

where ±have badj~o against what you might have liked. In concluding, I wish

to say once again, as I have said privately to several of you, how glad I am to

have had the c;pportunity of coming here and meeting you all at this very early

stage of my time in office.

"I wish you all success in your future work and I hope for close and fruit

ful cooperation."

* * * * *

I

r
I

I
I
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EXCEl1PrS OF AnDRESS BY' DAG .~MMARSKJOLD, UNITED NATIONS SECRETARY·.GENERAL,

TO TEE CLOOING SESSION OF THE: SIXTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY

GENEVA, 22 MAY 195J
(The following was recei ved here from the UN Information Center in Geneva.).

The action taken by the' World Health AssemblY will have a bearing upon the

political, ec~nomic and s~bi~lwork of the'UX1ltrid"Nat'1bns aea whole, but it is

just as true that what happens1n the Security' Council and the" General Assembly

of the United Nations on the great political problema dividing the world will

have consequences, direct or indirect, for the ]?rogram of· the Wor~dHaalth

Organization.

Dr. Chisholm baa just referred to the crucial interdependence of' the dif

ferent phases of international work directed toward the building of a, happy

and peaceful world community. You 'have continued to contribute strikinGly your

share of that great international effort •. I hope that the United Nations will b8

able to make its contribution to the better political relationship between tlJe

nations of the world to which all ')f us are 10('lking forward with greater hOlle.

today than we have done for years.

Responsibility for 'appropriate relationship between general efforts in the

political sphere of the United Nations and what is done in special economic and

social fields by the World Health Organization andotner agencies in the United

Nations family rests with us all.

But there exists a d.ivision of- 'functions. A specialized ·agency ~s to

assess the needs in its sphere, and it should make its plans for meeting these

need.s and. should press for the contributions and help it may need. from the

general political body. But, in order to keep the develollment in varioUs fields

in balance so a6 to avoid building a house without haVing laid the ground, or

providing the beds before haVing built the rooms, centralized planning is called

for. Such planning can only partly be mde by a specialized body; for the rest,

it must be the work of an institution Which, like the United Nations itself, is

or should be in a position to take into consideration not only the various

economic and social elements but also the wider political and. over-all aspects.

The position of the Secretary-General under the United Nations Charter gives

him a special obligation in this respect. From that point of view, I will make

it 11f3' duty to 'follow very closely wlJat is doJ..& here and in the other organs of

the World Health Organization -- and, from that point of View, this first contact

with you is to me of particular significance.
(more)
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We have, all of us" in our r:espeotive org~1zat1ons" responsibility to oarry
'", '

on our work witho,~t dup.ll.cationo~ f'verlapping and with II'Rximum economy of inter-

national resourCes.
'. \

The work of WHO and the acti~1~1es of the United Nations in the social field

touch and compiement one another. 81 very many points. vie are~ 'iooreov&r;~ngaged
in rrany joint enterprises, in our regu.lar programS '~d ~ot.e 'important l?til1 -

\maar the expanded program of teohnical assistance. It is a matter of great

satisfaction, to me that, as WHO and the Econflmio and Sooial Council have both
, -0 ..... ~ ;. '.. ......

recognized" our'two .organizations ~na other'·sPeoialized.' ageno!es are s·:"'eaC'.11y

becoming better coordinated ~ ~il t~eir acti~itie6. Thi~ is be~ng eQni~VE~
largely thrOUgh oODstantconsultation at the' Seoretariat level a.nd t~.3 g.rowt'1.

of tea~ spirit which. I, .for my .part, will dn all, in my power to foster,

Just like the United Nations, WHO is the servant of its member governments.

The final res,ponsibility for what is carried out in practice is thei'l;'8., There

fore, no coord1nati~n in the international sphere of work of tLe various orga~i

zations fulfills its .purpose unless translated into and reflected in coordind

t1onot efforts and plans of national governments.

This does not mean that international crgan1zatiions ere ;ea.uoed to mere
. I '. '

coordination. and formulation ~f principles" just as division of fUnctions be-

tween general and 8pec:1,alized organizations does nC1t mean that an crgl!.nization

like the UN should not push ita own work t~.the most ccncrete point possible

in the light of its ge!1eJ.'B.l functions. But it dcea mean ~t' j01nt efforts of

the UN and WHO in its sphere, should aim at g1vine,bY~~tual'suPP~rt1the best
, ,

possible balanoe and strongest possible impetus to government aotivities whioh

turn plans an~deoiBton~ into purposeful realities.

###
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Address by the Secretary-General, Mr. Dag Hammarskjold,

to the closing session of the hth World Health Assembly,

Geneva., 2~ May 1953 "

(Unofficial transcript of radio circuit~-

the cabled text of T'r. Hammarskjold's statement is expected later today.)

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I feel it a great privilege to say a few

words to the World Health Assembly as my first official act in Geneva since

assuming the post of Secretary·General of the United Nations. It is a

special privilege. moreover, to be the first to pay tribute here, however

brief and inadequate) to Dr. Chisholm t s great statement of achievement,
plans (?) and hopes, and at the same time to pay a tribute to Dr. Chisholm

himself, a great Director-General and a great man, to whom the whole family

of United Nations organizations is profoundly indebted. I am looking forward

to maintaining and developing with his successor, Dr. Candau, the close

co-operation ~d the mutyal confidence and respect that have characterized

the relations between the United Nations and the World Health Organization

in the past.

The work of the World Health Organization and the other specialized

agencies for the improvement of the social and economic standards of mankind

is in one of its aspects -- and not the least important one -- part of the

continuing work for. the maintenance of international peace and security.

The action taken by the World Health Assembly will have a bearing upon the

political, economic and social work of the United Nations as a whole, but it

is just as true that what happens in the Securitoy Council and the

General Assembly of the United Nations on the great political problems dividing

the world will have consequences, direct or indirect, on the program of the

World Health Organization.

Dr. Chisholm has just referred to the crucial inter-dependence of the

different phases of international work directed toward the building of a

happy and peaceful world community. You have continued to contribute

strikingly your share of that great international effort. I know that the

United Nations will be able to make its contribution to the better political

relationship between the nations of the world to which all of us are looking

forward with greater hope tod8\Y than we have done for years.

(more)



There exists a division of f~hotions, Th~ s~ecialized agency has to

assess the needs in its sphere, nnd it should make its plans for meeting

these needs and should press for the contributions and help ,it may need

from the general political body. But, in order to keep the development

of both (?) in ba.lance so as to avoid building the l}ouse ,without having
.' • o"f· '

laid the ground, or providing the beds before having built the rooms;

centralized planning is called for. Such planning can only in part be ma.Q.e

by a specialized body; for the rest, it must be the work of an institution

which, like the United Nations itself, is ?r should be in a position to

take into consideration not only the various economic and social elements

but also the wider overall aspects.

The position of the Secretary~General under the United Nations Charter

gives him a special obligation in this respect. From that point of view,

I will make it my duty to follow more closely what is done here and in the

other organs of the World Health Organization -- and, from that point of

View, this first contact with you is to me of particular significance.

In your statement, Dr. Chisholm) you said that for this generation there

is no sane alternative but to accept With courage and determination the

realities of the new era. These realities are such as to call for the rallying

of all persons, for the creation of such a life 'or men' 'and nations as makes

peace and freedom possible .and gives to those words their full and rich

meaning. .You have made a .noble and powerful personal contribution to this

end, and under your guidance this organization has been brought through and

beyond its formative period. I trust that its work will be pursued in your

spirit to the benefit of all and as an essential part of the work for the ends

which, as you pointed out, have found a noble expression in the Charter of

the United Nations.

- 2 -
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TBANSCBIPr OF SECR&.'TAR!:Q!t'1..EB7U.~t..;;S_p....!R..;;j!;;",;S..;;S_CO.;....;,,;.N_FJ...J!,'BE.-_N...,;CE...;;;;.

12 May 1953

Mr. COHEN (Assistant Secretary-General, Department of Public

Information): Ladies and gentlemen of the correspondents' corps of the United

Nations, since this is the first press conference held by-the new Secretary-Genera

on a regular basis, I would ask that those putting questions to him be kind

• c.iough to identify themselves, so that in that manner the Secretary-General will

be able to' know who is speaking.

i~ SEt-h.E't'4BY...GErfE:I\/..L: As lY'.r. Cohen pointed out, this is the first t iDle

we have met in this way, and that gives me an excuse for saying a few wOrO,s of

a general character. I hope, and I th~nk, that at this first regular press

meeting we are beginning what wHl prO-fe to be a fruitful collaboration. You may

well know what I mean by collaboration, as after all we are in a sense sitting on

different sides of the table. What I mean is this. We are all of us serving the

people and the peoples. We all have an allegiance to the aims which are those of

the United Nations. Eut I should like to go further than that. Are we not

.:erving to -che best of our abilit.:..es idey.s which we should not hesitate to call

by their' right and fine names -- truth and justice, se~se and fair dealing? When

I say sense and fair dealing, I am reminded of a couple of rathe:r famous book

titles by dear old Jane Austen. I think one can say that it is our duty to work

without false pride'and prejudice, for, sense and sensibility, an~ladies and

gentlemen,working for cOIlIDlon ideals, although through different media, may that

not well be called "collaboration"?

Our press policy from both sides, although of course I can only talk about

::wself, ,should not only be one of collaboration, it should be one of franlmess

and free criticism. I will tell you openly all I can '~ell you without doing harm

to the interests I have to serve, and I will a.ccept with gratitude, and will

learn from it, all such criticism from your side as is based on facts and put

forward wi~h that sense of re~po~sibilitywhich I kno, animates you all.

1 should like to refer, to one other matter which is on an entirely different

line. You know that I haveouly just conpleted a series of visits to the various

parts of this house and to the various parts of the Secretariat. I have made

these visits in order to get to know thcce with whom I have to collaborate and in

order to hear from them about their work. Th~s proved very helpful indeed to me.

(:more)
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I learned more than I" ever'" nopect for';'4rtd the reason 'Jhy' it ~·pr().vecr:so .very he lpfuJ

and useful lS definitely 'che co-operative spirit 10 which my new coll.aborators have

come to my aasista11ce.' '1 ean'claim no merit· for :what basso far be~l+ bU.1.lt

up wlthinShis :h.ouse':'lt' is' therefore, I think, with great Obj~ctlVl"ty, as well as

with aS~ffici~nt'inslde krtowledge} 'that I can pay a, tribute to the Secretariat

and to all che m~~b~rc of the' staff. Let me tell you. that it.iS a fine and devoted
. ', .• ,.1"

group of highiy experienced of'ficials on all levels" and as'fine a group as anyone

e er had the pr:, cfi2,ege of worlnng wi"~h and, you will certa ...nly un9-erstand me J..f I

add} of workj,ng for.

These 'are the gene:ral obSeriations I should li.ke .to make t.odery) but I· think

Ghere is o~e' other mattet to whJch you 'Jill expect me t~ refe~ bef~~I invite

your questioi18. ~ere has been a lot Of talk, about JnY·~Ol.ng t~. Ewope, and I

should like to gile a few:expiana'i:.ionS abo:;.t that Journey.

The main reason for' the"Journey is a meetJ.ng ot the AdvisoryCo-ordinating

Committee in 'den~'la which w..J,l be helda,couple of weeks .from now" OT, .in face, at

the encl of next 'week. That w::...ll glie me a chance of seeing the respons,i.ble

off:"clals; the sen:,or officials, and the executiv-e d].rectors of the var~ous

spec1.8.:u,zed' agencJ.es and'correspond}ngbod:Les. You can certa;,i.nly see what it w111

mean to me a'l; thes very early stage to gee in Gouch w'.Lt.h those,''f{lO al'e respons:J.ble

for thosebod:i.esoperat:..hg wHhin the'geaeral fra.mework of th~~ni-ceo. Nations or

co-operat:L~g With the United tlations. 1G will' ,;1ve me a chance.t!J see if there

is anythlng ~Qre which'can bEl done 10 order to:·favour 'the harmonious deirelopment

of our '~arjous 'a.ctJ. ities 'and .:..n: order to 'f'urtherco-operaL.on b~tween t.he ~ar1,OUS

- " bodies. It will also g::c.. e me a chance to see or to cons~der together 'Jith those

officials to whas extent we~y add further' tueJ: to the fire and to try and give

greater lDspiration t.o' those tor whom we are workin';, greater lDsp:...rat _On and

broader informat.:..on.

All these' things'seemed tome to b'e 80 essentHl,l that in spite ofche

dlfficulty of g~tting;'~way tram New York, I felt that I should go. Once that was

decided} various other matters cropped up that had LO be taken care of. I wl11 be

able to attend at the World Health Organization. I will be able to attend also

the meet.ing of she Intern~tional Labo l' Office. I will be able to get :i.n touch

With the IllGernatJ,onal Red Cross} and" followmg thls,:i.sit to Geneva where all

these meetings wlll take place:, I will also he,\re a chance of see..:..ng .t,he Governmen,~
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of the host country, Switzerland, and to pay bisits to Paris and LondOn. To make

Ghe picture quite complete, I should 'add 'that thisvislt to Europe will give'mea

~hance at least in aome way to wind up all that I left rather unsettled when I

suddenly came to New York about a month agO.

I think that is all I have to tell you from my side without any initiatives

or questions from your side. Now I invite you to put any questions which you wol.ld

like to pl.lt.

Mr. WITKIN (United Press): Your predecessor sa1d some time

ago that he was basing his pers0nnel poliey on the report of the jurlstS. Could

Jfou tell us what is the stat.us of that report $0 far as it applies to your

administration?

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: The jurfats I report was, so to ' say, anadvice

giIren to my predecessor. It was eupersede~ and :partly by·passed by his own

r,;atement to the General Assembly, and a further development took place when his

report was di~cU8l1ed 1n the General Assembly. For these reaeons, I feel that the

report belongs tq the pre'fious stage in the development of this whole problem, anc

that I have to find guidance primarily in what has taken place since the

presentation of that repprt, for example, and especially perhaps, regarding the. " ..... .

doc~nts to which I referred, that is to say, the Secretary-Gene~al'sreport and

the debate 1n the Gener~l Assembly.

Ml;',. PEARSON (National Broadcasting Company): Would you care to make some

comments on the proposal made yesterday by Sir Winston Churchill With regard to a

possible meet~ng of the big Powers?

THE SECRETARY...GENERAL: Well, I will willingly do eo If and when I feel

that such comments would be useful for the public debate or for the actlvit$es of

the United Nations. I think that that is not the case today, and for that reason

I will not give f:Loy e,omments on that proposal.
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. , .r:·:om the Secretariat?

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: First of all, I would say that any GOvernment of

course, ,has full freedom to express its wishes and its viewpoints on the poliCy of

l~,he United Nations. On the other hand, and this is the second part of my reply, i

.mst be kept in mind that the decision of the Secretary-General must necessarily be

une entirely independent of any pressure from ac.y MeI:\ber GOv·ernment. That follows

'rom the Charter and it. follQ1JS from the oath of the Secretary-Gene!al. Thirdly,

I need not tell you that it is, the ob'vious wish of every Sec.l'stary-General and of. ''', .
ererybody responsible for this OrganiZation to pursue such a personnel policy as

not to gice rise to any crit.icism wJ.t;h regard to undue political activi.ties and

undue p~lltical engagetnents o~' .anybody on th.e cstaff.

Mr. MANLEY (Chicago Tribune): I should like to ask one more question on

:~l1e subject of personnel policy. To be a little more spe9ific, do yo~~. b.elieve

that the United States has the right to demand the removal of American communists

Miss WEIL (Agence France Press~Hspoke :;'n French).

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: I think I shall have to give the same reply that

I gave to your colleagues out~ide the Wh~te House, that is to say,you could eaS+ly

guess for yourself tbs.t . in a very frrst meeting 0:' that kind .one is likely to make

it a tour d'horizon. I do not think it WQuld be in any way appropr1a~~ to try to

~ive any kind of summary of that talk.
:. ~ ' ..

Mr. CARPENTER (Associated Press); WOUld you be kind enough, in these

bi-lingual questions, to have someone to interpret for us, because some of.~s do

not have the facility of langua.ges?

Mr. COHEN (Assi,stant Secret.ary-Gene~al): Mies ,Weil wanted to know

vhether the Secretary-General could give uff some information as to what was

discussed by him during his visl.t to Presisient Eisenhower in Washington.
. , '. " .'. . ,. "

Mr. MOORE (British Broadcasting Corporation): I notice that Mr. Zinchenko

~.8 missing f'roD:l the ranks of the Assistant Secretaries-GeneraL I wonder whether

any ~onsiderat1on has been given to his return or to h~s succes.or?
(more)
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THE SECBETARY..GENERAL:- Mr. Zinchenko is Btill reported as b~ing ill and

he i.s still in ofti.ce. For the 'moment, I should nQt like to go beyond that.•

Mr. ROSENTHAL (Ne\( York Times): To return to this pe~sonnel question,

if I may. Mr. Lie said it would be his pOlicy to remove from his staff all active

members of the United States Comm~miatParty and all persons who had been, are,

or· were likely to be subversive. Those vere his words. I wonder if you will

follow the same policy specifically, and Whether or not you ~gree with tha~ POllCY·

..,
THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: I should like to go back to What .1 said before,

and to repeat it in a more general way. I have very strong feelings about the

necessity for every member Of the staff to keep entirely free from any pOlitical

engagelIlent wlnch is not ~ harmony with our position here in this house.

Mr. GABRIEL ('I'ransradio News Agency): There are several -- I think, two

or three -- important vacancies in the United i~ations. I think there :LS an

;mportant vacancy in the field in Korea and also in Palestine. One of them

arises from the termination in a few days of General Riley's duties, and

yesterday it was reported that the situation was deteriorating on the Jordanian

frontier. Could you tell us what you are doing to designate new appOintees?

THE SECRETARY-GENERAL: In both the cases referred to, candidates are

under active consideration. The consultations necessary to find a successor to

V~. Kingsley in Korea have been concluded, and I hope it will be possible to

announce hi. successor tomorrow.

Mr. WITKIN (United Prees): One other question on the security problem.

Do you think there is a security problem so far as the United States Government

i8 concerned in the presence of these people on the Secretariat.? Do you think

there i8 any problem Of security for the American Government?
(more) •
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THE SECRETARY~GENERAL: No, frankly I do not think there. ia any

problem of security in the usual eense of the word, because the ,material we have

1n this house and the questions we are studying here are not of such a nature 88 tc

involve security. reaSOl!S. On the other hand, it is quite obvious that qUite a

few questions arising in this house are such as should be treated with the

greatest tact -and tn· .such a way that. e.very representative can 'feel that what ~

says and does will be treated.·.as strictly .confidentiaL That is, Just ~h~ us.ual

d',-plomatie- discretion. which is necel;Jsary. That rea.l:).y, of..course, applies

especially to a group of highly responsible officials. I want to add this in

order to clarify my reply to the first question, when I said I did not see that

there were eecur ity reasons 1n the usual sel;lSe .of the word.

f
J .

•

(more)

•
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~~. EDINGER (Agence F~ance Pressel (s~oke in French).

}fll'. COHEN (interyreting): The refusal of the Uniteo. States

Government to grant visaS to certain ~epresentatives from n~n-governmental. -
organizations ~8 become the subject of negotiations which have been started

, between the $ecretariat and the Government ot the United States. Would you

be good enough to let us know what 1$ the present status of those negotiations?

The SECREI'ARY-GENERAL: The negotiations have so far not been

concluded, but they have reached the stage where 'I think that it does not in

any way harm the development if I am absent for awhile. Iw111 have to wind

them up upon my return from Europe.

Mr. FRYE (Christian Science Monitor): Mr. Secretary..Gen'eral, it has

been your predecessor's poliCy that any armist~ce in Korea should be based on

the General Assembly resolution and, more specific811y, on voluntary

repatriation of war prisoner". Is that also your attitude towards a just '

armistice in Korea?

'rne SECREl'ARY-GE~RAL: ' I have no other view than my predecessor held

on that matter.

l't1r. ROSENl'HAL (New York Times): Could you give us youX' opinion as to

what you think of the course of the negotiations at PanmunJom? What do you

think, for instance, of the way they have been conducted by the Unified Command?

The SECREl'ARY-GEl'ffiRAL: Let me first return to what I thought you had

in mind. I think we could agree on one thing and that 1s that the proposal

now being discussed, which,comes fairly close towhat'was debated in the United

Nations General Assembly, does re~resent, obviously, a rather considerable step

f01;'ward. But we could not for a moment forget that there is stili a very long'
, ,

way to go. Quite apart from the rather obvious view, I must hold that it would

be highly inappropriate for me to _~any comments on the way in which highly

(more)



trusted officials conduct their affairs. ,I think it would also be rather

unjustified from another point of view, because how could anybody judge about

the way in which negotiations are conducted wit,hout. being on the spot and
, , .

knowing the atmosphere and knowing tlle 61tuation~ I can tell you that I have

negotiated qUite a. few times myself ~ ~d upon g~ting ba.!k and hearing the
•comm~nts on what I have done and how I ~ve done the job, I have always been

immensely amused because people did not just know ¥hat ~e were, talking about.

That is one reason why I would not wish to conunent.
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¥tt. ROSENTliAL (New,Yor~ Times): Th~ reasqn I a~k~d that question was

beca.use there was a rumour current last week that you had e~res8ed some

dissatisfaction about the way General Harrison was conducting the negotiations.

The SH:RErARY -GENERAL: No comment.

lilr. BOUHAFA (Al iYiisdh I'!Ollld like w ask the Secretary-General

to give us his interpretation of ,hiQ powers under Article 99, &'1.d what is his
. . . .

evaluation of the situation under which he is empowered to raise questions

either before the General Assembly or the Security Counci11 The second questio

w~ch is a very human one, is whether, in the view of the Secretary-General,

his quotation of Western scholars would not be, at least in spirit, a violation
~ _. _". '" _ . ," .... ,,....."",....._~_."''''' .........'''''',• ..:. .....-... '''''~'''"y'..., ..~_ .....,--,.........~ .......,,..,,-~........>..".."...-""'__"'"c:.,;,;.....q,.._~.....""""'.,,,..,........,...........,....-._.~....'-"'._~_, -,.;;...~.-.--~-,,:"'"

, of the'-Independe~ce~of the position of the Secretary-General?-....- '
~••- _ -....~ '-_n .• ' "_,, "-\~"-->'~-'""~-",,,·--,,,,-,-,·~,,·,,,·.,,,,,,c.,,,,-,,--~,,.,,,.,,,,,,,,,,.-,,·.,,,,.......,-h_""'..."''''-'''-...",.......-~·_--~'''' Ill'!'t"""

The SECIlliTAR1-GENEI;tAL:" I. am not quite certain that I got your point

on the final qu.estion, and I would hate, to give a reply which was not I so to say,

to the point, Would you mind repeating.

Mr. BOUHAFA (Al Misr~): , The. Secretary-General has very precisely

stated powers under Article 99 and I would li~e to know what is the Secretary

General's ,interpretation of these P9wers, and what kind of a situation is

provid~d for, :1.8 contemplated in this Article, Which could empower him. to bring

'it, ,befo~e the Security Co~cil, or t~e General Assembly1

(more)
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The SECRErARY -GENERAL: I think that putting the question that way

is putting it in such a way that it would be qUite impossible for me to give

a reply to it here. You are raising one of the great issues, which certainly

has to be studied in a different way and a reply drafted with some care.

Mr. BOUHAFA (Al Misri): Could I then beapecific and ask you whether

you consider the situation in Laos or the situation in Tunisia as the kind of

situation falling Within the.scope of Article 991

The SECRErARY-GE'NERAL:Aa a. question. ofqua11ty, -I would s~y y:es,but

that does not mean that it is a situation in which I necessarily would'find

that such action should be taken, because that is a political consideration.

Mr. HAMILTON (Australian Truth Newspapers): Would you say,Sir,

that the negotiations in Korea today are in a more hopeful state than they

were, say two weeks ago, consideri?g the fact that the Communist proposals are

under consideration?

The S~RETARY-GENERAL: My reply really follows from what I said a

few minutes ago. I think they are more hopeful so far as there has been

progress de facto achieved by the presentation of the Communist proposal.

Mr. BEER (Neue Zurcher Zeitung) (spoke in French).

Mr. COHEN (inter~retin5): In opening the meeting of the Narcotics

Commission yesterday, you expressed warm words of welcome to the representative.

of non-member nations sitting in that Committee. Today, the meetings will be

started by the Committee in charge of studying the question of the admission of

new members. As you know, it was the policy of your predecessor to favour

the universality of me~~ership in the United Nations. Could you give us some

idea of What your position is in this matter?

(wore)
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The SECRETARY-GENERAL: As concerns the principle, I think I fully

agree with the view held by my predecessor that universality should be the aim

of this Organization, to apply to all the extent that the circwnstances permit.

Mr. CARPENTER (Associated Press): Ambassador Lodge, at a meeting in

the United Nations last Sunday, indicated that he wuld like to see a. wider

response from the United Nations Members in regard to troops in Korea. Do you

know if he has undertaken any steps to obtain a wider distribution of troops

in Korea, or specifically, has he asked you to issue any such invitation to

United Nations Members to chip in1

The SECREl'ARY-GENERAL: I do not know of any initiative taken.

Mr. MOORE (British Broadcasting Corporation): Will you be visiting

London on your trip to Europe, and if so, do you eXpect to see Sir Winston

Churchill?

The SECRE.TARY-GENERAL: I will be visiting London, that is true.

I will be at the Coronation. . But I think that you can easily see that the

very fact that I will be there at the time of the Coronation introduces a

considerable question mark concerning my possib11ities to see a man like Sir

Winston Churchill.

Mr. MOGRE (British B~oadcasting Corporation): You will not be there

until the Coronation'Z

The SECREl'ARY-GENERAL: Not until the Coronation.

Mr. EDINGER (Agence France Prease) (spoke in Frenoh).

Mr. COHEN (interpreting): Do you expect to see members of the French

Government during your visit to Paris?
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or not

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: I will certainly go to both the Quai

and to the Foreign Office :to Downing Street as a matter of courtesy•.

be for those very occupied people on the other side to decide whether

they have the time or wish to see me.

d'Orsay

It will

!vir. CARPIDTER (Associated Pres~): Do you plan 'to make a more general

visit of the various ca?itals later on, perhaps a little further on to the East

in Europe'?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL; No, I would say that if I have a reason to

go to a meeting -- for example, such as this one that I am going to in Geneva

of a United Nations organ, I would certain+Y take my chance at that time to pay

calls on the governments concerned, at the capitals I visit. But on the whole,

I think that my activities should be pursued in New York. For that reason,

I do not see why, as I see matters now, I should an~icipate any visits to

various capitals merely in order to go there or in order to discuss special

matters.

Mr. ANTHONY (American Brpadcasting Company): Have you scheduled

any further visits with President Eisenhower.

The SECRETARY -GENERAL: No.

Mr. ANTHONY (American Broa.dcasting Company): Would you describe

your last meeting as satisfactory?

The SECRETARY-GENERAL: Very pleasant.

Mr. WITKIN (United Press): Would you care to comment on the Bill

recommended by the Judiciary Committee of the House, the McCarran Bill, whereby

it would become an offence for an American citizen to take a position a.t the

United Nations without clearance from the Attorney-General?

(more)

•
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The SPX::RErARY -GENERAL: Generally speaking,' I think that I couJ.d not

and should never comment' on internal legislation of any Member country. In

this special case, I think that the matter, the legal tSGue, w1l1 have to be

studied by the legal experts in this place, in order to see to what extent it

is possible to reconcile what is said in that Bill, should it be approved,

with what is in the Charter. I may add that prima vista I see considerable

difficulties in reconciling the two approaches. But that is definitely

something for the legal experts to stUdy before I would venture any more

definite view on the matter.

Mr. ROSENTHAL (New York Times): Could you give us your views on the

question of Chinese representation in the United Nations?

The SECRETARY -GENERALt No comment.

Mr~ HARRELSON (Associated Press): In view of the various 'peace

overtures that were made here at the end of the Assembly and since then, would

you care to express any Views on the general world outlook?

The SECRErARY -GENERAL: That is a point, I think, where your viewS

have just the same weight as mine. But may I put it this way: I see no

reason to change the note of rather guarded optimism Which I found it possible

t6 strike when we first met.

(more)
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AT A GENEBAL MEETmG OF THE STAFF

FRIDAY" MAY 1, 125~

Members of the UN-staff:

Slowly but stea.dily we are getting to lmow ea.ch other. Slowly but stea.dily,

I hope, she.ll we be a.ble to develop a solid feeling of Dlutual respect and confi

denoe.
"

I hope1 No, I feel sure a,bout it. You ha.ve he,d !!!l confidenoe from the

very beginning. And the first th1ng I he.ve to do here tode,y 15 to thank you

for the we,y in whioh you, on your side, he.ve reoeived me.

You ha,ve made me feel that I he.d the benefit of your doubt, had it in e.

very friendly and positive sense of the word, somehow already expressing a

bUdding confidence.

Thank you. You do not know how helpful this has been.

But I em not blind to the difficulties. Nor, certainly, e.re you.

Let me start with one of the most obvious threa.ts to e. he.ppy collaboration.

In my position it is easy for me to te.lk about dedica.t1on to the task and

sing1emindedness in the pursuit of our conmon purposej ·to se.y it -- and to mean

wha.t I sa.y with a.11 of my being. It is easy because my responsibility seems to

me sa grea.t and SO 1mmedia.te, the.t all other interests and all private concerns

are reduced to insignificance.

But the farther somebody oonsiders himself from essentia.1 responsibility

and the less tangible he feels the tmmediate importance of what he does, the

more difficult it may be for him to find 1nspire.tion and support in the ideals

for which we are 13,11 working. Donft believe. the.t I am saying this without some

very personal experience of my own in the pe.st.

This perspeotive, however, is false. The reaction 1s easily bred in a

big adm1nistra.tion, but -- none-the-les6 .... it 1s fe.1se.

In en organization like the United Ne~ions, whioh he.sa staff of thousends

and widespread end highly differentiated activities, it is easy to lose the

feeling of unity, of pe.rtnership in e. common venture and of the significenoe

of the persona~ contribution. But donrt let it happen.
(more)
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I told you that! was happY' the.twe Were getting,toknow ea.ch other. One

day we shEtll get to know better how indetall also - -and in both directions

our different pieces of wprk fit together in mutual interdependence, as ]?arta

of the contribution of a. 'u:h1ted teem. And the wa.y to gain this knowledge will

be continued and repes.ted cont".ots in your offices of. the kind which have been

initiated. On this very first round t. he.va, to my regret, had too little time

at ,my dispose.l to me.ke the contacts 1I10re then re.ther modest courtesy calls.

The seoond question whic~ I wish to raise today is, on the surface, of a

more diffioult ns.ture.

It is, as you know, my duty to see to it tha.t our e.dmin13tra.tive orge.n1za

tion functions with the highest efficiency possible and with as great ~conomy

as oircUmstanoes permit. ThIs duty of mine may sometimes bring differences of'

view on the a.dministrative needs, the methods of work, or the qtte.l1fica:tiions of

individua.l ste.ff' members.

The very best I oan hope for is that I shall' be able to ~onv1noe you tha.t

Whatever aotion I :may te.ke will be taken e~wa.yswith the interest of the United

Nations and its staff solely 10 view, on the basis of as full and objective

information as I can get, in acoordtmce with the best of my judgment and in

oomplete independe:lce of Influer..oes from outside -- or from inside -- the Organ

1za.tion.

I she~l need also your trust in this re~pect, for an element of discretionary

judgment must neoessarily be 8.ocorded to anyone in my posltion.

I hope tha.t you !!!! trust me.

One thing I have to stress. You have lately been troubled and worried by

some 61'e010.1 personnel problems. In substanoe the oases I am referring to should,

of course, be jUdged on the same ba.sis end in the same spirit ~s e~l other cases

where a.ction ha.s to be taken for recruiting or terminating eta.ff members in

order to make the Secrete.riat tha.t perfect instrument we e.ll wish it to be. The
. .

controversial probleJDs of e. legal na.ture, raised in some of these oa.s6f3, are at

present sub judice and, therefore, it would not be a.ppropriate for me to discuss

them here end now, exoept to make this clear1

The principles, on which the independence of our Seorete.r1a.t 1s founded,

will be staunchly defended and firmly applied.

On my arr1va.l I spoke of the ohe.llenging ta,sk .. - which all of ~s she.re

of developing the 5eoretaria.t into the most efficient :possible instrument. There

1s always room for improvement, for greater eoonomy and efficiency" in every a.d

ministre.tion. This ohallenge, in the' case of the United Ne.tions, is a.ll the more

(more)
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compelling because the cause we serve is SO significant for the whole world.

I have too long a Tree,Bury experience to believe in the wisdom of a policy

of revolutionary changes in administration.

The words "economy and efficiency" signify whe,t must elw,ys be in our minds

end wha,t should be one of our ma.in a.1ms in the administrative field. But no

ra.sh steps should be taken. And any reforms should be made only a.fter a. most

thorough study and prior discussion with all of those concerned. It is necessary

to move slowly in order to give the results achieved a solid basis.

I do not enviSfl.ge any changes of significence this year. Nor, on the other

hand, do ! intend to institute a. "freeze." But, ne.tura.lly, I went to keep doors

open during this time of review and stUdy. For this ree.son I consider that,

until further notice, va.cane ies should be filled only where there is an immedia.te

end obvioue need to do so. I a,lso feel that where a, staff member normally would

retire under present rules, because of his age, it should be oonsidered whether

his tem of office could not be prolonged 1n those epecia,l ca.ses where he can

continue to render essential services in a post that oannot be left va~ant.

But I must not speak any longer. This da,y is tha,t of my predecessor. Before

concluding, ! wish to say this to you, Mr. Lie.

It would not be fitting for your suocessor to tell you about the merits

of your work. You, the creator of this vast administra.tion, ha.ve said tha.t the

Job of the Seoretary-Genera,l is the most impossible job in the world. If so,

you have done the impossible. And you have ma~e it possible for your successor

to oarry on your work into the future, inspired by your optimism and your high

ideals.

As the neW Secretary-Genera.l I feel myself entitled to speak on boho.lf of

the~ entire Secretaria.t a.ssembled here in e.ssuring you of our a.d.miration for your

great serv:J.ces to the United Nations. Our best wishes will be with you in the

fruitful and hEI.P:9Y years that lie 8.hea.d for you and your family•

.Adla.i St9venson has said the.t the only la,sting reward for a. public servant

is the confidence and respect of disinterested lOen and VOD'!en. I am sure tha.t you

feel that this rewe.rd is yours.

May I alsO, in time, deserve it.

-# # #
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished g;uests,

I a,m very happy, indeed, tf'l have been invited to be with you tonight at

your annual dinner.

The rel~tionship between news media and my own job will always be ~ very

personal thing to me. You see" it was the news services which first advised me

that I was in the process of being selected as Secretary-General of the United

Nations. The telephone rang late one night in Stockholm and a news service man
, ."

identified himself--I would not run the risk of telling you fromwhich,agency-~'

and told me what appeared t? be in store .for me. The telephone was to ring again

rather frequently with similar information from other newsmen. Now, I was not a

subscriber to these agencies, but somewhere during the :night I had become what is

termed "newsworthy" and my callers wanted me to "react." lam afraid Ididntt

reward them very much because all I could do was express surprise.

As a mattero~ fact, it seems that if you are to become "newsworthy"--in

my case, 'indeed, through no fault of my ~--and if you happen to be named

Hammarskjtnd, you are going to cause newspapers and radio commentators a bit of

trouble. The other day, a wire service sent up to me the front page of a news

paper in Amarillo, Texas, in which the headline writer moved my name half an inch
, .

into the next column. With the pric-e of newsprint what it is, I am really sorry

for the diffiCUlty, although I can assure you it is not deliberate on my part.. ,

In my previou~ jobs I have learnt to know the enormous importance to a

country of a responsible and well-informed press. I have seen what the press

can do to inform publ:l.e opinion and to'guide it through the intricacies of .
national policies and world politics. Of course, both as a politician and as a

civil servant I have had my fights with the representatives of the press. In

those cases, however, I have seen again and again how, animated by a common pur-..... '

pose and inspired by mutual respect, the press and the administration cWl ~lp
~

,,--each pth.r ~:E~_~r~!;. atmutuall.l §§:"t1efac+=V 88•••U,ena._You have your job, and
. \ . • • ~ • I • 0.

r have got' mine. We have to help each other in the service of tbe people.

(more)
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I trust that as I go deeper into ..rtr:I, new job you will not have too many

oc08sions to make more serious complaint. But if you must, let me assure you

that I forgive you in advance, because, I believe ;tUlly in the right of free
''''''''~ • >,' • • .,•. __ " .'. ,'m' ,.,.~•., _ •. ~~ ~ 4.",' _ - __ --. - ••"-.~,~'- •

criticism and free express,ion of ideas. In fa.ct, by oriticizing me, you give me
'ttm TetS bast helP you'oon(--·-----.... .-"

--"Tlie-Uhited·1la'tfooS'1S·"d.edicated to the idea ,that the people have a right to

full and free information about all its actiVities. The other daYI I visited the

offices of the reporters who cover the Un:l.ted Nations. I was very e1ad to meet

them, and I hope to see them a good deal in the future.

We of the O;nited Nations canlt always guarantee that we will produce sucoesses

or great triumphs. It is sometimes a rough path up this long mountain towards

peace, but '\-11th patienoe an,d persistence and determination, we hope that the way

will be found to the summit. As you know very well/the 60 Member nations in the

United. ~e.tions do not alw.ys agree, and their disagreements have made a great deal

of news. lately, we have had an unusual and newsworthy degree of agreement/and we

all hope that it will continue.

Remember, the United Nations is not a body of experts and diplomats and poli.
~ ''''''-.,'...._,-~-.. r •

tioians, separated from the life of thecammon man. It is an organization of the
_ •..• ~ ... .,'". ., ....--. .......... ,.,.......... ........ ~ __ ""."'_~_h",c.'_"" '___ . ..__-.,.,,~,~. _ . •

PeOple,S for the peop~es of the world. The news media are representatives of the

people. In large part, it is throueh them that the people form their opinions and

it is publioopinion in the end that is the life blood of the United r~ations. So, if

I may refer,to you as delegates of the people, I would ask you to report us" criti

cize us, and I know you will continue to give us a fair accounting.

May I add just this. I hope that when you follow the activities of the

United Nations and when you tell the public what we are doing and what we are, aiming

at, you will not ,forget the very important eoonomic activities which are ours. The

work in the underdeveloped countries and the efforts to solve, the world economic

probl~ form part of the general fight for freedom and peace. I feel that i~

should be stressed by us all again and again that if we forget to set the economic

basis o~ our political life straight" we will Booner or later be in for serious

troUble. Problems which today may seem to be mainly technical and which the publto

may findooUld safely be ;Left to experts outside the sphere of politics" may easily

develop into real dangers. The areas where 'today we are able to work in qUiet, in

order to. build up a sound ecoIlOIllY,. may, if we donI t take oare" one day. develop into

serious threats to world pesce.

This, is, I think, all I wish to say tonight. Again ~ thanlt you for haVing

invited me.

* * *
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5T T~T BY SOO~iETARY -GENERAL DAG lW.ll KJOLD
IN ACCEPl'ING 000000 CHECK FIDi"l T UNITED STATES
FOR THE.UN Tl!:CHlHCAh. ASSISTANCE PROQIWi, ?6 APRIL 192J

It is with very great pleasure that I acoept, on behalf ot the United

Nations and the specialized agencies participating in the Expanded'Program

.of Technical Assistance, this check for $6,000,000. It is, indeed, tangible

proof of the generous and undi.m1nished Qupport that the United States has

given this program from the start.

Today, less than three years atter we embarked on this great, cOl1etruetive

task, there is already every indication that the technical assistance program

is fulfilling its promise. There are many concrete achievements to its credit

and the ever inoreasL'ig scoPe and number of requests received from governments

is evidence of the value which these governments place on the technical assis

tance being provided. Every day, in some sixty countries throughout the world,

men and women drawn from as many nationalities, each with his or her special

training and experience to share, are 'Working to impart their knowledge to

others in urgent need of it. Without the generous oontributions of your and

other government s, all this work would have to stop or be seriously curtailed.

Technical assistance is only part of the answer to the overall problem of

raising the living standards of underdeveloped countries~ It is, however, an

essential part; and the Expanded Program of the United Nations and the specializel

agencies can make a contribution producing rioh returns in human progress and

well-being in relation to the sums expended on it.

The true evaluation of this contribution can not be made as yet. It ean

be measured only in terms of the greater welfare it may bring to generations

to oome.

This much, hbwever, can be said now. At a time when international

relations were tense and tU1certain, the ixpanded Program of Technioal Assistance

translated the theory of interna.tional cooperation into practise - and it

worksl

I would like, Mr. Ambassador, to express ~ gratitude for this contribution

and for the support of your government, now and in the past, which has helped

make it work.

#11#
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UNITED NATIONS

SECRETARIAT

'1'0: Members ot the statt

As I take up my duties as Secretary-General, I want to extend

to you all my greetings and to express my appreciation for the

triendly' welcome accorded me here at the United Nations Headquarters.

One of my most important and immediate concerns is to become

acquainted not only with the organization of the Secretariat but

also with the individual people who make up this ~at team ot

international civil servants. During these first weeks I shall

obviously want to devote much of my time to a stUdy of the efficient

functioning of the Secretariat and its administration, and in se

doing, I shall have th e opportunity of meeting many of you personally

and discussing wi.. th you our common problems. But i~ addition to this,

I want very much to become acquainted with the staff as a whole and

to meet you in your own individual places of work throughoU:t ,the

Secretariat; and I shall look forward to initiating, during the

next few days, informal visits to the various departments on their

respective floors in the Secretariat building. This will obviously

take some time to complete and I am sure you will understand any

delays that will occur.

D --vt-A.~o---------~

15 April 1953 Dag Hammarskjold

Secretary-General
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STATEMEN'L' BY SECRErARY-<!ENER.A.L DAG lW1MAR3KJOID BEFORE THE PLENARY SESSION

, OF THE. gENERAL ASSEMBLY, 10 AmI~ 1953

In the message by which the President, of the Security Council informed me
. .

or the de~ision to recoillaem J1VJ as Seeretary-General of the Unit6d Natiot18 he

Irw attention to '''the immense importance of this post, especia.l1y at the present.

time-" Wi1;h humility I accept an election, upressing a. eoDridence in me which

I have still to jUstify - with a humility inspired as much by m;1~ of

pOreonal limita.tions as by my a.warenesS of the eoctraordinary responsibility whieh

you impose on me by yrtU.r election.

~' background is, as yoo know, the ~iviI aerviee of rrr:r ~r;y-- a eiv1.1
. .

serviBe strengthened by a long tradition and firmly founded on, law. It 1. in the

b8d1es by whilil the nationa of Europe &retrying to shape the future or that

part of the world that I have ·gathered. the expertmee I have of .int.ernatlonal

ooopera.tion. There I have learned the TitaJ. :iJLq>or~e of loyalty, devotion

a.rrl integrity of those engaged in the won<.
I bring to this task a fil"'tJl will to devote myself without. any reserve to tl1e

work carr1ed out by the Un;i ted Nations organization in .PJrsuit .of its high aims.

I am here to serve you all. In so doing I shall oount on .your' understanding, on

your advic~ and on your w.ill to give to what I have'to say the atteQt.icn that ,it

may deserve. I am aniJIJated by a des:i.re to meet a..ll problems· with. an open mind.

It is for you to judge how I succee<1~ It 18 for you to correct me if' I fail.

Ours is a work of reconciliation· and realistic, oonst ruction. This work

must be based on l"espectfor the laws by which human eivilization. baa,· been built.

It likewise requires a strict ~ervane9 of the rules and principl.es laid dewn·,in

th~ Charter of this organization. My lroOrk shall be guided by" thia· knowledga ..

This great organization grew out, of, the pain and tuznioil. o£ the last war.

It welded together in what should be a QOt1t-inuedeoopereti.on'for world peau all

those who had fought against .oppression.. By all who bave'sacrifiC4Ki. tbem!Jcl.ves,

by all sacrificing themselves in the fight for freedom. and peae. this organi~

tion has - in the words of one of the greatest leaders, of democracy - 'b6en

l1eonsecrated· far above our poor pO'W'er to add or detract. 11 . May I quote .alBa-the"

other words from the Gettysturg- addres#. "The world will l1tt.l.e ncrt~, nor long

remsmber, what we say here, l::ut it can never forget ,what they did •••• It ill

for us, the living, rather to be dedicated here te the unt1ni.shedtask 1d1ich

(more)
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they have, thus far, so nobly advanced. It is rather for us to be here dedicated

to the great., task remaining befor,e us."

, In c~ncluding, may I remndyou' of .' the great ,~emory just celebrated' by the

Christian world, may I do so because of what that 'memory tells us of the redeem

ing power of true ~detlication to peace and good will toward. men. vl~ ,are ,of dif

ferent·:,creeds and conv-ictions.' Events and·,ideas ~whichto .some o~ us. ,remain the

very;basis of our faith are elements of the spiritua,l heritage of. ~ which are

foreign to others, But common to us all, and above ,all other conv:i.cti'9RS stan4s
" . , ~ ..". . .

the truth,' once 'expressed by a Swedish ,poet when he said that the greatest prayer.. . ". .
of man does not ask for victory but for peace.

I have not gone into artY of the specific problems facing this organization,

some of them now harassing all minds•.' But I have tried to indicate the spirit in

which I shall go to the work when called upon to take part. in the e,fforts of the

United Nations Organization to justify the hopes of all its members •

• J
,'. '.
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STATEMENT BY DAG HAMMARSKJOLD ON ARRIVAL AT IDLEWILD AIRPORT

On ,this occasion, when I am landing in New York to take up my new respon-,

sibilities, you may well expect me to have something to say to you. I shOUld,

myself, l~ke to do more at this first meeting on American soil than just to

introduce myself. But yet, there are only a few very general r.emarks which I

feel that I cculd and should -. make here and now.

I will tell you why.

First a personal reason. I want to do a job, not to talk about it -- not

even afterwards, so much the less in advance.

But- fUrther. ,- Of cour'se, ' !':;;;";" like a'll of 'you, like alI engaged in diplomatic

or political actiVity -- have my views and ideas on the great international

issues facing us. But those personal views of mine are not -- or should not be

of any greater interest to you today than they were just a couple of weeks ago.

Those views are mine as a private man. In my new official capacity the private

man should disappear and the international public servant take his place. The

public servant is there in order to assist,so to say from the inside, those who

take the decisions which frame history. He should -- as I see it -- listen,

analyze and learn to understand fully the forces at work and the interests at

stake, SO that he will be able to give the right advice when the situation calls

for it. Dontt think that he -. in following this line of personal policy -. takes

but a passive part in the development. It is a most active one. But he is

active as an instrument, a catalyst, perhaps an inspirer .- he serves.

Irrespective of the political responsibilities of the Secretary-General to

which I cave just referred, he baa an important, indeed an overwhelming job as

chief administrator of the UN Secretariat. To me it seems a challenging task to

try and develop the UN administrative organization into the most efficient in

strument possible. My experience from other administrations tells me that even

in the best one there is al'ofays much to improve. On the other hand, I feel that

an administratiOn inspired by sound self-criticism, never blunted by conceit

(more)
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or fall?e loyalties; ana self.1mprc)ving in t~t ep1.rit,has a just claim to the

respect and confidence of the governments and tHe pUbi~a •
.. ;

In articles recently pU~lished it bas been said that I am interested in

mountaineering. That t a true. But I have never climbed any famous peaks. My

experience is limited-to Scandinavia where mountaineering calls more for

endurance than for equilibristics, and where mountains are harmonious rather

than dramatic,. matter of fact (if -y:-ou permit me S11Ch a t<::rm .. i.ri" :tbis centext)

rather than eloquent. EO\;-ever, that much I knv.i" vi this s}llJrt tn:.t"t the qualities

it requires are just those which I feel we all Dr:30 today: perseverence ,and

j?atience, a firm grip on realities, careful."but-Ll19.g.i.native planning, a clear

8101a.reness of the dangers but also of the fact that fate is what we make it and

that the safest climber is he who never ~uestions his ability to overcome all

difficulties.

* * * * *
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NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS

TRANSCRIPr OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS AT MR. HAMM.Y'SKJOLD I S PRESS

CONFERENCE THtS MORNING AT IDLEWILD AIRPORT ..

Q. I wonder in your philosophy about the Secretary-Generalship if ve can ask you

some specific questions about political events in recent weeks? Most of us
," -,".

are epecially interested in your opinion on how the recent developments in .',

Moscow ~n Soviet policy Will affect your own job.

,
A. I think that in my statement I have explained why" here and today, I don't

think it would be appropriate ·for me to go into any political question. -

Q. Does this include the recent developmen~s in Korea?

A. Indeed.

Q. Would you care to make. some general statem~nt", perhaps" s~r, on the improve

ment of the atmosphere at least without going into specifics?

A. Well, would anybody today go further than I when I say that I suppose that we

can all share the hope that we are entering upon a period of less tension?

Q. Are your plans.to st!3:Y here. now ;tndefinitely" or are you going back to Sweden

in a short ~hile to wind up any affairs you might have there?

A. You can easily guess that I simply have to go back to wind up a few affairs.

After all, just one week ago ~I 'Was stiil active in my Ministry and so for

very obVious r.easons there. are a .few things I have to set~le in Stockholm.

And, further, as you may.guess" there are also things to be settled when you. ,. . . .
make a sudden and qUite unexpecte~ change in the way of living and life like

. .' .
the one I am experiencing. I have no idea about the timing. My feeling is

that I should stay here untilIbave;got, 'Iwonl~ say anythin;8 as pretentious

as a firm grip, on the situation, but stay here·un~il I know that I see clear

ly where the real difficulties are" what should be done, how I want to have

it all arranged" and so on and so forth.

(more)
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That or course, Will take some time, abd u~less something qUite \Ulexpected

happens, ! wouldn't like to go back for this winding up business in stockholm

until I have that feeling of safety and very, very preliminary duty fulfilled.

Q. vT.bat are your immediate plans for staying in town?
'I'"c-

... 'f,'"
" ;. ,j.;

.....

"',., .

A. l am going under cO,ver. Yes, until tomorrow.
,'" " ...

Q. You spoke of difficulties. What do you mean by tliat, exactly?

,I,

A. Real difficulties. I said that all,difficulties have to be overcome,8.Ild

we a~l know them very well. •. where they are and how they look.

Q. How do you want us to pronounce jjour nami/, by the way?

A. W,11, wasnlt there a splen~li~, proposal made -- wasn't it by Mr. Pearson him

self -- when he said in English, Hammershield? I'll certainly vant spelling

in the correct way and pronouncing it r too, in the correct way, but Itll

understand if you pronounce it in the other way.

Q. You said the best thing woUld be to call you just Hammershield. Is that

correct?

A. It 'is a correct translation.

Q. Do you want to be officially known as that1

A. No, no, no. As I saio, it is just a kind of helpful suggestio~.

Q. What is the correct pronunciation?

A. Hcmmarshuld. It is a different accent too, you know.

Q. In your discusaioIi of your philosophy as to what the Secretary-Genera;L ~o;ould
.' !

be, do' you include: the concept that the Secretary-General should act a.s a.

gO-betweeJ7the East and West political struggle?

A. May 'I pUt it in a much more modest waY? The"Secretary-General shOUld be

available tor all parties concerned, is~'t that it?

(more) ,
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Q. Could you tell us when you first heatd that yoU '\tere nominated and recommende(;.

by the Security Council?

A. At 10 olclock SwediSh time, Tuesday night, and ! think it was Reuters that

came in as a good first, immediately followed by A:P and UP. Just last week,

yes.

Q. Had you any idea that you were under consideration?

A. No, none at all. No idea. No, no, no.

Q. When were you here last?

A. Four weeks ago, I think ... the 18th of March .•• yes, March.

Q. You left for the OEEC meeting?

A. I left for the OEEC meeting, yes. That is why I had to go.

*****
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STAT:~-;l'iENT BY MR. ri~ HAiilVIARSKJotD

~PARTURE FR01·'! STOCKHOLH FOR NEW YORK

l-'lr. Dag Hammarskjold"who yesterday was appointed by the General Assembly to

succeed ~~. Trygve Lie as Secretary-General of the United Nations, left stock

holm by air for New York today.

Before leaving he made the following statement which was broadcast by the

Swedish Radio and transmitted by circuit to the UN Radio:

"lvly great hope is, of course, the one shared by people allover the world

that we are going to a period of less tension and less fear. Of course to that

I would add that it would make me very happy if the United Nations could play

its part in that development as the peace instrument which it was intended to be.

That would give an extraordinary meaning to the work I am going to do.

"l wouldn't like to say anYthing about myself, but it is quite obvious that

for me this is a great challenge. It is a situation in which one wants to do

one's very best and even more than one's best for the mere chance of making a

contribution -- a small one, of course, but after all a contrihltion -- to the

development which is so highly desirable."

In the report transmitted to UN Radio was also the following farewell state

ment of the Swedish Foreign l-'linister, Hr. Osten Unden:

"l have had Dag Hanunerskjold as my closest collaborator within the Swedish

Foreign Office for the last four years. I very much regret just now to lose

him, but that is from a narrm'l, personal vielvpoint. On the other side, I feel

glad and proud on behalf of my country and my government that he has been

elected Secretary-General of the United Nations,,"


